Farm, Garden and Household,
Selling Milk.
Few tanners seem to realize the l'aet
that constantly lending milch cows ou a
Almost
faun will impoverish the soil.
any intelligent man will admit at once
that if he raises 25 bushels of wheat to
the acre, he must return some fertilizer
to the soil which will replace the elements
that the wheat has removed. If we make
a chemical examination of the ash of the
grain of wheat, we line! it to be composed
of the following ingredients in the giyen

proportions:

In 100 parts.
lVadi.51-1
S-nla.5.5
Masrncsia.12,2
l.illie.•».!
Phosphoric acid.40.2
Sulplieric acid .2.1
Silica
..1.7
HUM)

W heat contains about 1.07 per cent, ot
1 he 2-,
:tsh of tin; above composition.
bushels will weigh 1 500 pounds, and will
contain 51 05 pounds of ash.
Wvording to a recent report of the Connecticut State Hoard of Agriculture, the
average amount of milk yielded per cow
|i\ a number ,d diaries was 2..500 quarts.
This is equal to 5,512.5 pounds, at 2 1-8

Hounds

to

the quart.

Now, good milk

adds on an average S5 per cent, of ash;
o
,,r iln j
quarts will give 54.55 pounds
t ash ol the following composition:
In 100 parts.
1 ’• ; ;|s-ic clllol .do.1 l.ls
Scdi chluriiV.4.74
;..i;.iit;
l’oPi'li.25.111
Phosphori. a,ad.2S.4U
17.54
1. ,,
M.aiaicsia.2.20
acid.trace
Sulplieric
silica.trace

Thus

we see

that the ash from the 2,500

marts of milk is about the same in amount
,s irom the acre of wheat, and that it does
aot differ greatly in composition.
Nitrogen i' another element that the
wheat and cow both remove Irom the
land. Wheat eontaiffs 15 percent, of allmvnini,ids. which will \ield two percent,
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Comfort of Farm. Stock.

Vino

writer in the Country Gentleman
makes the following timely suggestion:
"Some ten years ago, in ueeemher. 1 devoted a halfday's work, S-, to tightening
up a stable for live cows so that no manure froze in it alterwards, and instead ot
having less milk every cold snap and more
A

thaw,
right along,
milk, comfort in milking.cleaning the stable, health ot rows and thrift of calves,

every

and

in

it was more

less in amount ot feed required.
One small Ayrshiie coming in just then
didn't vary eight pounds from thirty-live
pounds o! milk per day, and ten pounds
of butter per week, tor live months. Publishing my experience in the New F.tigland Farmer led others to go and do likewise. and some years after, one correspondent said that one item was worth
more to him than the cost of the paper—
and so gave-the ball another push, as all
I found that with a properly
should do.
constructed stable, the animal heat from
a cow w ill keep a space live times her
size above freezing temperature, and still
allow good ventilation about her head,

only

regulated

at

pleasure by

an

adjustable

door in front. The winter profit ol dairies
may be increased a third, in saving of
caloric and food, and increased milk and
calf produce, by remembering that a kind
man is kind to his beasts, and that disregarding their comfort costs more

Experiments

With Tilin Seeding.

John Harrison of Harrison County,* >hio,
writes as iollows in tiie Ohio Farmer:
‘•In 1S7.1 I drilled on nine acres ol
stalk ground thirteen bushels of oats, on
bushels will, therefore, a
nitrogen. The
strip one rod wide, through the middle
Milk eon- ot the lield. 1 drilled at the rate ot
move 50 pounds of nitrogen.
eight
,ius in: an average four per cent, ot liitro- and one halt
peeks per acre. When the
G1-4
will
which
bodies,
yield
per
was
found to be
oats were cut, this strip
genized
r the 2,500 quarts will
ti gen ;
much inferior to the other being very
It is not thick and
12 lounds of nitrogen.
ive
light in the head. From that
ihIi,. s' case to make the comparison of nine acres we threshed bin bushels. The
nor
does
carbon
i,
lit
, 111'
removed;
same
year 1 had a lield of wheat, the
ike so much difference, as the carbon halt ot which was drilled in, one bushel
del.ecd mainly from the atmosphere, in
per acre, and the balance one bushel and a
on,
ease by the wheat plant directly,
The part sowed thin was much
peck.
, iln; oilier by the grass which is eaten
better, having at least two bushels per
In the cow
This
acre more than the thick sowing.
nil the above it is easy to see why
year 1 drilled thirty-two bushels ot oats
.d pastures run down ; and the remedy is on
twenty-tour acres, and threshed 1075
e\ai*ti\ the same as should be used d bushels.
On two acres of one lield 1 drillwheat'had exhausted the soil; that is, the ed at the rate of a bushel
per acre, and I
ground must be manured. And the com- could not see but that they were as good
i,:; ol the ash of the milk shows why
as the others.
Oncol my neighbors sowpopish salts and superphoshates produce ed (broadcast) twenty-eight bushels on
such remarkable effects on old, worn-out twelve acres.
They were very thick and
pastures. These furnish exactly the ele- short, and there is no clover and timothy
ments that have become exhausted. Tunn- on llic
lield, while 1 have the best set 1
els who buy grain largely for feeding,and
have had for many years. There is cerapply the manure produce to the land, are tainly a great amount of.seed thrown away
thus almost unconsciously returning to
by thick sowing. And not only this, but
the land that which they have removed in
many crops are injured, il not nearly ruinJournal
ol
the form of milk.
[Huston
ed
on too much seed."
■

■

by putting

Chemistry.

Ducks

Without

Water.

Tliinli

of It.

There lies a hook before u> written by
Has il ever occurred to many cl''our I l>r.
William Hargreaves, entitled “Our
readers tliat ducks can be raised, advan- W asted
liesourees.” We wish that the
is
where
there
tageously, upon premises
and political economists of this
politicians
for
their
amuseneither pond nor stream
could read this book, and ponder
country
J lie common idea is that such a
ment ?
well its shocking revelations. They are
convenience is absolutely necessary to revelations
of criminal waste—the expenHut we have the assurance
their thrift.
diture of almost incalculable resources for
of a breeder in Massachusetts who lias
that which brings nothing, worse than
tried the experiment for three successive
nothing, in return. There are multitudes
erronthis
is
that
notion
years,
altogether
ot people who regard the temperance
eous.
question as one of morals alone. The
Our domesticated ducks, like the wild
men who drink say simply, “We will
ones, prefer a brook or lakelet to pass drink wlial we
please, and it'- nobody’s
their leisure in, and a swampy piece of business.
You temperance men are pestrround through which a river branch tilent fellow-, who
obtrude your tuppenny
sluggisl v ilows. affords a good deal of ani- standard of morality upon us, and we do
mal lum! l'or til is rave, which helps to keep not want
it, and will not accept it. liethem through the summer.
cause you are virtuous, shall there he no
lias
no
ol
above
Hut tlie party spoken
more cakes ami ale?”
Very well, Ictus
pen water on bis farm, and lie has raised drop it as a question of morality. You
•overal series of common ducks in the will
surely look at it with us as a question
past three seasons,, among his flocks of of national economy and prosperity; else,
as
turned
out
which
have
fowls,
barnyard
you can hardly regard yourselves as paprofitable so far as lie can calculate, as the triots. We have a common interest in the
chickens lie lias marketed in the fall and national
prosperity, and we can discuss
winter.
amicably
any subject on this common
These web-footed birds have been fed
ground.
.vilh the other poultry, and all the duckDuring the year 1*70 in the state ot
lings are hatched and reared by liens. He New York, there were expended by conmakes no distinction in feeding, as to va- sumers for
liquor more than one hundred
riety or kinds or kinds of food. All iiis and six millions ot dollars, a sum which
“in
and
all
have
are
common,'’
poultry
amounted to nearly two-thirds of all the
the same chance at the grain, the grass,
to laborers in agriculture and
and the scraps from the house; but lie lias wages paid
manufactures, and to nearly twice as much
never provided his ducks with any water,
as the receipts of all the railroads in the
except what bis fowls have at band for State, the sum ot the latter being between
■Irink ; and lie says lie knows no difference
and sixty-nine millions. The
in their thrift, from the shell upward to sixty-eight
money ot our people goes across the bar
common
flock*
II'
the
killing.
mongrel
all the time faster than it is crowded into
will thus do well without water to wash
the wickets of all the railroad stations o!
and swim in, why may not the Pekin, the
tire State, and where does it go? What is
Aylesbury, the Hoticit duck, be bred to the return for it? Diseased stomachs,
simiiai advantage? This kind of poultry
heads, discouraged and slatternly
is fully as profitable as are bens, and il it aching
homes, idleness, gout, crime degradation,
can be raised without pond or stream on
death. These, in various measures, are
the premises, why is not this experiment
exactly what we get for it. We gain ot
worth the trial by others?
that which is good, nothing—no uplift in
morality, r.o increase of industry, no accession to health, no growth ot prosperity.
Farm Paragraphs.
Our State is full ot tramps, and every one
One ot the happiest anil most independis a drunkard. There is demoralization
ent of all human occupations is that of an
everywhere, in consequence of this wasteintelligent tanner, wlio.se land is paid for, ful stream of liery fluid that constantly
and who keeps out of debt.
flows down the open gullet ot the State.
lint our State is not alone. The liquor
1'eople, like plants, grow pale and puny
.1 tin: sun is shut out.
Oood health is the bill ul Pennsylvania during 1*70 was more
sunshine of the body; a cheery disposition than sixty-live millions of dollars, a sum
is the sunshine ot the soul.
equal to one-third of the entire agricultural product of the State. Illinois paid more
Have your plan of work marked out
than forty-two millions, ami Ohio more
for the day or week in advance, and althan lifty-eight millions.
Massachusetts
ways keep ahead of it; this will save half
more than twenty-live millions, a
ihe hurrv, worry, and spoiled work of paid
sum equal to live-sixths of her agriculturlife.
al products, while the liquor Dill oi Maine
The healthiest site for a family dwelling was only about four millions and a quarter.
is on an elevation declining on every side, Mr. Hargreaves takes the figures ot Masso as to
convey the water rapidly away, or sachusetts and Maine to show how a proon a sandy soil which admits the same in
hibitory law does, after all, reduce the
effect.
drinking; but it is not our purpose to
this question.
The legislature of California lias enact- argue
What we desire to show is, that, with
ed a law which allows every citizen who
an annual expenditure of $000,WO,000 for
will plant trees, and maintain them for
in the United States—and all the
liquors
three years, a deduction from his taxes ot
we give are based upon oilicial
figures
*1 for each year so planted.
statistics—it is not to be wondered at that
Nova Scotia fruit growers claim to raise the times are hard and people poor. Not
the finest apples in the world. At a recent only this vast sum is wasted not only the
exhibition apples weighing more than a capital invested is diverted from good
pound apiece were exhibited, and the uses, and all the industry involved in production taken lrom beneficent pursuits,
flavor was said to he excellent.
but health, morality, respectability, inin
clean
barrels
and.alter
Apples placed
and lile are destroyed.
dustry,
Sixty
all
the escape of
moisture, tightly headed thousand Americans
annually lie down in
up, keep about as well as by any method. a drunkard’s
grave. It were better to
Filling in among the apples ground plasinto the field and shoot down sixty
ter is said to promote long preservation. bring
thousand ot our young men every year,
Always remove the harness from the than to have them go through all the prowork-horses at noon, and allow them to cesses of disease, degradation, crime and
tie tree from all incumbrances. It is cruel despair through which they inevitably
to work Horses all
day in a heavy harness, pass.
and allow it to remain on their backs while
With six hundred millions cl dollars
saved to the country annually, how long
they are eating.
to make these United States
To cure dogs of killing sheep the Turf; would it take
not only, but able to meet, without
Field and Farm says that fastening a dog rich,
disturbance and distress, the revulsions in
between two rams and leaving them to
business to which all nations are liable ?
wander at their own sweet will for a day
Here is a question lor the statesman and
or two has effected a cure where all other
of abThe dog so treated is the politician. Twenty-live years
means had failed.
solute abstinence from the consumption
for
the
to
lose
all
relish
apt
company ot of
useless, and worse than useless liquors,
sheep.
would save to the country fifteen billions
Farmers’ sons should learn how to graft, of dollars, and make us the richest nation
and every spring change some varities ot on the face of the globe. Not only this
fruit that have proved less than first-class, sum—beyond the imagination to compreeither in quality or productiveness. There hend-—would be saved, but all the abominable consequences of misery, disease,
are but lew orchards that do not contain
more or less trees that are unprofitable,
disgrace, crime, and death, that would
flow from the consumption ol such an
because of the varieties they bear.
enormous amount of poisonous
fluids,
Moore's Rural New Yorker says: “There
would be saved.
And yet temperance
is a vast difference in the flavor ol
eggs, men are looked upon as disturbers and
liens fed on clear, sound grain and kept
And we are abjured not to
fanatics!
on a clean
grass run, give much liner flainto politics ! And this
vored eggs than hens that have access to bring temperance
transcendent question of economy
stable and manure heaps and all kinds of great
while we hug our little
the
•
filthy food. Hens feeding on fish and gets for go-by,
the sake of party and of oflice 1
onions flavor their eggs accordingly, the issues
Do we not deserve adversity? [Ily Dr.
same as cows eating onions and
cabbage, J. G. Holland in Scribner’s for December.
or drinking offensive water,
impart a bad
taste to the milk and butter.
The richer
the food the higher the color ot the eggs.
It was discovered in New York the other
Wheat and corn give eggs the best color, day that 1,800 pounds of coal made a ton,
while feeding on buckwheat makes them and the man who invented that arithmetic
colorless, rendering them unfit for confec- was walked around by the ear and landed
in jail.
tionery purposes.”

Santo.

Once I read a strange, sweet story,
Of a sacred snowy wine,
Made by peasants on Lake Garda.
Brewed beneath the cross’s sign;
N ino Santo called forever,
Sealed with seal of things divine—
N ino Santo. Holy Wine!

••It lias seen its best days certain,” said
the widow, tugging at the oars.
“You don't look able for such work,”
said the girl.
1 have seen better days,” was the

quiet

answer.

And then—oh, sufficient reward of all
this real lady, this fair
her efforts!
young girl with the solt hands and the
pretty bathing dress, actually replied, “1
—

On the first days of October,
Only in a shining sun—
Onlv in the dew of morning.
Clusters lifted one by one;
Thus begins the solemn vintage.
Vintage with the cross for sign—
Vino Santo, Holy Wine!

thought

so.”

“Here, give me an oar,” she added,
still panting. “Hut, my dear soul, we’ll
never be able to row down to that point,
Tales the autumn, falls the winter.
where 1 left my clothes, and 1 can’t walk
Lie the grapes untouched and still :
to the hotel; I’m awfully tired.
Can't
No man haste and no man hinders
you put me ashore at your place, and
While their subtle juices till,
send word for me down yonder?”
Till the sacred day of Christmas,
The little dark cabin on the shore
Day of days, of joy divine.
Then is brewed the Holy Wine.
brightened up with an unwonted lustre
as the widow sheltered her young charge,
Cast the winter, past the spring-time.
Into summer far and late;
and changed her wet garments tor some
For the joy of Vino Santo
of her own.
They who long must long and wait:
“If my font would only conic. I'd send
Only glowing heat can ripen—
him for your things.”
Glowing heat and cross’s sign,
N ino Santo, Holy Wine!
"Oh, no matter. I ll wrap my shawl
about me and walk down myself alter
Dear, to-day, the strange, sweet story.
I’ve rested a bit. “I’m not hurt, you
Sudden seemeth thine and mine;
know, only seared ! Dear me, how I lint#
Thine and mine and all true lovers.
Sealed by seal and signed by sign;
seared! My old nurse used to leach me
Silence, patience, from Love's Vintage
not to scream; but if 1 hadn’t screamed,
Drink at last, in joy divine.
where should 1 have been now, 1 wonder?
Vino Santo, Holy Wine’
Mrs. Minton would gladly have part?.!
| Scribner for January.
with the last shred she possessed, and
gone shivering tiie rest ol her days, to
see her worn-out gown donned so handSeeing Better Days.
somely by the bright lassie.
Tiie widow Minton had seen better
They have seen better days, the
days. How far back wasn't exactly col- clothes,
miss, and I'll not deny that they
lided; but she had seen them. Hotter have been in
good company in their time;
like
the
about
her,
mouldily
days hung
hut they’re not lit for a lady now.”
defaced shreds of antiquated embroidery.
ller companion laughed, a pretty, misThe sturdy gossips of the sea-side vilchievous laugh. Site read the weakness
out
with
their
skirts
who
went
lage,
of her rescuer, and treated it tenderly.
tucked up and their bare brown arms
“Whatever a lady lias worn is lit. for a
able lor any work, looked askance at the
to wear,” she said, and forthwith
widow Minton, with her pitiful meagre- lady
wrapped herself, smiling, in the old gray
ness of aspect, her dickering black eye,
shawl.
and her trailing old gown. They nudged
And at that moment Tom, with his rod
each other, and said, “Hotter days—Lord
shirt gleaming in Ihe setting sun, and a
save us!"
ot lish on his shoulder, stood in the
Hut the widow did not trouble the string
doorway.
neighbors much, nor they her. A body
lie stopped when he saw the guest
who couldn’t do a heartsome hand’s stirstanding upon tlie hearth-stone, a bright
ring was best left alone to her brooding, lire behind her, and the kettle
boiling
and the widow’s smoky little cabin, solicheerily. She nodded to him familiarly.
tarily apart, on the sea shore, was left Tom
he
must
be
thought,
dreaming.
pretty much to herself and the boy Tom.
•'Tom and 1 are acquainted,” said she.
Tom was a sturdy, brown-faced lad,
“Arc you?” responded the astonished
who picked up a living by doing odd jobs
widow.
tor the boatmen, and now and then tak“Yes,” said the girl. “I've watched
ing a day for trailing. Tom had probably Tom
many a time walking along shore
The widow
better days.
never seen
in his red shirt, and once lie took me and
shook her head over him —so stupidly
father out rowing,
l orn, your mother's
content, poor Tom! so beaming and saved
1 He.”
my
good matured over heggarliness and
“Saved your life!” echoed Tom, wiio
hopelessness. A tall, well-grown fellow, never in all his lite had heard of his
with bare l'eet, a torn straw hat, and a red
mother’s doing anything before.
shirt. Tom took the world easily, looking
Tom, stupid and staring, was hurried
with reverent eyes on his mother’s byoil in search of the missing garments.
but
no
means
by
seeming And meanwhile his mother betook herself
gone gentility,
to covet it tor himself
a cup ot tea for her
to
protege.
tier
The widow deemed it due to
past It making
was wouderlul how a little warmth
respectability to be seen at church of a ol human teeling had roused this woman
Sunday evening, and you could see the to life and
activity again.
two walking at twilight along the sands
When Tom returned, lmien with varitogether, she with her clean pocket-hand- ous articles of apparel, the two were
kerchief folded over her old hymn-book
their tea together at the
and a certain doubtful hesitancy ot gait, quietly sipping
old round table.
as if heaven itself might be looking down
He did not return alone, however. Folcritically on her shabby black gown and
lowing him fame a tall gray-headed genrusty bonnet. As lor Tom, patient Tom, tleman.
he went plodding slowly alter her, with
“Here's father!” cried the girl, springhis smiling lace, whistling to himself as
torward. “Oh, father, this good lady
lie went. Always patient, always plod- ing
has saved my life !”
Tom!
Patiently tailing asleep
ding, poor
Lady! The widow .Minton wauled to
during the sermon, and patiently listen- kiss
the beautiful rosy lips that pronouncing open-mouthed to the closing In inn, ed the words.
his careless bright lace, contrasting so
“Well, my dear.” said the old gentleoddly with his mother’s querulous and man,
good humorcdly pinching the plump
tear-worn visage, won for him the sohuicheek, "she has done it very thoroughly.
rainbow.
widow
Minton’s
of
the
quet
You certainly don’t look very near death
The minister ot the parish, mistaken
now.”
just
to
make
a
call
it
incumbent
deemed
soul,
Whereat the story, with due enlargeit
is
on
on the widow; and,
charity bent,
ment and variation, was told him with a
said lie unwarily ottered to employ her
services in His household for a season, pretty pout.
The father smiled, hut also he furtively
lie deemed it his duty to rouse the old
wiped away a tear.
woman to activity.
“Well, madam,” said lie, courteously,
lie did rouse her; and it is averred
my cordial thanks for looking
“accept
call
at
the
loiiud
time
to
lie
never
that
after my little madcap, Belle. She’s my
her
lor
a
comcabin again. Did he take
and as full ol pranks
mon
household drudge, or a low-born only child, you see,
as any dozen.”
lield hand ? -She thanked God she had
Belle playfully put her hand over his
too much spirit left yet to put herself unmouth.
der any body’s feet, lie hadn't far to go
“I won’t have my character traduced
to find scores of drudges and diggers, but
where they’ve been so good to me,” she
lie
knew
a
before
further
he might go
cried. “And oh, father, isn’t this a beaulady when he saw her.
tiful place—such a view of the water! 1
It might have been the alternoon alter
mean to come down here every day to do
the good man’s visit that the widow sat
my sketching.”
cabin
Her
at
the
door.
idly brooding
“1 am afraid,” said the sire, shaking
eyes had a wandering, lar-away look,
his head, that this good lady will have
and her face was keener than ever. Because to wish she had thrown you overyond the bluff which sheltered her cabin hoard.”
line
the
of sea-coast,
white
stretched a far
“Oh, no, lather; she likes me, and 1
sand gleaming silvery in tiie sun. Far
like her. And I’ve fallen in love with
off a group of bathers in bright dresses
know.”
frolicked between shore and water. They 'Ton.long ago. you
Tom blushed painfully.
Something
came from the great hotel down beyond ;
and new stirred in his mind.
she could almost catch the sound of their strange
his
did
not
sweeten
thoughts
voices as she sat slowly rocking in her Compliments
as they did his mother’s, for Tom had
doorway. It was a quiet afternoon ; the never
seen better days, and felt as if he
air was soft and soothing, and the widwas being made a jest of.
ow’s heart, so full of bitterness, felt itself
A week passed, during which the young
This
sweeten and soften in the stillness.
girl strolled almost daily to the cabin.
part of the shore sheltered by its over- When she was there Tom seldom entered
hanging rock, was seldom disturbed by the house. He had
and sulky ;
intruders, but presently the watcher’s eye he sat on the shoregrown shy
or
brooding,
darkly
a
of
young girl splashing went off
caught sight
to Ids fishing.
silently
the
water
and frolicking in
just beyond
One morning, Belie and her father deIt was a pretty sight, the
the rocks.
Belle kissed the withered cheek
rounded arms, the curving shoulders, the parted.
ol her friend, and that was all. For when
swaying, boating figure. And perhaps mention had been made ol
helping her
the old woman recalled with a sigh thethe widow had drawn hertime when she was young and blithe too, substantially,
self sharply up, all the lady shining in
and had as cheery a voice as that with
her eye.
which the la r swimmer hailed her com“1 may have seen my best days,” she
panions in the distance.
“hut 1 haven’t come down to that
said,
(lazing absently on the smiling scene, yet. And it 1 needed any reward I’ve
a reverie lell upon her, and when she
had it now,” she added, as she felt the
looked again, the young water nymph
solt blood mantling in the cheek that
She had probably
had disappeared.
Belle had kissed.
The widswam ashore behind the rocks.
Long alter the two had left, loin went
ow turned away, hugged her thin shawl
about with a cloud on his face, and in his
over her shoulders, and thought that the
were ringing those mocking words,
Hark ! What was ears
sea wind was chilly.
“I’m in love with Tom." A disgust lor
that? Surely she heard a cry. No merry
his iishing life and lor himself and lor
shout or ringing laugh this; it might be
their miserable surroundings o! poverty
the
filled the lad’s heart with an unwonted
bitterness.
!
that
But
creature,
surely
depth,
young
“Mother,” said he one day, as he sat
lo ! what of it if she had ? Dying young
darkly brooding ovef the hearth, “you
a body gets quit ol a deal of trouble.
said you were a born lady; why didn’t
And— Yes, surely that was a scream.
make a gentleman of me ?”
The widow looked sharply out. Would you
“1 hadn’t any money left when you
Tom never come? The tide was rising
said the widow briefly.
and—and something certainly was i the came,”
“Then its money that makes people
matter.
She called, she beckoned frantiand ladies ?”
cally to the bathers beyond ; they seemed gentlemen
“I don’t know,” said the widow puzboth blind and deaf.
somehow mostly have it.”
No one, not one soul at hand, and that zled; “they
One day Tom canto and told her he was
in
of
life!
A
minute
peril
young thing
There had been a man
to sea.
she stood still, listening—-a feeble old going
down looking for hands, and he had taken
woman with a haggard, scared face, to
Tom gladly, for Tom was a handy fellow
whom no one would have dreamed of
at almost any kind of sea craft, and would
looking for help.
soon make a good seaman.
“I can’t stand this,” she said. “Seems
“And you must just bide here patiently
I might pull out that old scow myself.
till I come back, mother; tor if there’s
Tom !
she screamed, with a yell that
better days any where, I shall bring ’em
held the concentrated energy of ten
with me, be sure.”
And
it
no
Tom
But
years.
appeared.
After that the sea looked colder and
withthose
was the widow herself, with
bluer than ever, and the solitary woman
ered idd hands that disdained the minislived a sort of hermit’s life.
No cheery
ter’s kitchen.work—it w'as the widow hervoice of gossiping neighbor lightened the
self, who, straining, tugging, and with
no children prattled around
her grey hair buttering in the wind, un- dreary cabin,
and only Belle, the bright, blitheloosened the old dug-out from its moor- her;
hearted lassie, seemed to remember to
ing's, and trembling, unskillful, armed
her with a letter now and then.
with a rude paddle, wTent spinning out cheer
Belle was away now visiting some disIt
the
leaked,
dizzily over the water.
but in her kindly heart she
old scow; it scorned the broken paddle tant friends,
it seemed, for the poor, old
a
and the heavy oars, but finally it came kept corner,
woman who had saved her life.
drifting out blindly and dizzily to the obThree years—four—passed away, and
ject of her search. A plump hand with a
glittering ring upon it clutched the edge daily of a summer afternoon you might
A have seen the widow sitting in her doorof the boat, nearly oversetting it.
young, eager lace with streaming hair, way, eager and hollow eyed, looking out
looked up from the water, and gasping, for some possible ship that might be
shuddering, half drowned, and wholly Tom’s. Tom was not a good correspondscared, the young water-nymph was pre- ent, but occasionally up at the little postofliee a wandering epistle waited her
sently aboard the old craft.
“Oh, how frightened I was!” she cried. trembling hand. She was growing very“I felt sure I was losing all my strength, old and feeble now; but Tom was getand would go to the bottom. Oh, you ting lip in the world; Tom was first mate
good soul! you dear soul! how did you of his ship; Tom was a success; Tom was
to me in this water-logged a gentleman, and oh, above all things,
ever get
Tom was coming home !
craft ?”

NUMBER

A Florida Xaix.iry.
Not every one watches in vain, though
Display of Fishes at the Centennial.
may not always be looking in the
One of the luxuries of liie in many
There are to be two exhibitions of this
right direction. It was so with the wid- southern
homes, notably so in the negro kind at the Philadelphia Centennial, one
ow.
As she sat one day, with straining
cabins, is that kind of (uel known as in tiie Government building and the other
eyes gazing on f'ar-oft-sun-lit sails, and
“light-wood.” Not light i 1 weight, tor by the agricultural department. Profeshow
some
of
them
hovered
nearer
seeing
it is as dense and heavy as solid oak or sor Bail'd has conceded to the latter tlie
and nearer, and some, alas! took wing
It derives its name from its Vivaria, and will give the weight ot his
farther ami'tarther away, the doorway hickory.
convenience for making a bright influence and counsel to make ii a sucgreat
darkened suddenly; there came a rushing
light. It is the fat wood ot the pine tree, cess, while he will display his easts—perupon her, as it dropped from the clouds, so fall of resin that a hot sun
shining up- haps a thousand—colored to life, with all
a
plump, dark-eyed, rosy-cheeked lady, on a fat board causes the pitch to Slow. tlie
specimens of preparations, showing
who tiling herself into tiie arms ol the
Ot course it burns Ireely. so that a few the various use to which each
species is
watcher with a cry ol joy.
sticks laid upon the lire dogs and touched applied, economically and commercially.
“Oh, mother she exclaimed, half sob- with a candle
or lighted match, burst at
The Government will exhibit all tlie apbing, halt laughing, “oh, mother! don't once into a vidid llame which warms the
pliances for taking fish —of which the
you know me?
Why, I’m Toni’s wife, room in two minutes lrom the time it white man's forms but a small
proportion
and I’ve brought the captain witli me!’’
started.
the Mississippi —trom models ot pounds and seines down
said Captain Toni, that steamers Passengers upon
Mother.
have seen its value for torches. to the smallest minuthc ot the
night, “you’ve seen better days, perhaps, A lew pieces ot the bulk of a bushel outfit ; also boats and canoes, or anglers'
models
but I never have.’’
basket, burnt in a frame work of iron, ot them.
“For didn't 1 tell you,” said Mrs. Tom
attached to the bow of the boat, illumiIn the Agricultural Hall will In* exhibitarchly, “that I was in love with Tom? nate a whole wood-yard or wharl while ed the same,
with the exception ot canoes,
And lather owns his ship, you know; so
the boat is taking in wood or putting out boats and tin*, lishing implements ot the
it Tom is Captain, I’m second mate, you
freight. A single stick, the size ot my aborigines. In this building there will be
see.
And we're going to take you away
linger, lighted at one end, will burn sev- the competitive display ot lishing tackle,
to where we found our better days.
eral minutes like a candle. There is nothlisli cultural apparatus and models of
[Harper's Weekly
ing that lias a greater charm for our spawning races and lisli ways; also an
northern visitors than our open fire-places exhibition of the process of tish culture,
A Young Woman's Adventures.
and blazing tires, for be it nmlerstoi d and and in aquaria various lood fishes in difMiss Alice Holmes was detained in the remembered we have a good many days ferent stages of
growth, and sporting and
police station in Astoria, N. Yyesterday during the winter months, when sitting ornamental lisli. In fact anything or eve yYork
to
officers
around such a hearth is most delightful. thing to be had. trom avelings and minSun,
give
says the New
an opportunity to procure suitable wearTight wood adds much to the eomtort of nows, to sharks and huge tunnies.
Those who have examined the ground
ing apparel in which to send her to her camp life. Indeed, iL seems to lie the vert
home in Massachusetts. She wore a mid- tiling that makes such a life so attractive plans of the buildings ire aware that the
shipman’s cap. a heavy pea jacket, blue to scores ot our winter visitors of both manufactures nr produces ot any class exllannel sailor’s shirt, pantaloons and sexes, .'soldiers olteu carry small parcels tend longitudinally, while tlie spaces almen s
hoots, and her hair, of auburn of it with their baggage on a march, lest lotted to each nation o: State cross such
shade, was short cropped, and parted on their camping place should be in some classes, thus allowing each nation or
the side, making her appear as a stout spot destitute of the luxury of their life. Slate, while occupying it- prescribed limand comely lad of 1(1 or 17 years. She It was one ot the greatest objections the its, in exhibit in any branch or class.
The
was taken to the police station on SunSeminoles made to leaving Florida, that space designed for the lisli, lisli cultural
day. for disguising hers.df in male attire. they were going to a country destitute of aiql lishing tackle display, in the AgriculHer sex was discovered in the boarding light wood.
tural Building, is on tlie west side. It
house of Alfred Horn, to whom she was
All pitcii pme does not allorct llii- timl
will he forty tout wide and extend the ensent as a border by Mr. Anton l’earse, the of fuel. The best <juality is only fount! tire length of the hall—say about eight
proprietor ot the Carnolia chemical works here anil there, perhaps one tree in ten, hundred feet —half of tlie space having
The latter was crossing anil always the best in dead trees. An been reserved lor the I biited States. The
on Hutch Kills.
the ferry to Hunter’s Point on the 8th “old deadening,” that is. where the trees hatching apparatus and things
pertaining
inst., when he was accosted by a boy, as have been killed for cultivation of the "thereto, and the aquaria, will he on the
he supposed, who asked for employment. land, affords the opportunity for procur- side next to the lights, an I the display ot
The boy said that he would work as a ing a Supply ot the article in its best con- fishing tackle, etc on the opposite side of
tarm laborer for his board and elotties. dition.
And that reminds me of an inci- the aisle.
Mr. l’earse offered to provide him with dent of travel among the “piney woods
Approaching the fishery department
board and clothes and give him $8 a people.” The road for some miles had from the cast, through the main tranmonth it he would work tor him. He ac- been particularly dreary and almost un- sept, visitors will be attracted by a large
hmntaiu at the western side of the buildcepted the oiler and was employed in the inhabited, the land being almost barren
department for making chloroform, lie unproductive ol anything but pine trees ing In the circular base of this fountain
gave the name id Walter Holmes. He —pines palustris—the kind that furnishes will be seen golu lisli and other species
was sent to live with Mr. Horn, who
our vast supply ol lumber, the staple proNext will come
with brilliant colors.
keeps a boarding house l'or young men. duct of Florida, -ft length our road lay hatching apparatus, models of spawning
On Sunday last he was accused of steal- iiciuss utio ol those hankie- -, bridgeloss races and fish wavs; then an exhibition
ing a shirt, and it was then he was dis- creeks, that is approached lor tin rods, ot the process of hatching the eggs ot
covered to be a young woman.
perhaps, by a gradual decline, over black fishes Following these the s'ghtsecr will
Miss Holmes is between hs and 1!) soil covered with a dense undergrowth, find glass aquaria of various sizes, from
years old. with blue eyes and lair com- though not fairly called swamp, and then two to six: and a half feet long, with a
plexion. She is live leet live inches in we canto to the stream ; though it is hard great variety of our fresh and salt water
I'lie cold-water species, such as
height. Her story, as told to Recorder to tell which way it streams, or its depth, fishes.
l’arsells of Long Island City and to tor its color is dark and its course darker. salmon, trout, grayling, whitetish and lake
others, is that she is trom Marion, MassaRising from “the creek” I heard the trout, will lie exhibited in aquaria, the
chusetts, where her mother lives. She certain sign ol an approach to a house, water id' which will la* refrigerated. A
was secretly married when she was about
the barking of half a dozen starved dogs. constant stream will flow through all the
1.7 to a young telegraph operator named “The house” soon opened to view, a tanks.
At the northern oral ot the buildBarnstable, and went with him to Indi- dark, smoky log cabin ol one room about ing will be three very large aquaria, one
She lias a child ;i years old, that 1(1 or Is feet square; the root made of twenty, and two ten feet long; all of them
ana.
her mother lias the custody of. She de- “shakes” held in place by weight poles; seven feet wide and nearly tour feet deep.
serted her home in Marion nine months the fireplace a wooden crib without any
Tim twenty-loot tank will contain large
ago, because she could nut gel some chimney to carry off the smoke except a marine tish, mammals and invertebrata—
money that she thought belonged to her. few round pine poles piled up about four sharks,and dolphins and tunnies, or ••horse
Her adventures in male dress began in feet above the mantle, in the form as the mackerel,” if they can be bad—porpoises,
She tried to obtain work body of the cabin, and neither were even seals, huge -ca turtles, etc. One of the
Providence.
there suitable for a woman, and, failing “daubed,” that is tile cracks tilled up ten-foot tanks will have the salt-water
1 here was a deor upon the tish of smaller size and in greater numto do so, she lured herself to a tanner. with clay.
She deserted him to go on the sound side partly toward the road, lor the build- bers: tin* other will hold the larger freshsteamer Schultz as a deck hand, and ing stood corner ways to it, and a win- water fishes, catfish, bullalo lisli, gars and
dow on the other side; not a glass win- mud or shovel fish of the West., sturgeons
was afterward steward on the coastwise
schooners Jamestown, Czar and William dow, but a hole where you might have and large specimens o! tlie great NorthShe kept tier sex a secret «iue. The shutters for door or wuulow pickerel, muscalonge and wail-cyed pike
H. Baker.
In August or Sep- had never been hung, but when dosed
These large tanks will have plate glass
wherever she went
file onlv in front, the* backs and ends will be
tember last she became acquainted with were held in place by a fence rail,
The glass will be
two young men named Jackson and lloor was made ol puncheons—pine logs
ol substantial wood.
Brier, one of whom told her that lie had split into slabs ami roughly hewed, lb- an inch thick; -;\ plates forty-live by
run away from his father, taking a large
tween the cabin and the road was a rail lorty inches in the largest, and three
amount of money.
They persuaded her fence, and outside a dozen hogs, recently plates of tin* same size in each ot tiie
This part ot the building will
to enlist with them in the United States fed a little corn and searching lor more. -mailer.
navy, and she then revealed to them who Inside of the fence the dogs and tow- be darkened and the light from w ithout
she was. She was taken as a ward-room headed children appeared about alike in throw n directs on the surface ot the waboy on the steamer Powhattan at the number and noise. The children, male ll r, a plain dark curtain extending from
She alleges that her two and female, were dressed alike, each in a the top of the front of the tanks to the
navy yard.
companions paid the surgeon S-W each to very dirty cotton shirt. The mother sat ceiling, thus giving the efleet of looking
She in the doorway nursing the last addition through w inflows into tiie sea.
pass her w ithout exposing her sex.
The plan of aerating the water in those
overstayed her leave from the vessel one to the family, while the monarch of all
day, on her return she and one of her sat on the lence fixing an old Hint lock is tic same as that adopted at Brighton
companions were put in the “brig” under rifle. Rack of the house was a teneed and oilier large European uqi.arial shows.
On her release she deserted.
Tic water How s from them into a reserHeld of perhaps twenty acres, which
arrest.
She told Recorder Parsells that she had showed that it had borne a meagre crop voir under ground, where it is allowed to
Her ot corn, probably not over three bushels settle, and is reduced in temperature, and
never tasted intoxicating drinks.
The per acre. Rut 1 think I have never seen is ilu-n continually pumped into large veshands show h >\v she has toiled.
palms are hard and calloused. She says a field that would yield a better crop ol sels above, from whence it Hows into the
she belongs to a good Massachusetts fam- light-wood. Taking in the whole situa- aquaria, the streams being broken in their
Forc-t and
ily. Alter hearing her story Recorder tion at a glance, 1 tell a strong desire to I descent >o ;:- to aerate it.
Parsells discharged her, and Police Com- have a little conversation with this landed | StrcaMi
missioner Bedine gave her some money proprietor, and therefore drew up and
asked hint for a drink of water.
to take her home.
V null'll desperado has just died with his
“(lot none; old sow been in the spring,'' bools on in Kentucky whose bloody deeds
The London Times of Dee. IS, in refer“Any milk?” Not that 1 wanted it. would be better suited to a yellow-ooverring to the dynamite crime at Bremerh:;- but just thought i would ask. foreseeing oil novel than the history ot a civilized
i
'iniuouwealth. For many years (leorge
feu, imparls some very startling informa- the answer.
tion which indicates that the iieud Tliom“No, can't keep cows here; there ain't Xortheralt had been the terror ot the orany range for cattle in these parts.”
assen, who caused the destruction of the
! der-loving citizens of Lebanon and its
Mosel, was only an imitator of others
“Any deer? 1 see you are preparing vicinity. He was known to have been
equally base, who for tiie same motive for a hunt.”
guilty of the murder of three inoll'ensive
“Deer? no; some coon, going to try j men ; yet such was the fear that he inspirmay have sent many a noble ship to the
bottom, causing the destruction of many for one to-night, as bacon is getting ed that men dared not prosecute him, lest
j
valuable lives. As long ago as 1SS7J, Ad- mighty scarce.”
burnt and they be murderI their houses be
•■How long have you lived here lriend?” ed in their beds. When a reward was ofmiral Potlmau, French minister of marine
’Rout three years come next corn ! tered bn bis capture lie rode boldly about
issued a circular, warning insurance agents
that an American was trying to sell a planting time.”
and no man dared to touch him. Witness“I see you don’t get large crops ol es could not be induced to appear against
small torpedo for destroying over-insured
It looked like a corn.”
him, while a -ingle threat would enable
ships with impunity.
"No. too dry, land ain't worth a dun:." him to secure testimony to any assertion
block ot coal, of about six inches by three
“How about health?”
Some years
inches, and could lie put into the coal
he might choose to make
hunkers without exciting suspicion. Once
“Well, we’ve had chills right smart. ago.in eon-i 'ineiuv of a most brutal murder he had committed, a reward ol sboO
there, it would, when thrown into the fur- You see we’re too nigh that creek.”
“Yes, it does look bilious. No ii-!i In was offered b\ the State tor his capture,
nace, explode after a fixed time, thus enand a company ot militia was sent up to
abling the captain and crew to get away, it, I suppose ?”
In
or it might he exploded as it lay.
“Well, none but horned cats, and the\ | secure him. For weeks he eluded them
1 simply because lie inspired such leal* that
June, FST.'S, the Tunes published a letter ain't no account.”
from Mr. II. F. Hemming, British consul
“Now, my friend, 1 won't trouble you no one dared refuse him assistance. Finfor Venezuela, in which he continued the with but one more question. You have ally, lie delivered
himself up to a comrade,
previous account, and added that Venezu- located upon land so poor that you can’t wlio claimed the s.",O0 reward, gave it to
ela had been fixed on as a scene ot one of raise a crop, and so near tills stagnant Xortheralt. and with it ho paid the exthe earliest in this hellish plot, as ho Just- water that your tamily are sickly; you penses of his trial, which, through witly characterized the attempt. The plan have no range for cattle nor hogs; no nesses procured uy the dread of his venproposed was to load a steamer with goods fish nor game, no milk l'or your family; geance, resulted in an acquittal. Thomas
of no value, to put some ot these machines and you cannot even give a traveler a Chandler had been for several years Maron hoard, and send her to sea very heavidrink of water. 1 won’t ask you why you shal ol' Lebanon, and lor some time''Northly insured, in the nope that she might ho located here in the lirst place, but 1 craft bore a grudge against him. Accordlost and that they would gain a very large should Hkc to know what inducement you ingly Xortheralt raised a disturbance in
Mr. Hemming hail no doubt that have, if there is a single one on earth, for
sum
Lebanon recently in order to call out the
the plot had very wide ramifications, and remaining in this spot.
Marshal and [nit a bullet through him. It
I saw by the working ot the man’s face wasn’t
therefore thought it his duty to make the
long after the trouble began that
intended villauy as widely known as pos- that my words had aroused him, and that Chandler appeared upon the scene. CoinThe young
sible. Ho had seen with his own eyes one he had an answer ready.
ing up to Xortheralt, Chandler presented
of these infernal machines, anil hail learn- towheads on the other side of the fence a shot-gun and ordered him to surrender.
ed from an ex-yachtman the particulars of lifted up their cadaverous faces to see Phe desperado refused, and Chandler tilanother device lor the destruction of ves- what answer he would give, and his “old ed and killed Xortheralt, and at the same
sels at sea called a “rat,” which was at- woman” took her corncob pipe from her Lime one of Xortheralt’s companions, who
tached to the inside of a ship, and in a cer- mouth and looked up for the lirst time. was on horseback, lired at and killed
tain number of days there would he a hole The man stepped down from his perch on Chandler. Xorlhcrafl's friends escaped.
in her planking, and she would go down, the fence, which started the pigs and As soon as the remains ot Xortheralt and
if the navigation ot the ocean is in the fu- dogs; straightening up his six feet, he Chandler were cared tor, about twentyture to he attended with such fearful risks turned slowly round and stretched out live men, armed and mounted, started in
in addition to those of the winds and his arm toward the Held of dead pines to
pursuit of the fugitives, and succeeded in
waves, it certainly behooves the marine attract my attention that way, and then capturing two of them who are now lodginsurance companies to use extraordinary spoke as though his dignity was offended: ed in jail.
“You’ll allow, stranger, it other things
care in underwriting for parties who are
not in all respects above suspicion.
ain't quite so line as you city folks like,
The average railroad corporation stands
that we have light-wood tolerably handy.”
a poor show before a Granger jury in Wis1 thought so, too, and as lie was satis- consin.
Americans who iline with the Chinese
One Nathaniel Jenkins smuggled
fied 1 thought ! ought to be, thanked him himself
are surprised at the perfection to which
into a car on the Milwaukee and
on.
There
are thousands of
drove
and
their
have
carried
cooking. During
they
St. Paul llailroad, which had been chara recent Chinese banquet at San Francisco
just such habitants throughout the South, tered for the transportation of a horse.
if
the
same
live
in
to
an orange was laid at the plate of each "contented
way
Near Lyle the car took lire, arid he reguest. The orange itself seemed like any “light-wood is tolerably handy.” They ceived injuries from the smoke, which, it
as
“crackers”—
other orange, hut on being cut open was are universally known
is claimed, has entailed a pulmonary affound to contain within the rind five kinds piney woods people. [Solon Robinson,
fection. lie sued the Company lor damot delicate jellies. One was at first puz- in the Semi-Tropical.
ages, although it was proved he paid no
zled to explain how the jellies got in, and,
hire, that the Company had made no conasked
is
“llow
it,”
Wilbcrforec,
was
in
of
that
train
Bishop
reflection,
giving up
tract to carry him, that the train hands
bis
Homan
ot
Catholic
servant
of
one
how
the
to
know
a worse quandary
pulpy
did not even know of his being in the car,
can
tec!
so
“that
out.
Colored
kindly dispos- where he had no
you
eggs girls,
part of the orange got
right to be, the jury
1
when
believe
that
ed
toward
me,
were also served, in the inside of which
you
him si,.V>o damages.
gave
shall certainly be lost?” “Oh, no,” said
were found nuts, jellies, meats and confectionery. When one of the Americans she. “But how can I be saved,” persistA powerfully built young lady from
when your Church
present asked the interpreter to explain ed the Bishop.
this legerdemain ot cookery, he expanded teaches that there is no salvation out of Ghost’s Gulch walked into a dry goods
liis mouth in a hearty laugh and shook its pale?” “You will be saved through store at Canton City, Col., the vther day.
his head and said: “Melican man heap your invincible ignorance,” was the re- and inquired of the bachelor clerk: “Do
“Yes
you keep hose, young tellar ?”
ply.
smart; why he not litulee out:1”
ma’am, all kinds,” was the reply; and
A baker at Binghampton, New York, pulling down a couple of boxes ot hose
A girl with three arms is attracting
She looked
attention at Tescelo, near Jalapa, Mexico ; 'Sent two barrels of crackers to the pres- he held up a pair to view.
and when that girl gets her two arms ident, and for several months expected to straight at him, turned red, and overflowaround her husband’s neek she still has be called to the cabinet, lie then discov- ed with the remark: “You blasted lool,
ered that the crackers had been sold to them is stockins’—f want a hoc.” He reone to flirt with the other fellow across
lerred her to the hardware store.
a negro in default of freight charges.
the street.
we

1
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Coal

Oil.

One of the greatest of our national industries is the production of petroleum,
crude and refined. We have already exported 8300.W0.000 worth of it, according to Professor Owen's figures in Fraser’s
Magazine, and the taxes levied on it during the war yielded the (inverniriont >'lo,-

000,000.

The greasy stuff lards the lean earth i:i
many lands. It is louml in small quantities in England. It has made some -amlv
barrens in Austria far more valuable than
tne finest farming land. Hindoo-tan yicblnearly 1,000,000 barrels of it every year.
China contains deposits ol ii. but importvast quantities from the l nited Stale.-.
British capital is boring oil wells in .Jap m
and New Zealand. In the New xVorci ii
is found in Peru and Ecuador. Nova iv-oiia
and Canada, and it abound- in tin- I
d
States. It was first obtained from .-m ince
wells in the “frosty Caucasus," which
thus belies it- name by yielding the raw
material of fire, light and heat. In the
future, Russia will probably rival u- in
the production of petroleum, as sin-docs
now in that of grain.
The precious material was a -ore gi h-v
ante to its first discoverers in tiii- country. It oozed into their -alt wells ..ml
spoiled the salt. Many such wells, abandoned on this account, have since be. a
reopened lor the sake ot the oil Tin
first mention of petroleum in Pe- i-vlxa
ilia, according to the report ot tin; gi
logical survey of that State, \vn- in a letteix of the commandant at Fort Ituqm sue.
the intended goal ot Braddock's i.n'.tl
march and the site of Pittsburg, to the
Marquis do Montcalm, in 17oi'. In ti: :
year, the commandant saxv llie Seneca
Indians jiertorm some rites at what is
now Oil Creek, where they made a lire
from the oil which had oozed out of the
ground. Just a century from that time,
tiie first refinery was erected in Penns-.;
vauia by Samuel Kier. The early setth r
found on the shore of the Alleghany i Ivor,
near Pittsburg, a broad ledge ol -a.nbi in-,
across which a film of oil -liiggi-hly o
ed down into the xvater
Job -peak
rook that “poured out rivers ot o.i
11 .one xvas called “Slippery Rock,’ and t
given its name to one of the riclii -t dl.-trict in the grettt interior l-asin xx in ''!
wells abound.
In IS.77, two New Vorkcrs leased 1-acres of land containing a natural oiispnug, in Venango County, Pa., ami beF-.;,u. lie
gat. boring tor oil. Aug.
drill struck the stratum uoxv ki.-ixvu :
“oil-sand roc-k" at a depth of sex ••nty-one
teet below the surface, and the \ imp
brought txventy-five barrels ot petreu um
per day to the upper air. Tim xva II x\
sunk to the second stiaUmi (Jon t... n
yielded more, in February. Is ... to
third stratum was reached, when t... < :
1
rose
spontaneously to the siuTac
Soon afterwards a...
overtloxved.
...
well, 100 ieet deep, poured forth a
of petroleum that filled fioou bam iday. Then came tile mad rush ot
lation. Farmers who had puiulullx c\
traded a scanty subsistence Irom a storin'
soil saxv themselves enriched in an instant.
Tliey xvokc up and found themselves wealthy. A fourth -tratum of e 1
sand rock was foumI. Hundred- ot xt ilA torest ot derricks studdeil
went down.
The lmsine-s xva- enorthe country.
mously profitable at first and is now xcry
remunerative, although crude oil xvhio
rose from ten cents a barrel in 1801 t *
811 in lstit, noxv sells for only alien81.17. But science lias already liinl;
pliexl many fold the uses of petroleum,
and i- still constantly inventing new un
For a long xxliile the origin of the c-i
Theories
xvas one of nature's secrets.
various degrees of probability \\.■ r.■ advanced. line sagacious pers-m dee! r -I
that ti vast school ot xvlialc- It t I l.c.-'i
caught in shallow water in pre-hi-n.ri.
times; that earth had gradually firmed
above them, and that the diggi r- had
louml the oil that hud lain xxitii.u there
carcases! A more reasonable theory was
that the oil was contained in coal, aiei
that the pressure ot superincumbent caiih
and rock bad squeezed it out ol the c. a.1 he
sliales into the sandy bctls below.
discoverv of impervious belts ol -o,. I
rock between the coal and oil put an end
Petroleum is the product
to this idea.
seaweeds,— “the fat weed that rot-its.-lt
at case on Lethe's wharf," as Hiukspoa;
1 lie great oil field is triangula
has it.
xvitli the Alleghanies at. its l.a-i ami Pit:
burg lqr it- apex. Tills xvas one.- an ana
ot the sea, -wanning xvitli marine \eg.
table file.
'The plants xvitli which it xva- i: c i xx.
rich in unctuous juices, which have
lain in the oil beti- beneath the earth :.
has replaced the xvater. “Through tinlit.
says Professor Ovxi n.
clnuigcs,
-weeds’ liave come at last to cure a tie
mutism and licit) heal a ga-li; t" li:
1
the feet of the night wanderer ami
the hand of the pale -Indent pcmii a it
thoughts in the long dark It ur-. to clot,
the fair maiden in lines rivalling tl.
1 ii\ anti rose; to stimulate, the iixa-m
faculty and add wealth to the ..tin.:
ties of men of foremost race: ami aiming
■/
uia_
them to supply, also, tools to a
tempter ami to put a power into the him:
It
of maddened denizens ot bread
to spread the flames ot destruction li-.'.m.
ti-the palaces of kings." 1’he !:t-!
n
mi
is more intelligible when we
that the petrulfium ot Penn-vlvaid
ed the palaces of Pari.-.
; < 'iii.-a a-. I
bune.
—

1

Here we start, again on tin- round "l
Well begun is li
New Year.
they say. Let us try it. There i.- a '■
thing that makes the right spirit in a
like tile prompt payment ol till lb.
tie bills. Pay as you go, and it you -an'i
do that, square up the figures anyhow
That is something towards it. Thor,
heap of waste when you have a sho
Peed right and !!’
take care of stock
•
ally, hut don't let any of the fodder
waste.
Sheep like to be free to g.,
when it storms a*stay out. Dive them
chance to stay in if they want to and tic.
if clear and ,1 t
do all the better for it.
they will choose to stay out in the opi
Don't, crowd them. Dive them
air.
variety of food, t hey like it. Dive pur.
Dolls must
water and time to drink it.
have a warm place, good hay and sum'
grain, liens pay better lor their cost
than any other tarm stock, il they am
Dive them an airy, dry
treated right.
and warm place where they can have the
sun, and lie free from cold damp drafts ot
air. They need variety about as much as
sheep. [Old Farmers’ Almanac.
Michael Sere of Dedham, Mass i|j,-.j ;
starvation on Wednesday. The same nig!.;
his wife gave birth to a child, ami it wn
found that the family consisted of nine
children,and that they were without loud,
tire or clothing, and that tor some time
their only means of support had bi-i
what one daughter earned as an opcrnlii e
in the Merchants’ woolen mill. The poor
man with all his suffering would not let
bis condition bo made known. As soon
as these facts bad been ascertained lend
and clothing were quickly supplied, a pa
per was started at the mill, and in a sic::
time 1 l?7 was raised.
A Silver City (Nevada) young Inly,
who lias a passion for pretty babies, to a
little four-vear-old angel who lias a brand“I say, bub, won't you give
new sister:
me your baby sister? 1 love little babies
Young hopeful: “No, I won't." doling
lady (winking at her young man) : Why
sonny; why won't you give your baby to
me;” Hopeful (indignantly): ”Fy, he'd
tarye to death ; your dress opens beliim'.”
Painful silence for the next iiiteen min■

utes.

Near Hillsboro lives a swain who supan aged father with the aid of about
two
dollars a week from the towir. A
short time since oue ot the Selectmen
called on him and expressed the idea that
a dollar ought in future to satisfy him.
“A dollar ! you don't mean a dollar I” was
the reply ot the astonished son, “why
The
you ought to see the old devil eat I
deduction was not insisted upon.

ports

A single grain of wheat aceidentially
dropped in a garden in lloveringhaui.
Eng., last spring, produced 03 ears ami
more

than 3,000

grains

ot

wheat, probab-

largest yield ever known, but
showing what good soil and good cultivation can accomplish.

ly

the

Synopsis

of

Gov.

Connor's

Washington

Address.

Governor Connor, after reviewing briefly the
leading events in tlie State and nation during
the last century, and the general condition of
a flairs during the year just closed, proceeded to
make the customary

Matters.

Democratic Retrenchment.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

TIIE AMNESTY Bill..

The general comment here in Republi- ]
THURSDAY. JANUARY* 13, 1870/
circles regarding Blaine's proposed I
substitute lor Randall's amnesty bill is to PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
1 IN \N< I U. STATEMENT.
the eft'ect that by excepting deft'. Davis
—BY—
Th*' cash in the Treasury at the close of 1*74 that gentleman will be given so much
WILLIAM
H. SIMPSON.
w:tsj*322.1s5 st : receipt.*, during 1*7.') were #1,- prominence and be brought before the
7ii*,777 43: payments, #1,513,867 43; balance on
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
in the guise of a martyr.
It is
country
The
tlie
hand, #377,093 *4.
bonded debt of
is harmless now and ot no gSrinscription Terms. Iii advance, $2.00 a year;
Mate 9an. 1, 1*77, was #‘7,088,400.
It has been held that he
within iIr* year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,
reduced by the payment of matured bonds to earthly importance, and il he is ever again $3.00.
the amount of #29,000 and by the cancelation brought into consequence, it will be just
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
of length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25
of bonds in tin* now abolished sinking fund, such as Blaine
contemplates. At the same cents
tor each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
and i» now £7,949,400. The payment of the
time there are very lew Republicans who square charged as a lull one.
matured bonds and additions to the sinking
will
not
vote
tor
the
if
Blaine
substitute,
fund> to the amount of #272,089 72, constitute
M. Petengiel & Co., 6 State St., Boston,
insists upon pushing it.
an actual reduction of the debt the past year of
and 3? Park Row New York, are our authorized
•>301,0*9 72. The present net indebtedness, afA CURIOUS COMPLICATION.
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
Agents
ter deducting the amount of the sinking lund,
advertisements.
It is thought that the success of the
is >7.272.0** 2*.
£iirS. R. Niles, No. 0 Tremont Street, Boston, is
Centennial Appropriation bill will depend agent
SINKING FINDS.
for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
An act of the Legislature approved February
largely upon the manner in which the am- and orders are always recognized.
24. 1*77. provided for the extinction of the sink- nesty propositions are treated.
4®~Geo. P. kowell & CO., 40 Park Row, New
An etl'orl
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
ing fund of 1*07. by tlie cancelation of the bonds is making to harmonize on the latter
ques- the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
of the State of Maine contained therein, and the
if it succeeds, Mr. Randall will attention.
transfer of the remaining portion of the fund tion, and,
J&tTHorace Dodi>, 121 Washington St., Boston,
move to take it up immediately after the
to ihe sinking fund ol ISO*.
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
In execution of this law the Treasurer has expiration of the morning hour. As soon
canceled bonds to the amount of £1,112,900, as it is
Administrators, Executors and Guardians
disposed of, the Centennial hill will
and transferred bonds and cash to the amount
be put upon its passage, li the amnesty desiring their advertisements published in the Jourot £191.521 07. thereby entirely extinguishing
nal will please so state to the Court.
the fund which was established for the paydisagreement is not settled, Mr. Randall
will not call it tip at all, and will thus
ment at maturity of bonds falling due August
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
17,1**0. March l, 1**3, and dime 1,1889. There- ; leave the field open lortheCentejmial bill, papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
tore there is now no actual provision for the |
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
such
influences
subject, however,to
against it is to go.
payment of these bonds. They rest entirely | it as the
feeling on the amnesty question
upon the credit of the State. The act referred i
$b$*B.\TK.s & Locke, 34 Park Row, New York,
arouse.
is
no
There
doubt among the
to contemplates their renewal anil extension;
may
are authorized
for procuring advertisements
authorizes the issue of new bonds, payable friends of the Centennial as to the success lor the Journal. agents
to the amount of two hundred thousand dolof their measure if it is not too heavily
lars in 1*90, and to tlie* amount of two hundred
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
bad feeling regarding the date
on the colored slips attached to the paper.
It
thousand dollars each succeeding year, which handicapped by
other
As
matters
stand
ithe only form of receipt now used. For instance,
the
question.
to-night
act declares, “shall be executed and
bonds,
15 Slay 7C«, means that the subscription is paid to that
issued only as they can be substituted for at the indications are that a majority of the
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
jea t an equal amount” of the bonds they are Republicans will vote against the Jell'. be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
uit tided to renew and extend.
Davis exception in Blaine’s substitute, as RKt^U ESI El) T<) SEE Til AT TH El R DATES ARE
The only action necessary would be the reCORRECT. Subscribers in urrears are requested to
they express themselves very strongly forward the sums due.
t so much of the act referred to—that of
p *al
r M oan 21. 1*77—as relates to the execution
against making a martyr ol the late Presi
**-In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
ml isstir of m*w bonds. The Legislature would
dent of the delunct Confederacy. It is
can

barely possible,

but

that Blaine will be induced
A Republican House has
voted him amnesty, and it does not appear that since that action lie has done
anything to induce them to change their
opinions regarding him.
THE

CURRENCY

DERATE

IN

Governor

THE SENATE

to

the New York WorM.

\mton.

maintains his belief
that lie will be able to reduce the annual
expenditures at least $40,000,000. lie

publican authority,

takes from the army and navy establishThis inments $10,000,000 from each.

Mechanic Arts.

>

x\

The Hank Examiner reports sixty-four savbanks in operation in this State, live of
which organized and commenced business within tic past year. The deposits therein for the
vear ending
November 20, J97o, amounted to
.<52.0*2,214 2*. an increase of $l,02L,2o0 no m
s474,oso;;4 less than the increase in 1*74.
1 he non-interest payment securities owned bv
tlie banks amount to $1,190,1 Iso 22, a sum greater than the amount of such securities lieid
by
them the previous year by $164,I0o 04. The exof the deposits in savings banks above tue
capital, circulation and deposits of national
banks is about $7..'>00,000. The Governor recommends the prohibition by law of any division among depositors of other profits than those
earned within the period for which a dividend
i' declared, ami the excess above the
prescribed reserve. He urges the propriety **t giving
the Examiner power to compel banks to
provide adequate safeguards for their funds, especially such a> shall protect them from tin* daring
ingenuity of eriun A further limitation of the
allowable rate *>1 dividends is required.
ing'

HIE I.ANJ) AGENT.

Land Agent reports as the result of the
‘'ales of land during the year, that the oniv renaming State lambs nottinally disposed of arc
24.7M acres of settling lands
unsold, and 14.2,097
acre*, tor which certificates have been
given to
“cttiers, who will be entitled to deeds upon the
Hiltillineiit by them of the required conditions.
Sums on general
account, on account of the
permanent >< hool funds and reserved lands, to
the amount of s62,*0s 72, have been paid into
the trea'iiry. A- the office of Land Agent has
been abolished, tin* rovernor recommends that
title be retained and conferred upon the
Jhc
I r* :iMirer or other officer to whom the duties
of the office may be assigned.
1 he

1‘OUTICAl. IlL'Nl OMliK.

intis hanks.

Message.

the document, for the message is
mainly good one, free from the bias ot
the partizan, and written in dear and
ment ot

a

scholarly style.
are a

tew

suggestions and

recom-

mendations from which there will be decided dissent. One ot the most objectionable of these is the plan for charging the

volves

Excellency,

always

The Times

on

the

Spanish

for the breth-

neously from among the people, in consequence of the recognized need of reforma-

tion, loudly declaiming

And if neither party shall place liethem suitable candidates, they can
have nominees of their own. We think
that a little reflection will convince the
Reformers that such a course is much betlore

ter than to surrender to the

ticians who
and their

come

among
ot

cunning poli-

just
a

before

elec-

love for them

cause.

Gov. Hendricks of Indiana, who is a
prominant aspirant for the Democratic
Presidential nomination and whose name
lias been brought out in that connection

by
leading Democratic paper ot his
State recently delivered a speech wherein
the

gradlarge ships be begun and carried
ually until, with a smaller navy, the effec- he asserted that

the free school must he

tlie foundation ot American

force would really be increased regarded
through a better class ot ships, thus stability and that the people must consider and treat as a foe any one who brings
brought into service.
The commissioner of pensions is con- tlie system into controversy with a view of
Tor this, except a desire on the part of vinced that certain nvestigations which he injuring its elliciency. It is a good answer
to tlie partisan plan which, while seeking
some persons, speaking
through the Ex- has on hand will enable him to drop from
ecutive. to obscure the great expense ot the pension rolls persons improperly upon political profit for the Republican Party has
these institutions behind the cost of the them in such numbers as to reduce the ap- only etl'ected a demoralization of the pubcommon schools.
There can be no good propriation nearly a million of dollars. lic schools that will not cease until tlie
reason for this.
All the state institutions There will be no appropriation whatever taise issue has been buried.
should stand hy themselves, that the ac- for beginning new public buildings, and
it is now said that Cardinal McCloskey
counts may show what each costs.
The the appropriation lor those now in pro- and a
large number of leading prelates of
will be
materially reduced with
as

tive

string

gress
a view of

ed.

money will be voted Mr. Robeson for any
deficiency which he may repuit on account of his late unusua! expenditures.

ol the state money bag is a bit of
cordage that needs to be carefully watchas

it will be found that most ot these

plans have reference

to its

loosening.

very

No

preventing extravagance.

The Governor recommends the introduction into Maine of the cultivation of This determination is likely to cause conbeets for sugar making, and asserts its siderable commotion in his department,
and to disclose the exact condition of its
success in California—whereas, if the
pafinances.
Members of the committee say
pers of that section can lie relied upon
the
there has failed. It would that no excuse which he can make will in-

experiment

them to give him a dollar, and that
seem that the Agricultural
College has duce
cost the people enough to tie capable ol if lie has exceeded his appropriation alor expended money under one head
demonstrating whether or not sugar can t leady,
he profitably made from beets.
1 here of an appropriation which belongs to anwould he no objection to such a course of other, that lie must take the consequences.
A large sum will cut off from the presexperiments.
The most serious matter discussed in the ent cost of transporting the mails, and a
message is the loss of population which large reduction will be made in the river
The
the state lias experienced, but the reasons and harbor and fortification bills

much

to do

The
perous in the

with the

and

building

from

emigration

populous seaboard,

so

pros-

sailing of ships

will be reduced in about the

same proporMr. Randall is confident that every
necessary branch of the service can be

tion

efficiently carried on if the sum total ol
policy the appropriations is reduced §40.()i>0.(>00

fifteen years ago, lias lost its business and
its mechanics, through a ruinous

which the clearest demonstration of those
most interested has failed to reverse.
It i> gratifying to those who have tailed

as

he proposes.

advantage

ol

advantages
Cue humbug, at least,
m

is no

public attention.

The London Times in a leading article
A Reason for the Fraud.
says the notice in the (ia/ette of January
■‘sth, warning mariners not to approach
The Frog. Age has an article
apologizthe Spanish coast neai liilboa on account
ol danger from the Carlist batteries plant- ing tor the whiskey trawls. It treats them
ed there, will suggest the thought that our ns a sort of military
necessity—something
government is treating a serious matter needed to maintain tire Republican party.
too lightly ; being at peace with
we
H AI I.K< )A 1
Spain
\N1> I.VsEHANCE COMPANIES—THE
These frauds, it intimates, kept the breath
have a right to trade with any part of her
ITSIIKKIES.
ot life in the party in certain localities
The
ot
is
1 he railroads an- in an
government
Spain
improved and exeel- territory.
nt eon*lit ion, but the year has not been
proli- bound to protect the property of our coun- where it was feeble. The Age says:
Il, vv
t’oads
or
when
extensions. There were
within three' miles of her
For some time previous the city oi' St. Louis
Jl;; 1
trymen
tor. ign and domestic insurance
companies coast. Were any of our seamen murdered had been a political battle ground. The originuithoriz- d to do business in the State the past
al
or our
constituted, to a large extent,
ships burned in one of her harbors thesecessionists
ar. and 2o were excluded.
There is an inmen ol' wealth of the
city and at every elecrea'Cii interest in the work of the Commission- wc should insist that the criminals be pun- tion
they contributed largely of money to carry
er ol Fisheries.
ished, and compensation made. The Span- •he election. To checkmate
their efforts a fund
ish government might plead it is too weak was needed. In order to raise this fund the
HIE STATE INSI II I TH>N8.
Valuable improvements have been made in to control its unruly subjects, and too poo: | internal Revenue officials contrived a way bv
Inch it was secured hy tile whiskey tax. The
til* lii'une Hospital, but the crowded and ill
to pay.
I "amount
thus
ventilated state of the wards has somewhat imIf such an excuse were false, we should and had tlie raised was comparatively trilling,
process stopped there it would have
paired tie* usefulness of the institution. In the i invite
that
government to do justice or been ot little account.
>tau Prison the excess of
expenditure over infor reprisals, which would amount
come lias been $o700, a result of the
This is very ingenious reasoning. The
depression I prepare
of business. The College of
Agriculture and I to a declaration of war. It the governof the party contributed of their
opponents
Mechanic. Arts needs one or more new build- ment is really powerless, we should have I
ings, and the Trustees appeal for $22,f»00 to the right to take its
and defend the own money to maintain their party—thereplace
meet the imperative wants of the
College—an fives and property of our own subjects. If! fore the
Republicans were justified in stealappeal which tin- Governor indorses. There
die government cannot protect our coastare now llo students, and the last class admitfrom the Treasury!
|
The Age also
ing
ted is the largest in the history of tlie institu- ers, it must pay for any damage the rebels
softens and tones down the
tion. In this connection the Governor calls atcharmingly
do.
We
fail
to
see
should
may
why Spain
tention to the increasing interest in cattle rais- be
freed from the duty of' guarding her vigorous language bv which such acts are
ing, corn canning, cheese manufacturing, the own coasts. Her
navy is so powerful that characterized. For instance the grand
other agricultural pursuits, and the success
>uch occupations have met with, and suggests in case ot a rupture with the U. S. she
jury that indicted tiiose bosom friends of
that the introduction ot tlie beet sugar industry would have great
advantage in the comis perfectly feasible, and that no condition is
mencement of the struggle. Some vessels flic President, McDonald, Joyce and Babwanting for its success.
may be stationed off Cuba. That is an ar- cock, charges that they “corruptly and
The Keform School is in very satisfactory
condition and has 142 inmates; the Trustees re- rangement with which we cannot concert wickedly conspired to defraud the reve11 Spain insists on the luxury nue.” Tlie
commend an appropriation of $16,009.
The ourselves.
Age says that when there was
Military and Naval Orphan Asvlum at Bath, of having rebellious colonies, at a time
the Children’s Home at Bangor and the Induswhen she is wasted by civil war at home, need ot money for the party, “the Intertrial School for Girls at Hallowed are institunal Revenue officials contrived a
way by
tions of a public nature, maintained wholly or she must take the consequences.
The article goes on to review the habit- which it was secured
in part bv the State.
by the whiskey tax.”
ual
leniency of the other powers to Spain, What a happy latitude to
VARIOUS MATTERS.
loyally, which
the result of which is that her statesmen
The Governor urges the importance of makthus permits the end to justify the means!
ing a sufficient appropriation to defray the gen- presume on the continuance of a foolish
Rare felicity ol language, by which
eral expenses proper to he borne
paby the State and treacherous impunity. It would be
at the Centennial Exhibition.
better for all parties if Spain was held ac- triotism and
plunder become synonymous!
lie gives an outline of the various amendaccountable for her actiors. 'The U. S. We shall
ments to tlie state Constitution,
expect to see our neighbor enadopted by the
set a good example by insisting
people, describes their practical workings; and might
in a new rendering of the parables,
gaged
that
Cuba
be
no longer allowed to become
draws attention to the duties which
they devolve upon the members of the Legislature.
the plague, instead ol the peace ol the An- by which it shall lie made to appear that
He suggests the passage of a Jaw empowertilles.
a ceitain man,
journeying from Jerusalem
ing the jury to affix either the penaltv of death
The article concludes by recommending to
or of imprisonment for life in
Jericho, tell among patriots who needcapital eases.
that Spain be told that she will be held
He recommends that steps be taken
ed a contribution, and who “contrived a
looking
to the limitation by law ol city and town in- accountable for every shilling of
damage
debtedness and taxation. To this end, he sug- done to foreign vessels, by Carlist shells. way” by which lie was prevailed to give
gests that sueii information as would he of Then—doubtless after a
preliminary blus- it! Then how meekly, how like the pious
value for the purpose he obtained. It seems
desirable to obtain from each of the cities and ter—the remedy would be found easy, and Chadband, our neighbor
speaks of the
towns of ttie State a return of the valuation of Spa^n would see clearer the danger of
trifling nature of the offence. “The amount
real and personal estate severally in each, and dallying with a civil war.
the rate of taxation to valuation, for 1875 and
tints raised was comparatively
trifling,
the four years preceding; and that, in returnand
had the process stopped there, it
the
valuation lor 1875, the officers should
ing
Arrant for Pension Frauds.
not only give the actual valuation
would have been of little account.” That
upon which
the tax was assessed, bnt also, in another colA party ol detectives and U. S. maris to say, it is proper to steal a certain
ulm, the fair marketable value.
He stated that the Prohibitory law fairly re- shals, on Wednesday night, arrested in
amount, after which it becomes wrong!
the sentiment of the people, and" has the town ol Clinton,
presents
eight persons charg- 1 lie ijuestion for the people of the counbeen reinforced by the great Reform moveed with frauds upon the pension fund. A
ment.'
lie concluded with an
encouraging
try to consider is whether this "contrivview of the outlook for the future.
despatch says—
ing oi ways” to rob the treasury in the inSo successful were the oflicers that, although
A Boston man recently sued the Herald
had secured the alleged criminals before terest oi the Republican party hasn't gone
they
ot that city for $10,000 damages
midnight, hardly a person at Clinton knew of on long enough.
by libel, the
affair until this morning. The prisoners
and received one dollar. The Herald gives with several witnesses
passed through here on
the train this forenoon for Portland, where it is
him the following excellent advice—
—(ieo. F. Talbot publishes an article
understood they are to have a hearing before
We advise the plaintiff in our recent libel suit the U. S.
that the Executive Council ot
anlhorities.
showing
in the future to conduct his business
The names of some of the
squarely,
arrested are Maine is a
parties
so as to avoid arrest lor
costly and needless appendage
swindling, and if he said to be Mrs. E. E. Randall, George 1J. Lewis,
gets into a scrape again, to hire a lawyer who Mrs. J. Lewis, John Lewis, Ron Eldridge and to the State government, and that an Auhas some qualifications besides hatred of his wife.
The case has been
by Col. ditor can for *000
adversaries. As an honest, straightforward Kent at the instigation andinvestigated
perform all the dutiesdirection of Secrehe
will
man,
find the Herald an intelligent tary Chandler of the Interior
Department, it that the council compasses lor *0000. We
guide and a valuable advertising medium.
is hut justice to the parties to sav Unit they and
have no doubt of it. But what can be
their friends claim that they are the dupes ol
Dr. Samuel G. Howe, a well known pliilan- Rev. Nathaniel W. Randall, the
reputed minis- done for the little army of patriots who
and founder of the Institute for the ter who was recently convicted of
passing
in Boston, died at his residence iu South counterfeit monevj in.that place and sentenced look upon a position there as the Mecca of
Boston, Sunday.
to Auburn jail for live years.
their political
?

j

aist

pilgrimage

it is said, the complete exclusion of sectarianism from the schools is
tor the benefit ot the Roman Catholics,
since

same

story is there told that

t

he

Prog.

Age

confesses to, that the money was
used for party purposes. So thoroughly
corrupt had the business become, that no
man could be honest in it, without
being
ruined. The result was that all connected with the whiskey manufacture, otlieials
as

well

ten.

as

distillers,

And the

were

Republican

thoroughly

to sus-

The Democratic State Committee met
at the Mansion House on
Thursday of last:
week. Hon. E. K. l’illsbury was re-elected
chairman and Darius K. Ingraham Secretary. In the evening an open session was

held, which

was

largely,

a

the amendment

by Congress, as the means of removing religions
prejudices from politics—an inflammatory

ot tlie

adoption ot

issue which has been brought on in the
Republican search for campaign material.

this school.

Three young ladies took the black veil at the
convent of St. Elizabeth, in Portland, Saturday.

by the
Legislature,

attended

Democratic members of the
and by prominent Democrats from different parts of the state. The most
hopeful

New Year’s resolutions
made to be broken.

in December, said teacher, in a
public lecture before the school Lyceum,
took occasion to condemn a school regulation as being unconstitutional, therefore

Early

not

binding

a

The Grangers have increased so that there
now over 400 lodges in ttic State, with an
average membership of 200.
Statistics are given to prove that of the sum
total of human misery, physical and mental,
women have to bear two-thirds.
Thu farm buildings of Beni. Platt, of l’ittstield. were destroyed hv lire Friday evening.
Loss $.">,000; insured $2,000.

Lyceum,

most excited manner denounced

General itabcock is said to Ik* ver\ nervous
about his coming trial, and t!i»' President does
not express himself as believing him innoeent

and

(U’Jiol the regulations, calling upon
pupils to do the same, at the same time
insulting the school authorities. This

now.

“push the matter to the bitter cud,"
The army overcoats which the fastidious sufand the continuance of active measures of ferers of \ irginia City rejected are being distributed to worthy members of the Piute comopposition was at once instituted.
munity.
The 'Trustees were notified of the posiThe people of Sun Franeiseo show a growing
tion taken by said teacher, and the case fondness tor rending. Twenty thousand books
have been stolen from tin* Mercantile Library
being fully investigated by the Inspecting in one year.
Committee, he was suspended from his
Half a dozen tramp- who arrived at Portland.
boat, and were unable t<*
position. Of the justice and necessity of Friday by the Poston taken
to the police court
their fare, were
the action of the Committee there can be pay
and sent to jail.
no doubt in the minds of those who know
'The Erie Railroad has arranged to transport
tin* survivors of the shipwrecked steamer
the tacts. 'The Regulation is as follows:

to

of

Deutschland from N *w York to their respective destinations in the West, free of charge.

the Sabbath is

expected."
“Pupils are required to attend church
where they or their parents may select."
Opposition to the rule, by any teacher,

The people of the seaport towns of Nova Seotia are already planning to visit tin* Centennial
exhibition. In one place they propose to charter a steamer and pass a week at Philadelphia.

should be presented to the Hoard, not to
pupils. A similar regulation exists in

aged

nearly all
necessity,

schools of this kind.
and it has been

constitutional

by

the

It is a

pronounced

highest judicial

thority in the Stale. The
public desire only truth in

au-

school and the
this matter.
Teacher.

Supreme

Judicial

Court.

The action of Robert Cushman vs. Moses
Kenney, for trespass, was decided for the plainMurch for i»HT.
tiff, carrying a verdict of
MeLeilan for defence.
Josiah Treat and others

vs.

ITenry

S.

Clem-

ents, Winterport. Suit for breach of contract,
in not cutting the wood from a lot as agreed.
Defence, that the time was not lixed. Verdict
for defendant.

Hubbard for plaintiff

McLel-

lan for defence.
The following additional divorces have been

granted :
Darius S. Richards from Adelbert N. Rich-

ards; James I. Jackson from Ella Jackson:
Sarah I>. Walton from Albert Walton.
(tRaXI) JI UV MATTERS.

The following indictments have been found:
A. It. Carter and A. G. Gilmore, common sellers

of

liquors.

Win. Ward of Thorndike, assault and battery
an axe.
To be tried Thursday.
Charles A. Leighton, for stealing horse, wagon, harness and robes in Hampden, and oiler*
with

ing

to

sell them in

Winterport.

Yes let

Who knows hut the editor
ot the Journal may yet go even further, and put
his inline down.
While tlie. lamp holds nut to burn."
it go

on.

When the editor of the Journal endeavors to use the Club to obtain otlice, lie will
do so as a member, not as an outsider.
The man who appears before them, like a
cross-road guide board, pointing to a road
that lie : ever travels himself, can awaken
but contempt. The bnvs
through anti through him.

feeling
People

wlio drive in

can

Plea of guilty,

and sentenced to three years in State prison.
Leighton is a native of P.oltast, but has lived of
late in Orono.
Frederick W. Feltman. for stealing :: horse
from a Mr. Creasey in Montville.
lie rode

animal loose. Plea of guilty, and sentenced to
two years in the l.angor workhouse.

Levi L. Laivabee, burglary, for breaking and
entering W, M. Griffin's store at Stockton, am
stealing some small articles. Plea of guilt} to

stealing, the breaking and entering was nol
pros'd, anil Larrabee sentenced to thirty days
in county jail.
Chadler Merrill of Winterport, who was indicted in October, 1>7L for a second offence as
a common seller of liquors, came up tor sentence after overruling of demurrer by law term.
Merrill was sentenced to four months in jail,
and to pay a fine of $200. If tine is not paid,

careful manner, four months additional imprisonment.
Some casks of liquor, claimed bv Chandler R.
as well as those on foot, are often in
great
seized last spring and condemned
peril front the reckless Jehus who rush Merrill, were
Police Court. From that sentence an appeal
their horses furiously along the highway. by
was taken.
The judgment of the Police Court
One of these lias just had a wholesome
was affirmed, and the liquors ordered to be
lesson in the Supreme Court at Bath. On destroyed. These were the
liquors of the balky
the evening of March H, ls71, Kdward horse case, which our readers will remember.
a

Sewali,while driving on Washington

street

The ease of Ambrose L. Norton vs. town of
the attention of the Court

Montville

engaged
containing Mrs.
and Wednesday.
This
1’lmma l.arrabee and child, throwing them during Tuesday
suit for damages from defective highway.
to tlie ground.
In a suit in the Supreme
jury disagreed at a former trial.
collided with

a

wagon

Court tlie jury has returned a verdict of
SGOOO damages to the lady plaintitl.
Mr. Hale has introduced
relieve

a

bill in Con-

and vessels from
compulsory piloL fees in certain eases.
The bill provides that no owner, master or
gress

to

ships

consignee of any registered or enrolled vessels shall be compelled by any State law
to employ a pilot on entering or departing
from any port, or in traversing any channel within the waters of the Unitnd States.

Correspondence

is

a

'The

of the .Journal.

North Havkx. 'Hie later cases of diptlieria are in a milder form, and all are doing well
with the exception of Mrs. Ellington Carver,
who it is thought cannot recover. Her husband
and child both died with it. The physicians
and nurses now thoroughly understand the
treatment of the disorder, and it is hoped no
more fatal cases will occur.Mr. Ira Watera
very estimable young man and postmaster of the town, is sick beyond recovery
with consumption......Two years ago George
Dyer obtained permission through the Legislature to run a ferry between the two FoxIslands. At the time it was looked upon as a
foolish and non-paying adventure; blit it has!
developed travel to such an extent that it has

man,

Tuesday night,
12

years,

as

was

village of Rockport

ed and committed

a

Kstelle McFarland, a girl
coming across lots into tinsome unknown person seizfelonious assault upon ln-r.

A dollar a day, says a Boston paper, commands any number of laborers on our streets,
and most such men are employed more to help
them than because their services arc needed.

minutes.

The

shovellers have had

snow

This is the trying

of

season

easy (ask

an

paying

up the

He has a good memory who at tins season
members the poor.
We shall probably get
up for the mild winter.

a

re-

late spring, to make

There is about seven inches of ice in Hazeltine A Hiekford’s pond.
The new lmrk building in M» (ril\ery’s yard
tor Capt. Partridge, lias been named the Knuua
L. Partridge.
Lecture at tin* Ciiiversalist Church next SunHome
Subject
made Attractive.
—

The verv poor hauling makes business dull
with the hay dealers. Their store houses are
pretty well cleared.
fhc annual convocation ot Corinthian K. A.

hapter

<

for

the choice of otlicers takes place

on

Monday evening, .Ian. 17th.
The ollieers elect of Ph'cnix and Timotln
Chase Lodges will be privately installed on
Tuesday evening of next week.
The through

car

for light freight on the road
I Poston, is much better

between this city

an

patronized by

people than last winter.

our

The slippery streets produce many falls and
sprains. Consequently the army of cripples
and bubblers with cane- is largely recruited.
When the poet wrote that New Year’s is a
time for ir.cmor\ and tor tears,” he probable
referred to the bills flint come in about that
time.
Sriwiii Met 1 ilvery lias just finished a beautia >liij» w hich he will exhibit at the
Centennial, as a specimen of Maine’s great inful model of

dust r>
if

•*

suit

g< t near enough to a bird to put
his tail, you can atch it,” is the old say< .m the politicians apply the rule to the
vou --an

on

The Maine Central Directors have voted to ing.
discontinue tin* Pullman train after February \ Keform < luhy
1st, unless a new arrangement can be made I
JIannihul Hamlin is a member ot Belfast
with the Pullman Car Co., and to abolish tree
Lodge of Odd-Fellows. It is not he of the
passes.
in Hollowed, swallow-tail coat and high postage fame, but u
The Industrial School for

girls

'Il'IKiK WCKERSOX, PRESIDING

eighteen

day evening, by the pastor.

Frank S. Jarvis of ( astine, mate oi the bark
Shawmut. was washed overboard and lost Sept.
Sth, iu a gale, between Pensaeola ami Rio Janeiro.

second overt act of insubordination was
followed by an expressed determination

A dangerous kind

ness.

year’s bills.

was

“Proper observance

Connty.

Geo. Wells has retired from-the saloon busi-

Nine .jurors ill a panel of twelve will be permitted tii return a verdict, according to the new
Constitution of Texas.
arc

have increased

days

The

thus far.

allowed to pass without
interference by the Trustees. On the next
school day said assistant teacher called a
and in

“Clear the r-o-o-a-a-d!"
of liighwa vnian.

ton & Co., of Korkport,
zen, died Sunday.

and which any teacher, accepting a position in the school, should respect. Hut

of the school

and

like silcnei—

Deacon Win. Carlton, of the firm of Carlea milch respected citi-

upon students.

special meeting

are

Maehias lias one hundred and twenty-three
persons on the town. A sad indication oi hard
times.

course was

this offence

City

.Minnesota licpior dealers are taxed to support
the State inebriate asylum.

Speaking of the personal interest., lor a
party purpose, which the editor of the Age
the animal barebacked to Searsmont. where,
is just now taking in tlie all'airs of the Regetting tired of the enterprise, lie turned the
form Club, that paper says—

rot-

papers say that

this state of things was
necessary
tain the party in power

opinion

majority of the teachers are Protestants ami the Protestant Bible is mostly
used. There is now a strong probability

see

The article in another column head;:;!

driving

immigration.
longer forced

their

no

“Developements in Chicago" is well worth
away the
a perusal.
According to that, the crooked
skilled native mechanics of the state, and
business in that city was if posimporting at great cost the paupers of whiskey
northern Europe, that Gov. Connor is si- sible more outrageous than in St. Louis.
lent regarding the present and prospec- It is charged that all the officials shared
in it, even the highest at Washington. The
tive
of Swedish
to see the

the Roman Catholic Church in America,
approve and recommend the adoption ot
tlie Blaine Constitutional Amendment. In

News of the

operating in Rock port ami

are

Camden.

manifestly wrong, beflic Reform Club of Belfast has been cause the regulation is an established law
built up to its present proportions without of the school, which the Principal is reany aiil from this class. It arose sponta- quired to enforce and the pupils to obey,

in the end must be dropped. A proposition
to place such ou the retired list for a limited period is in consideration. The idea
of the majority in regard to the navy appears to be that nearly all the small

on

IJoy burghux

Knowing that you desire
facts, when presenting any matter to your
readers, 1 will give you the true cause for
the suspension ol a teacher connected with

This

tion.

and in tact the greater part of those
which we now own, had better be broken
up and sold, the construction of a few

Generalities.

Matter-

School

Mr. Editor:

ren.

concerned, is not yet determined. The
purpose will be either to provide for a reduction to take place gradually by the usual casualties of the service, and by stopping both promotion and new appointments, or in some way to make the matter as easy as possible ior the officers who

ships,

Normal

Castine, Jan. G, 1876.

expense ol the agricultural college and
the normal schools to the common school
tund.
There can be no sutlieient reason

Maine.

Situation,

course

will be introduced shortly after the holi- by either party. Acting by themselves,
days, and while the degree of reduction their votes can lie given to the most dealready stated is fully determined upon, serving candidates from a temperance
the method by which it is to be accom- view, and that will lie an inducement to
plished, so far as the surplus officers are the parties to put good men in nomina-

Notwithstanding the President's bunproclamation that he will find assigned by the Governor are by no means contingent funds of the various departplaces for Union soldiers who lose posi- satistactory. The lack of intelligent leg- ments will be decreased at least threetions through the acts of the Mouse,
the general govern- fourths, and the large annual appropria(luerilla Mosby is still powerful and po- islation, especially by
ment, in the levying ot taxes, has had tion for furnishing the public buildings
tent with His
and can
an executive order to
quarter
needy Confederates upon the public treasA
few
ury.
days ago Mosby secured the
appointment ot a relative of Alexander
H. Holder, one time in the United States
Congress and subsequently a member of
the Confederate Congress from Virginia,
to a position in one of the Jiepartnients
which might just as well have been filled
bv a Union soldier. On the other hand,
there is among other Union soldiers in
ofliee under the House a negro lroni Tennessee who fought
against the Confederacy during tlic late war and whose position was secured for him by Col. Young,
late ot the C. S. A., now representing the
Memphis 1 hstrict.

that

or

confident that lie will obtain the support file city election. II the men of the Reof the republicans ot his committee and form Club arc wise they will be taken in
the majority of the republicans on the by no such self-interested philanthropists.
floor for these two measures of retrench- Their policy lies in preserving their idenment. A bill for reduction of the army tity as a body, not in being swallowed up

combe

secure

found in their meetings, urging that their
counsels be followed, and privately sug-

a reduction ot the army to 15,000
and
a gradual musturing out or dis- tion.
If it had waited for aid from mere
men,
j charge of supernumerary officers and also office-seekers, its growth would have been
the sale of most of the small ships and slow indeed. But having by its own ex! iron clads of the navy, and a correspond- ertions built itself tip to a
power that can
ing reduction among the force ot officers, make itself felt, there is now to be a deMr. Randall feels liberate effort to capture it, just before
seamen and marines.

of the document, and is quite as much as
on: readers, we think, will care to wade
t It rough.
We say this not in disparage-

There

The

and cunning party wire pullers begin to
take a great interest in their affairs, are

partments, says the Washington correspondent of the Chicago Tribune, good re- gesting this

I’llo condensation of the inaugural message of the Governor of Maine, which we
give in another column, contains the gist

[Special Despatch (Jan.
|
Mr. Thurman, in the most cutting and
Ill* question as to tlie validity of the act forcible manner, showed up the history of
'■vying a t:i\ of 1 1-2 percent on the corporate the Sherman bill, concocted in a caucus
ram hi'*
<*i railroad companies has not yet
by a mongrel crowd, composed ot inflabeen decided by the court tu which it lias been
tionists, hard money men and no money
referred. The tax of one per cent, on the demen at all, as a compromise and blind.
I" “h“ of savings banks yields a large and easily
collected revenue, and is not onerous, in the Mr. Thurman's little speech was sharp
Governor's opinion. The law taxing foreign and well applied, and entirely disposed ol
insurance companies operates unevenly. owing Mr. Edmunds’ buncombe. Senator Eaton
to tie
large exemptions claimed by’the life also came in witli as
sharp a little speech'
companies, and tlie Governor recommend* that
as ever had statistics in it.
But the most
tic- amount of deductions from the
premiums
received by insurance companies be limited to effective point made was by Senator BayI os sc' actually paid within the State
during the ard. lie stated in substance that during
ir.
H■■ferring to the report ot the .Special the six years that he had been in the Senl a\ Commissioner, who recommends that the
ate he as a member of tiie Finance Com*
!•
ipt> ol express companies be taxed and
tho-c of telegraph companies exempted, the mittee had only one view on the subject,
Governor questions the propriety of such exand that was to get back to specie payemption.
ments, and that at all times lie was
nil: MILITIA—STA'l K PENSION'S.
thwarted by the Chairman of the Finance
Tlie Governor recommends that the scattered Committee, Mr. Sherman, the vein concompanies of the State armament be occasion- eoetor ot the celebrated Christmas gift
ally brought together for discipline and drill, that after a
year is found to be a sham
ami suggests that it might be well to send some
portion o! the* volunteer militia to participate and laulty. He appealed to Mr. Sherman
and to the record whether lie had not rein tin inaugural ceremonies at the Centennial.
The state pension system works effectively, fused to allow a
single word as an amendand will not require so large an appropriation ment to the hill
proposed by Mr. Bayard
this year as last.
to be inserted, viz., the word “destroy.”
THE COM NON SCHOOLS.
or that all notes once redeemed should be
Tim supersession of the district by the town
destroyed. Mr. Bayard blither characi>
an
riant
and desirable object to
'•ystem
imp.
terized the Sherman bill as one of those
be gained. This is left by tlie law to the voluntary action of each town, and the process of false measures that would suit inflationsupplanting i> gradually going on. The State ists under an inflation Secretary of the
cannot in any other way so effectively promote
Treasury, and hard-money men under an
tlie usefulness of the schools as bv providing
honest Secretary like the present occufor tin- supply of trained instructors. The two
Mr. Bayard's pointed attacks were
•Normal schools are highly successful agents pant.
for reinforcing the corps of instruction, but the unanswerable, and Mr. Sherman took resimplest calculation demonstrates the hopeless fuge In a rambling spread-eagle answer,
inadequacy of their utmost capacity to meet dwelling upon the glory and greatness ol
more than a fraction of the demand lor skillthe country, but by no means satisfying
’d teachers.
Tin* Governor recommends that
Mr. Bayard's well-put and pointed ques“Worn returns from proper officers of towns,
All this time the l’resident pro
giving full information in regard to the raising tion.
and expenditure of school money, be made a
tempore was in the chair—the most arprerequisite to the receipt of the State gratuity
dent rag-money man in the Senate; put
lie believesjthat'the welfare of the schools would
suffer no detriment for the present if the State in the chair by these very buncombe adsehool funds should be charged with the pay- vocates for resumption, and thus giving
ment of the annual expenses of the Normal
a
contradiction to tin- sincerity of their
“‘•bools and the < ollege of Agriculture amt the
vauntings.
a

0

Connor’s

Captured.

amination of the estimates submitted from
the departments, and a personal interview
with the leading officials in the various de-

to which the i>ax>er is sent.-,***’

probable,
to drop Davis.
twice already

scarcely

be

The great danger incurred by reformatory associations is that they may be taken
possession of by designing politicians and

used for their purposes. As soon as they
consultation with such members of his are numerous enough in a locality to hold
committee as are present, and a close ex- by their votes the balance of power, sly

j

then retain control of tlie matter and be left to
pr<»\ide for the payment of the loans in <piest <*n, or for their renewal and extension, as
ihr severally approach maturity, or whenever
it may -uit its own pleasure.
flic sinking fund of isii* which remains, and
which \v:i' established to pay the principal of
the 3 * a n “for the equalization of
municipal war
•lcl>t>," amounts to #‘079,711 72: and the (Jov«-rnor recommends that the list of securities
roeribed b\ law for it> investment be some*
what enlarged.

Don't

The Democratic policy of cutting down
the enormous expenses of government,
and thereby relieving the taxes, is already
manifesting itself. Mr. Randall, after full

is now tilled to its utmost capacity. It has
proved one of the most successful of all tin* benevolent and reformatory Institutions in the
State.
A petition will soon he presented to tin* I.**gislature, by citizens residing in the suburbs, t**
set otf all except tin* most thickly settled portion of our city into
mercial.

a

new

town.

[Bangor Com-

Mayor Cobb calls the attention of Bostonians,

in ;*is annual message, to tin* centennial of the
evacuation of Boston by the British on March
17th next, and suggests a suitable municipal
celebration of it.
American brooms, from their superior make
and finish, have attracted attention in Kuropc,
and heavv shipments of tin- article are now
flic business
made to England and (iermanv.
at present is remarkably good.

A mysterious box shipped by the wretch
Thomas iu the steamship Celtic last October on
which he tried in vain to get insurance as containing gold, has been opened in New York,
and found to contain bags of shot.
The Boston Journal pay Governor Oaston
the following compliment:
Should the political winds ever again till the Democratic sails,
we trust that they may waft into power a> pure
and true a man as William Huston,’*
**

The

Boston Journal says:

“It is

a

1 * it

of

forgotten history that Jcttcrson was foVmallv
nominated to the presidency for a third term
by the legislatures of Massachusetts. Vermont
and Rhode Jslaml. He promptly declined tienomination.**

The Lincoln County New

s

says that the pres-

ident, directors and cashier of the Waldoboro
National Bank who were chosen twenty-four
The bank has
years since, are still serving.
always made it> regular semi-animal 'livid* n*N
from tunc to time.

physician of Belmont.
( apt.
Harriman has at his house a Japanese
hoy of Is. the first native of that land that has

set

foot ill Belfast.

the

ship

William

a
public dance
important art of

gn at hustle apparent for

The shoe and leather exhibition building in
tin* Centennial grounds will be a great addition
to the “side shows" of tin- exhibition.
It w ill
be BIO feet by 214 feet on tin* ground, two stories
in height, constructed of iron, wood ami glass,
and will cost $20,000. In this department of
industry we can beat the world.

on

lad>

‘veiling last
\s

a

attire beThere wu*

while.
e a

course ot

McClintock

Block. Tickets will be issued to all those outride the fraternity who wish to attend.
The firm ->t t'-.rle ,v Morrison, hardware
dealers, i> dissolved. Mr. t arle goes out of the
firm. Mr. Morris »u has taken u partner, and
will conduct the business in the future.

c>. I>avis ha> received a nice lot of choice
is selling at low rates.
A
constant procession of citizens with package*
and baskets is moving out from his door.
oranges which h

'Flit* time of the departure of the afternoon
from Belfast to Burnham lias been changed from o'clock to
do.
This is an improvet'

am

ment,

and will give universal satisfaction.

i< reported to be wry plrntv m the
woods 111i- winter.
Limes Manning ■! Searsmout, while in >wan\illc recently, shot .sevenHame

teen

rabliits and three partridges in two hour'**

time.
Sell. John f\ Smith of Belfast, at ( harlesfrom this city wifli hay. reports that after
leaving thi-* port the pumps became disabled h\

toii

replaced.

A scholastic professor, in explaining to a
• lass
of young ladies tin* theory according to
which tlu* body is entirclv renewed every seven
years, said: “Thus, Miss B., iu seven years
you will no longer be Miss B.** “1 really hope
I shan't," demurely responded tin* girl, modestly casting down her eves.

one
a

Tlie Odd-Fellows propose to has
ten
assemblies at their hall in

Alansoii Calmer, w'ho a lew years ago, owned
of the finest steamers on the great lak* ",
an*l whose great wealth made him one of tiepowerful citizens of Buffalo, died tin* other
day in an insane asylum, penniless and crazy,
at the age of M years,
lie lost his wealth in
reckless speculation.

some

t»»this country

loosened and fell to the floor.

came
a

an

freezing, and could
days.

by

ramr

While at
week,

of the scnten* «•" imposed upon crimthe California justices would aMoni-h
eastern malefactors.
For a simple assault and
using vulgar language, a fellow recently got a
tint* of $7b<): another small thief got 2<»0 days
for petit larcenv, and a wit*- striker was mulcted in •>;:< >o.
Some

inals

H

Woodbury

not !••*

worked for

si

vend

I’he fate of the sell. Florida, on tire at Jacknot yet been determined.
Her
hatches were taken utf on the oth, and the eai
go found to l*e still hurtling, when lhc> were

sonville, has

A barrel containing I* bottles of whiskey waon the Sanford wharf.
>:itnrday, by the
it\ marshal, and taken to the jaii.
It was

seized

marked to S. A. Howes A <
they know nothing about it.

hut that firm sa>

The Methodist Church directors say that the
were before them last week lor disturbing their meeting, were let utV on their ae
knowledging their wrong doings and promising

hoys who

better behavior in the future.
^ a meeting of the Hood Teiiiplnrs ill this
last week, thirty-nine names were propos-

city

ed for

mbership.

Ile-v now number
believe the largest local
temperance socict\ in the stale.
mt

members, and

arc we

At Lewiston Friday night, a mother left her
child sitting at the supper table alone. In her
absence the youngster pulled off the table cover,
upsetting a large kerosene lamp, thus encompassing him with tlames. Bv timely aid of
passers-by the child was rescued from a terrible death without serious injury.

A youngster in Monroe sends to this oilier
tin* drawing of a triumphant rooster, standing
on the rail tciice of the 1 >cinoeratie enclosure,

Some hones found recently on the premises
of Mr. Cooley, at Franklin, Conn., are thought
by many t*» be the remains of ail old woman
w ho
disappeared from Lebanon many years
She was reago and was never heard from.
spectably connected, was a frequent guest of
the late Senator Buckingham, and her disappearance is a great mystery.

large and

The Supreme Court of this state has decided
that even liquors in the original imported packages, and in possession of tin- importer arc not
exempt- from seizure and forfeiture under tin*
laws of this state, when tin* jury find that the
owner intends to break the package ami sell it
in less quantities than the whole package in
this state.

with the bars dow n for all honest men t<> enter.
It’s a good idea, skillfully worked out.
Attention is called to tin adverdsement ol
new stock of Hamburg*, by B. F.

u
1 I'r n i h n< e L
Wells—Messina orangt
at W. <L Clark’s temperance saloon.
Court street—Meal and cracked corn, l»y l>an
iel L ine.

oysters,

•>ch. Martha A. Brewer, of Belfast, lias been
lined >'_*oo by the l nited Mate-* authorities, for
not having her lights displayed at the time el
the collision with steamer City of Uiehmoud
She will also have t«> pay the cost of repair* t--

the steamer.
—The Governor's recommendation that
Maine engage in the raising of beets, will
Tin* brig II. (-Mblcy. of Belfa>f, < 'apt. Nichremind people that an extensive crop of proved a pecuniary success, as well as a great
ols, arrived at New \ ork, Jan. •'•. from Europe.
of
New
Mr.
Sharon
was
the
Christopher
Dyer,
feeling prevailed regarding
coming that kind was
once matured at Augusta.
public convenience. Mr. D. has the past year ! ninety-three years of age last August. He is The captain reports that on Dor. Hlth, on the
year. Enthusiastic remarks were made,
ed across 71 >0 teams, beside a large num- an industrious old man, takes frequent rides to Hanks, Deuni> Heaton, ^eanmn, while furling
and a general belief expressed in the com- They were dead beats, that grew in the ferry
town, enjoys the reading of newspapers, writes the mainsail in a bea\ v
ber of foot passengers. The manner of worksoutheasterly gale, fell
letters to friends, converses with a goo*l deal
rich field of (lie paper credits, and a great
ing political revolution which shall place
ing the ferry is novel. The distance across is of animation, and is in every way “one of tie* overboard and was drowned. January 2d, off
the Democracy in power. It was voted many communities were sweetened by about half a
He thinks stronglv of going to the cenMontauk was run into by an unknown steamer
mile; a rope is stretched from boys."
The seed came from the Washing- shore io shore, and lies on the bottom under tennial celebration at Philadelphia next slim- and bad part of headgear carried away. Capt.
to hold the next State Convention at Ban- them.
mer.
ton hot-house.
Colson, her former master, has gone on to take
water; the scow containing the teams is progor, the time to be fixed at a future meetAbout four years ago a little three year old
command of her.
on til is rope, or as sailors
hauling
pelled
by
—The
(
lark
of
while,
of
say
trial
of
the
Warren
Fairfield,
Frenchman La Page
daughter of
ing the Committee.
at pluv, swallowed a piece of lead about the
Trial Justice Wallace had before him a ease
for the murder ot Josie Langmaid is go- by underrunning.
size of a live cent nickel piece. About that
of store-breaking on Saturday. Oak H. Chase of
farwell, the radical Congressman from
time she sickened and has been slowly failing
ing on at Concord. The defence was
Correspondence of the Journal.
Pittsfield, was charged with breaking into the
in health.
On the morning of January 2d, she
Chicago, is compassed about by troubles. opened on Monday, the prisoner’s counCarver's Harbor. The granite companies was taken with coughng and threw
lip tin* piece harness shop of Hastley H. Rice of I'nity, nu<l
He is not only indicted for
whiskey frauds sel stating that they expected to prove an are still working their force, and what is most of lead, since which hue she has appeared much stealing >00 worth of tools and stock. The ease
better.
at home, but his Democratic
competitor" alibi. The circumstantial evidence con- gratifying, havu’t cut down tin- wages as forappeared so clear that Chase vs as held to anLe Moyne, claims that this
Misfortune pursues the schooner Jefferson
swer at the April term of court.
high specimen necting La Page with the tragedy is very merly.Employment to home laborers is the Border.
The
mutineers
who
killed
j
the
mates
rule here. About thirty workmen who were
of radicalism cheated himself into his
William H. McCord of Knox, on complaint
on her last voyage arrived at the State
strong.
prison
foreign to these parts have been discharged, in Thomaston on Wednesday, anil the story of of W.
Sheldon of that town, was before
place by fraudulent votes. As a speci—In Belfast the deaths of 44 men and 4!l woand their places supplied by workmen from that tragedy is hut just closed by their imprismen of the prolific
voting that Farwell men over !X) years of ago have been reported Hurricane Island.A son of Emery Calder- onment when news eoiues that the ill-fated ves- Justice Wallace, on Tuesday, charged with
during the year. The average age of the men
sel has been towed into port at Aberdeen with cruelty to bis horse, but was discharged, the
engineered, there is exhibited in Con- was
wood broke his arm one day last week, while
91, of the women 05. [Argus.
the crew famished and unlit for duty, after an evidence produced not sustaining the charge.
gress the photograph of a little two story
There’s some mistake about the above. playing with companions......The new building Atlantic voyage of seventy-seven days.
frame house in Chicago, which is claimed
The officers of Belfast Lodge of the 1. <). of
for a steam grindstone house is up. and proLibel suits have come to be accepted as among
Belfast is a healthy place, and people here
of Hope Lodge of Odd the incidents of the business of every enterpris- O. F. were installed on Friday evening last by
as the residence of
gressing
finely.Star
men
who
voted live to a
fifty
good old age—but the venera'des Fellows had a public installation last, week in ing and responsible public journal. Horace 1*. G. Win. \\ Castle, as D. D. G. M., assisted
for this superlative patriot. A little old
haven’t taken their departure all at once, Carver’s Hall. The ltcv. Mr. Nash addressed Greeley was accustomed to say that hs would by S. G. Hill, G. Con. of the Grand
Lodge and.
be inclined to believe that there was something
shanty, built as a temporary shelter after as that would indicate.
the fraternity at the close of the ceremonies, wrong with the Tribune if it had not one 01
Past Grands A. J. Meatier, D. G. Pillsbury and
the great fire, and not since
occupied, fur—The telegraph on Monday conveyed in some appropriate remarks.Scarlet fever more libel suits on hand—his meaning being, Ellis. After the installation ceremonies the
nished him five votes. The Democrat will
is quite prevalent here.While a vessel was that some rascal in public life had failed to re- brethren repaired to their rooms in McClintock
the intelligence that a “frigorific wave”
ceive the censure and exposure which he dehis
and
Block where their ladies and invited guests, to
Farwell
seat,
will be elected
get
hauling from a wharf, one of ttie crew fell over- served.
was
this way from the northwest.
moving
the number of one hundred and fifty, awaited
board and came near being drowned.
to a term in the
in
all
In Wheclock, Vt., a man recently put the
penitentiary,
prob- Most people didn’t know its
meaning, but
barrel of a gun loaded with powder in the lire them. Excellent music was furnished and the
ability.
we all understood the matter when that
as the easiest way of unloading it.
Thinking company danced the hours away.. At interGen. Roberts Declination.
the powder must be burned lip (as lie said), he mission the fioor was cleared, tables
That member of the Washburne
wave struck, it meant confounded cold.
set and the
family
placed the muzzle of the gun to his mouth to
Bangor, Jan. 1, 1S70.
sat down t<» an oyster supper furnishwho now represents this great
—The Waterville Mail of last week has
Dear Sir: in answer to repeated in- blow the smoke out, when the contents dis- company
country at
charged and blew out several of his teeth, burn- ed by A. R. Carter. All were satisfied, and
the court of France, has written a letter a
leading article on the subject of temper- quiries asking whether I am to be a can- ing his mouth and throat terribly. Fortunate- many who were not accustomed to the giddy
Governor
in
didate
for
the
about himself as a possible candidate for ance reform, which commences
approaching ly the shot had been removed, otherwise the dance,
thus—
joined in the gavety.
I take the present early oppor- result must have proved fatal.
campaign,
President. Somebody published in a
Three young men, good featured, well dresspato say that I feel compelled to deMasonic. The annual meeting of Timothy
tunity
Several
stalwart
business
men
anil
prominent
ed,
Augusta
strong built, healthy looking— cline a renomination the
per an article proposing the lion. Klihu as and drunk walked
present year. In have been in consultation in regard to taking Chase Lodge for the choice of officers took
tip Main street together on
Grant’s successor, and he answers much as a fair afternoon this week.
so doing, however, 1 am by no means unactive measures looking to the building of the
place on Thursday evening of last week. The
mindful of the cordial and hearty support railroad from that eitv to West Waterville, and follow ing were elected for the
the present incumbent does the third term
—Some of the Republican
ensuing year—
as to the extension of the Somerset Bailalso
are
papers
so often received at the hands of the Demad from North Anson to the Canada line. Geo. A. (Juimby, W. M.; A. E. Clark, S. \V\;
suggestions—a kind of half refusal, with asking the meaning of the bear which the
ot
native
.State.
1
most
mocracy
my
deep- The Journal thinks that however chimerical J. C. Townsend, «J. W.: H. II. Forbes, Treas.;
still a hankering for that which he knows Oxford
the project may appear to some, there arc men
Register keeps at its editorial ly appreciate it and ever shall.
H. 1*. Chase, Sec.; H. B. Newcomb, S. D,; J.
he ought not to have. The
In
the
tuture
sympathies will con- nowofin middle life who will live to see the cap- E. Davis, J. D.
Democracy pur- head. It signifies, doubtless, that there’s tinue to remainmywith
Our George” presides over
ital
Maine connected with the city of Quebec
“the Democratic
pose to take care of that question, gentle- something bruin for them.
a Masonic
by direct railroad communication.
Lodge with the same dignity that he
only
political
party,”—the
organization
men, and have got just the timber for the
A woman about .'10 years of age applied at does over the funny column of the Journal.
that pretended Ross
boy in Vermont looking to the true and vital interests of the police office
in Portland for information as
The annual meeting of Phoenix Lodge for the
job.
the
hereafter
as
and,
heretoiore,
was
people;
Jimmy Blanchard of Milford, N. H.,
to the whereabouts of her husband.
She says choice
of officers came off’ on Monday evening
aid
and
both
influence
will
be
cheermy
she was married to him in Cape Breton, seven
a precocious little fraud and
—The democrats have already made a
a most astonlast. The following were elected—Chas. T.
extended in behalf ot the same.
prefully
years ago. They came to Portland and lived a
in
movement
Congress looking to giv- ishing liar, lie
liminary
I am most respectfully yours,
year and a half, when she was taken sick, and Richards, W. M.; E. S. Carter, S. W.; J. (’.
completely humbugged
ing indefinite lease of life to the rag party. the
he suggested her return home. She went home,
Vermonters.
Chas. VV. Roberts.
J. AV.; W. O. Poor, Treas.; R. (].
[Lewiston Journal.
and had not heard from him till a short time Cates, Jr.,
DemA preliminary movement that looks to
—Gen. Roberts has written to K. F. I’ills- Hon. E. F. Fillsbuuy, Chairman
ago, when a rumor reached her family that the Dyer, See.; A. A. Small, S. D.; C. B. Hall, J.
ocratic State Committeo, Augusta, Me. husband had marri.d
again. The police looked 1>.; Ed. Frost, 8. S.; W. H. Robbins, J. S.;
an act that
everybody tlisavows, isn’t com- bury, Ksq., a letter in which lie positively
the husband up, and found that ho had secured A. V.
Sawtelle, Tvler. These two lodges are
Fosa divorce over a
Postmasters appointed. Mrs. Amanda
ing very near to it. Nobody is likely to declines being a candidate for Governor
year ago, married again and in
condition, but are sadly in need
South
Samuel
the
the
flourishing
Nortli
on
Stuart,
Union, Me.;
second wife had a child,
sett,
learning
be hurt by a thing so shadowy.
the present year.
of adequate quarters.
news the woman’s grief was piteous to behold.
China; William Sherer, Tenant's Harbor.
j

The temperance people arc again thinking
starting a Temple of Honor in this city.

of

Woods, Mathews & Baker have loaded the
h. Hero with hay for Boston. Joseph Kaler
is loading sell. George Shuttoek with
plaster
and hay for Boston. The plaster is from his
mills at the Head of the Tide, and was hauled
s»

down by teams.
The soli. Win. Frederick of Beltast has arrived in New York from Malaga* after a remarkably short passage ot twenty-eight days. Mrs.
M< Keen, with the body of her husband who
died on shipboard, is expected home. This
lady has made nearly the entire voyage in the

John Stewart has
a

been

engaged

in

building

cottage at the Camp Ground for his
The trimmings will be something of

summer

o\\ n

of the former Cap-

body

vessel with the dead
tain on board.

use.

'Hie corners at the eaves will be
surmounted by imitation candles, and at the
peak of the roof will be an open Bible, made of
wood, with the words “Light of the Age" let-

novelty.

a

d

f * *r*

its pages.

on

of the cold mornings this week we noteamster mounted on a load of slabs of

One

iic“d

Mu*

<

ot them he had converted into a seat,

and with this depressing influence below and
ms breath streaming out on the frosty air, he
was whistling as gayly as
though the blossoms
•and blandishments of June were all about him.
here’s nothing like cheerfulness.

I

We go to press too early to give any notice
the presentation of the drama of Therese,

:

he Amateurs, but there is no doubt that the
will enjoy a first class entertainment,

yiiblh

\cdunit judges who have seen a dress rein a r-a: t»:t\
been highly pleased. The dresses
an
sup) lied by a Boston costumer, and are
l

<

Buies- we are much mistaken,
tdy who makes her first appearance
the leading part will achieve a decided and
h-gant.

u;.g

gr.iifving success. The drama will probably
repeated this week.
■■

Bt si\is- Cii \\(,i:. It will be seen that the
nil of Bote A (Juimby, in the manufacture of
•tiling, lias been dissolved. The gentlemen

■mposiug the late firm, on settling up the
ear’- business, found that there was not more
:m
nougli in it, in these depressed times, to
*atisf\ the reasonable expectations of one busiof fair capacity.

man

•«—

S

>

it

was

agreed

should withdraw, and it fell to the lot
Mr. <Juimby t<- remain. The locality is a
.tin
the facilities for business first rate,
id '.here
ne d«mbt that “Our George" will
n

one

.ik
u

!>i

-ue.

••--

of

it,

as

he is

a man

of excellent

ipa.-if y and full of energy. With the
turn "! good times, he must do a large busi—.
Mr. Bote will attend for the present to
.-lung and furnishing his handsome new res-11jess

nee.

1 llil.Ii .Sfc'UOOl.S IN 1 UK CKM KNXIAI..
i- ja iposcd to semi specimens of work done
1

l:

schools to the coming entennial. Cabhi be furnished by the State, and sent
Srii<">: < Mlicers ordering the same. The cabinet- will be made ten feet wide, three feet
(

u our

nets

vs

high, and

one

Barties

order

that

can

toot

deep,

more

with glass fronts.
than one. It is desired

of these be filled, and sent to Aufor exhibition in the State House as early

some

gusta

February 1st. lsTti.
The following should be exhibited—Primary
>chool slates, with printing, writing. Arabic
nd Roman figures, and drawing; the slates
is

rack like drawers. Writing books
•mpleted, attached together in volumes of all
grades. Specimens of writing should be on
paper the size of ordinary writing books, neatv
bound the work of a school in one volume.
put tip in

a

ornamental penmanship should be on larger
‘per, for portfolios, or framed for wall exhibition. Drawing books should be attached in
volumes.

Drawings

are

to be bound in vol-

and in portfolios, or framed. Map drawing from memory and from copy, with and
without printed skeleton; paper the size of the
ume-.

ordinary quarto

school atlas.
Written exershould be of the regular letter-sheet size,
vith margin for binding, to be plainly bound in
muslin.
It i> essential that each exhibit, should ho just
what it purports to he.
Each paper should
i-es

it* face* a distinct indication of the
its execution, such as the grade and
in school; whether a lirst draught or
"pv; time allowed; age and sex of pupil;
whether an exercise in review or regular les*
"'i*; with usual time of preparation; date of
arry
t-

.1'

on

as

to

1

i-rformatice; whether done with reference to
exhibition, or taken from ordinary school
<rk name of pupil, town, county, and State.
None but bona tide pupils shall be allowed

l!i*

contribute papers for examination. A title
page must be inserted in every volume of inanUNeript' designed for exhibition. Every manu>'Tipt should be headed in the pupil’s own handto

writing,

with his name, age, grade or class, and
minute of the time taken for writing.
The b.llowing forms, to be written on paper

by 10 inches with 7-S inch for binding, may
give teachers an idea of what is required.
b-Grammar School. (Town, County,
s

State.)
An outline of the map of New England from
memory, with principal rivers, mountains, and
important towns, accompanied bv a brief de-

scription.

by- class, consisting of
pupils;
time-.-of the best papers.
A

number

of

the best may be selected for

exhibition, each paper giving the name, age,
and sex of pupil by whom it was written.
uf course Belfast will wish to be represented, but whatever we do. must he done quickly.
All the school* in the city are requested to contribute. They may send specimens to any mem*« r of the
School Committee, who will place
them in the hands of the committee specially
appointed for this work.
Isi.ksboro.
Five of the family of ( apt.
W ilson Coombs are sick of typhoid fever and
in a critical condition. The eldest daughter, an
estimable young lady, is dead from same disorder.
Two *ons were taken sick in Boston,

brought home in the vessel, and
on board, unable to bo moved.
East
they all had scarlet fever.
were

are now

summer

SkaKSPoitT. At the close of last month the
sash and door manufactory of Messrs. Black,
Mathews A Co., shut down for the winter season, or until a change of times makes a demand
for their work.The spool factory of Messrs.
Merrill A Son is running on full time, and doing its usual amount ot extra good work. We
sorry to note the illness of the senior member of the tirm./. II. Lane, with a light
crew, is at work on a fine ship, the only vessel
ure

building

in town.Mr. E. L. Whittier, the
ice man of your city, lias just commenced operations for cutting a cargo of ice on Mill brook,

to he shipped from here direct.The unmistakable note of the robin was heard in our garden on Sunday morning. Looking out we dis-

covered redbreast perched on the limb of an
apple tree, and calling as for its mate. Verily,
we thought of Spring.
Lincoi.nvillk. There Is not much of particular interest to note in this locality at the
present time. The holidays were generally
observed

by the young and middle aged, the
central point of attraction for social parties
being at Union Hall, in the cheese factory

building.The owners ol the building now
talk of selling it to the village school district
for

a

school house and other uses.

The build-

ing has four apartments, 30 by 50 feet, and is
centrally located in the district. The falling
off in the price of cheese the past season lias
had a discouraging effect on the farmers about
going into the cheese business.There lias
been some 25,000 or 30,000 casks of lime manutaclured in town the past year, and quite large
quantities of rock are now being quarried for
next season's use.A large amount of hay
has been pressed and marketed, but consider-

Blaine—I want the opportunity to toll
what has come over the “Spirit of the
dream.”
Mr. Randall—1 ask unanimous consent
that you may have 110 minutes.
Mr. Blaine—I do not want to talk, exdall and Blaine, who were the prominent
for some practical purpose.
1 want
cept
it
arose
Ranin
a
motion
by
participators,
I want to talk in
to talk to an issue.
dall for a suspension ol the rules in order favor ot an amendment and 1 do not want
to consider the amnesty bill.
to be confounded with the statement that
Mr. Blaine, ol Maine, suggested that the amendment cannot have the poor
the Centennial appropriation bill be first privilege of being voted down, as 1 supconsidered, but Mr. Randall insisted on pose it would be voted down. 1 want it
his motion, and the rules were suspended to go on the journal of the House.
Mr. Randall
I have permitted the
by the requisite two-thirds vote.
Mr. Randall then demanded the pre- amendment to go on the journal of the
vious question on the passage ot the bill. House.
Mr. Blaine—Not at all.
Mr. Blaine—Does the gentleman desire
Mr. Randall—It is in the record of the
to cut off the amendment ?
Mr. Randall—1 desire to have the previ- House.
Blaine—But not in the Journal.
ous question seconded, and then 1 will alRandall—The gentleman’s object is allow half of the hour which the rules give
me for discussion to the other side of the
ready accomplished, if he wants to go before the country as an obstructionist to
House.
Mr. Blaine—The gentleman proposes amnesty.
Blaine—The gentleman is obstructing
not to allow any amendments.
Mr. Randall—1 will listen to any amend- amnesty. He is holding down every man
in the South and keeping off amnesty, bement.
Mr. Blaine—The gent leman Knows very cause he will not allow us one excluding
well that the previous question cuts off Jefferson Davis.
Mr. Randall—Did you allow the minoriamendments.
Mr. Randall—1 am quite aware of the ty of the House to offer amendments to
I have for li' years learned the Civil Rights bill ? (Murmurs ot “No,
ellect ol it.
its effect in adversity under your direction no, nor the Force bill either," from the
and that of your side ol the House. (Ap- Democratic side and calls for the regular
plause on the Democratic side.) The pre- order from both side.]
The question was then taken and the
vious question was seconded l.V.) to !to.
Mr. Randall—As 1 have one hour for de- bill rejected—yeas 172; nays ‘J7 ; not the
bate 1 propose—
equisite two-thirds in majority.
Mr. Blaine—1 now move to reconsider
I'nder
Mr. Garfield—(Interrupting.)
what rule ? This bill is not a report from the vote just taken and 1 desire to address
the House on the subject.
a < ommittee and iheretore there is no deThe House was soon restored to order
bate allowed alter the previous question
and was prepared to give close attention
being seconded.
Mr. Blaine insisted on the same point to Mr Blaine who continued :
If lean induce the House to reconsider
and said the rule as to allowing one hour
for debate alter the previous question, ap- the vote whereby the bill was rejected, it is
plied only to reports Irotn Committees. my intention to offer my amendment, livThe previous question in this case cuts off ery time the question ot amnesty has been
brought before the House by the gentleabsolutely every moment of debate.
Mr. Randall—Does that side of the men of the other side tor the last two ConHouse object to debate?
gresses, it has been done with a Certain
Mr. Blaine—-It does 1101, nor does this flourish of magnamity jvhich is an impuside of the House desire any unreasonable tation on this side ot the House, as though
time lor debate, although as Congress has the Republican party, which has been in
been in session live weeks, and as the ses- charge of the Government for the last
sions of the House have averaged only twelve or fourteen years,had been bigoted,
two days per week, it might be consider- narrow, illiberal, and as though a certain
ed that a t hour or two of debate would lew worthy and deserving gentlemen in
not be too much to allow on a bill of this the Southern States were ground down under great tyranny and oppression, which
kind.
Mr. Randall (persislentlv)—1 want to the hard-heartedness of this side ot the
know if anybody on that side of the House House could not possibly be prevailed upon to remove.
I desire now to place on reobjects to debate.
Mr. llale, ot Me.—No sir. lint we want cord just what the Republican party has
I wish to place it
done in this matter.
debate and amendment both
Mr. Garfield—We want consideration of here as an imperishable record of a liberthe subject, which means debate and
ality, large-mindedness, magnanimity and
amendment.
mercy such as has not been shown in the
Mr Randall—1 propose that we give an worlds history by conquerors to conquered.
hour’s consideration to it.
Mr. Gariield (sneeriugly)—Aye, considThe debate continued at great length,
eration without amendment!
ami was largely participated in by Mr.
Mr. Blaine—1 told the gentleman (RanCox of New York, who gave Blaine some
dall) in good faith, that it was absolutely
impossible lor him to pass Hi.s bill under hard thrusts. Kelley, rep., of l’enn., made
that kind of tactics. The vote ol the pre- a strong speech
against the Blaine amendvious ipicsiion has revealed the fact that
ment, and in favor of universal and unconsiderably more than one-third ot the
qualified amnesty. The debate went over
to the bill
House

Congressional Sharp Shooting.

running debate took place in Congress on Monday, in the House, which
shows the ability and readiness ol RanA

—

objects

going through

under a gag.
Mr. Randall—I do not propose to put it
through alter debate. If that side ol the
House objects to debate it will be itself responsible for there being no debate. It is
for that side ol the House to say whether
there shall be debate or not.
Mr. Blaine—The gentleman from Pennsylvania knows that Mr. Benton left on
record the saying “The very essence of
legislative power is amendment,"’ and the

to next

day.
Maine

Legislature.

The Legislature which assembled on
Wednesday, organized by choice ot ollicers as follows:
In the Senate—Gen. Thomas W. llyde,
ot Sagadahoc, President; W. S. Lane, of
Augusta, Secretary ; Gardner F. Dantorth,
of Bangor, Assistant Secretary. James II.
Banks, of Freeport, was elected Messengentleman irom Pennsylvania confesses
F. Stevens, of Dixmont, Asthe weakness of bis cause, when lie at- ger; Benj.
sistant Messenger; James Paltee, Folder.
tempts to deprive the minority of the
In the House—Col. Frederic llobic, of
House of the parliamentary right to oiler
Gorham, Speaker; Oramandel Smith, of
amendments.
Mr. Randall—(tauntingly) 1 am glad Litchfield, Clerk, Edwin C. Burleigh, of
Bangor, Assistant Clerk. James B. Walkyou see light, for during many years you
er, of Turner, was chosen Messenger;
were blind to such considerations (laughEdward II. Crie, of Portland, 1st Assister on the Democratic side ami in the
tant, and Charles If. Getchell, of Jackson,
galleries.)
2d Assistant Messenger.
The office of
Mr. Blaine (defiantly)—The gentleman
Folder was dispensed with.
will search the Globe lor the last lit years
The voters in the Senate stood 111 rein vain tor a ease where a bill of this magto 10 democrats—5 not reportnitude was attempted to be pul through publicans
ing; in the House, 81 republicans to G:l
w ithout discussion and amendment. Nevdemocrats—7 not reporting.
I dely you to give an instance.
er Sir.
The customary orders were passed, and
Mr. Randall—Was not this very bill
the usual committees
The
passed last year under the previous <jura- Monitors of the House appointed.
were announced
tion on a report from the Committee on
as follows:
1st Division, Stone, ot BidRules ot which you were a member?
deford; 2d, l'ogler, of Hope; lid, Hussey,
Mr. Blaine—And to which I objected.
of North Berwick; 4th, Percy, of West
Mr. Randall—Never, either in or out of
Bath; nth, Shepherd, of Skowhegan; Gth,
the Committee did you object to it.
of Westbrook; 7th, Greeley, of
Mr. Blaine—Being in the chair and un- Warren,
of Bangor.
The
able to object mysell, 1 got several gen- Lewiston; 8th, Nealley,
Committee on Elections in that branch,
1 asked the gentleman
tlemen to object.
are Messrs. Powers, of lloulton, Cleaves,
from S. C. (Rainey) to object to it, but
of Portland, White, of Bueksport, Nealhe, with a delicacy which did honor to
bis position and his race, said he would ley, of Bangor, Eastman, of Saco, Thompbe misunderstood il lie did so. although son, of Yassalboro’, Pillsbury, ol Farmand Phillips, of Orrington.
he thought the hill ought not to go ington,
The House passed an order to give nothrough.
tice that no petitions for private legislaMr. Randall—1 say this bill is almost
tion will be received after Wednesday,
identical with the bill reported last sesthe 20th iust., unless byr order of foursion from the Committee on Rules w ithliflits of that branch who are present.
out any objection on your part.
'The committee on senatorial votes reMr. Blaine—I differ with the gentlefavorably, Wm. if. Stevens, of
porting
1 did object to it, alman on that point.
Somerset, and Franklin L. Carney, ot
does
the
not
observe
though
gentleman
Lincoln, both republicans, were voted in
the parliamentary rules when he refers to and took their seats.
what took place in the Committee.
On 'Thursday Governor Connor was inAlter further replies and rejoinders Mr.
In the House Mr. Pike of
augurated.
Banks of Mass., demanded the yeas and
Calais, introduced a bill providing for the
nays on ordering the main question, and reduction ot the rate of interest. The Senthey were ordered.
atorial vacancy was filled by the choice
Mr. Blaine—-1 desire it distinctly under- of lion. Uranus O.
Brackett, ot Berwick,
stood that the effect of ordering the quesrep. 'The House decided two contested
tion is to cut off all debate whatever.
election cases by resolve, giving seats ocMr. Randall—And 1 desire to have it
cupied by David Golder, of Belgrade,
that
it
is not the purequally understood
(Rep.) and F. P. Haviland of Waterville,
pose of this side of the House to prevent (Dem.) to II. D. E. Wyman
(Dem.) and
debate, and if the debate is cut off' it will Nathaniel Meader (Rep.)
be the fault of the other side. This side
State officers were elected as follows:
will accord to the other side of the House
Secretary of State, Sumner J. Chadbourne;
all the time it wants for discussion.
Attorney General, Lucilius A. Emery; AdMr. Burchard—1 ask whether under the
jutant General, Jonathan P. Cilley ; 'Treasrules the minority can have that privilege?
urer, Silas C. Hatch. The following were
Mr. Randall—It can by unanimous con- elected Executive Councillors:
sent ; (sneers on the Republican side) and
Jere. M. Mason of Limerick; George
the objection if it comes at all, must come Warren ot
Westbrook; George A. Preble
from that side.
of Bath; Charles A. Wing ot Winthrop;
The main question was ordered. Yeas, Fred
E. Richards of Camden; Charles
163 ; nays 99 ; a strict party vote.
Buffum of Orono; Solomon Stanley of
Mr. Randall—1 now ask the unanimous
consent for one hour’s debate prior to a Kingtield.
Both Houses adjourned to Tuesday next.
vote on the final passage.
Augusta, Jan. 11th.
Mr. Garfield—I join with the gentleThe committee on various institutions
man and add to it the request that by
unanimous consent the amendment may were authorized to make the usual visits.
The time for reception of matters for
be offered.
Mr. Randall—1 have not heard any- private legislation was extended to February 2nd by the senate, tabled in house.
body object to my suggestion.
Senator Sturgis presented petition of
The Speaker—Is there any objection to
Chas. Yerrill and others of Auburn, praythe request?
Mr. Garfield—With the privilege of of- ing for legislation to prevent corporal
punishment in public schools, also bill to
fering amendments 1 understand ?
Mr. Randall—The gentleman does not permit the defendant to give bond in trustee process.
understand any such thing.
Preble and Stanley, councillors elect,
Mr. Garfield—Then without that priviwere qualified in joint convention.
object.
lege^1
'Talbot (dem.) of East Machias, introAir. Blaine—I desire to say a single
duced a resolution in favor of economy in
word.
Mr. Randall—You may have 30 minutes public expenditures, which was read twice
and passed to be engrossed under the susif you like.
Mr. Blaine—The indications of the vote pension of the rules.
Pike’s interest bill was referred, on his
The bill in its present shape
are plain.
If it tails to .pass, 1 shall motion, to the judiciary committee.
cannot pass.
'The Douse adhered to its former action
immediately, if the Speaker will recog- in
limiting the reception of matters for
nize me for that purpose, move that the
rules be suspended and the bill brought private legislation to Jan. 2Gth.
An order looking to an investigation of
before the House lor consideration. I shall
the expenditures of money by the fish
then move as a substitute the amendment
which 1 endeavored to offer and the House commissioners by the fishery committee,
ft is only to passed the House, also an order for a joint
•can choose between them,
have a fair vote. There is no disposition committee to consider what legislation is
necessary under the late constitutional
on this side to dodge the question or to
amendments relating to corporation.
evade
but we must have an

it;
opportunity to make a record on this question. The
gentleman must evidently see he would

time and probably create a better
able remains unsold now on account of the low feeling and more harmony, by allowing
that course, because this side has the
price.Some efforts have )>een made in differto enlorce that course.
ent parts of the town to get up Moody ami power
Mr. Randall—This bill is
the
revivals
on
a
small
■Sankey
scale, but with same word for word almost exactly
as the one
rather discouraging Jesuits. The people here
which the last Republican House passed
generally do not take much stock in a religion without even the yeas and
nays. Twice
inspired more by sound than sense.
have the Republican Houses passed this
bill and twice has it been strangled in the
Senate. 1 do not know what has “Come
—Bangor has set her water works reg- over the spirit of the dream” of the Reularly to running, and can now offer visit- publican party or of the gentleman lrorn
Maine.
ors good coltl water, if
nothing more
Mr. Blaine—The gentleman will not alwarming.
low me to state it.
Randall
I asked unanimous consent
The old frigate Macedonian, captured by and objection was made on that side.
I
Commodore Decatur iu 1812, will probably be
do not know why the gentleman should
on
exhibition
at
placed
Philadelphia during the want to
change this bill in any particular
Centennial exhibition. An additional horticultural building is to be erected to accommodate from what it was a year ngo when he was
the applicants for space in which to exhibit Speaker and had the party majority under
flowers, plants, etc.
control.
save

—

The movement of Continental mill cotEurope is now being followed by
the exportation ol labrics of other mills.
Thus our overstocked markets are relieved, new fields of enterprise opened and
the outlook much improved. A regular
export business in this line is looked upon
as already established. This new feature in
trade possesses much significance. In
other lines suffering from plethora the results are watched with interest. In paper,
hardware, leather, shoes and many other
branches there is a similar disposition to
try this new remedy. A leading New
York exporter to China is taking a fair
quantity of our drills and heavy sheeting
at prices which given the factories a moderate profit.
[Lewiston Journal.
tons to

Forest and Stream describes a curious race
of sheep living on an island in Frenchman's
Bay, on the coast of Maine. They are nearly
as wild as deer. Their principal winter food
is seaweed, dulce; they also eat the branches
of nearly all the trees which grow on the

island.

two agencies
good, reliable articles—articles
Developments at Chicago,
which, once introduced, work easily their own
Chicago, Jan 7. The United States way—and splendid business management. They
Grand Jury has devoted two days to the have succeeded because they ought to have suc-

BELFAST

—

cases, and in that time three distillers have told the story of their temptation and fall. Unusual precautions have
been taken to preserve the secrets ot the

whiskey

Grand Jury room from the prying public,
but notwithstanding all the safeguards
that the officers of the law have been able
to throw around the jury, the main facts
as testified are pretty well known.
The two distillers who gave their testimony were Miller and Fredericks ot tiie
Lake Shore distillery. This establishment
was one of the small ones, having a capacity ot about 2000 gallons per day only.
Yesterday Junker, ot the firm of Roller,
Junker & Co., was heard. The firm owned a large distilling house in Calumet,
about twenty miles from this city, and a
rectifying bouse of equal capacity in the
citv. Their daily production was between
0000 and 0000 gallons. The gist ot their
story is that they were gradually forced
into the illicit trade because there was so
much crooked whiskey put on the market
from New Orleans and other points that
it was impossible lor honest men to remain in business and make a living. Repeated efforts had been made by the Distillers’ Association to break up the illicit
trade, but they were not seconded by the
officials in Washington, and therefore the
distillers had to choose one ot two alternatives, either to sacrifice a greater part
ot the money they had invested in their
distilleries and go out ot business, or go
into the crooked business and make money, of course taking the chances of being
caught. They were assured that the danger was but slight, because the Administration at Washington was not adverse to
the manufacture ot crooked whiskey, provided the distillers contributed liberally
of their profits to sustain it in power.
They say that an effort was made in
1870 to organize a ring het'e, but that it
failed because the higher internal revenue
olfie ts in the district could not tie corrupted. Then the politicians who were
interested had these scrupulous men turned out, and then the ring succeeded.
This occurred some time during 1871, or
the early part of 1872.
The distillers
were heavily assessed for the campaign
of 1872, and again in 1874, having m the
meantime contributed liberally in the contest ot 18f:i. They had not a very large
margin left after paying these political
assessments and the amounts they were
obliged to furnish for the gangers, storekeepers and local thieves. They were led
to believe that the Administration sanctioned the violation ot the revenue laws,
because the men who managed the political part ot the business were all powertill at Washington, and rewarded and
appointed revenue oilieers hero at their

pleasure.

The names ot the men who shared with
the distillers were given, and the amounts
paid them. The leaders of the local politicians who collected tor the campaign
fund were A. C. Ilesing, Miller and J.
Kehm, and the amounts paid them at various times swell to tens of thousands ot
dollars. The magnitude ot the crooked
business here is shown bv the transactions
ot one rectifying establishment, that ot
Gholsen & Kastman. They received the
crooked highwines from nearly all the
distillers, taking an average of 3.50 barrels a day. The amount ol tax out of
which the Government was defrauded

through

these

men

was,

according

to

ceeded.”
If you would patronize Medicines, scientifically prepared by a skilled Physician and Chemist, use Dr. Pierce's Family Medicines. Golden
Medical Discovery is nutritious, tonic, alterative, and blood-cleansing, and an unequaled
Cough Remedy; Pleasant Purgative Pellets,
scarcely larger than mustard seeds, constitute
an agreeable
and reliable physic; Favorite
Prescription, a remedy for debilitated females;
Kxtract of Smart-Weed, a magical, remedy for
Pain, liowel Complaints, and an unequaled
Liniment for both human and horse-flesh;
while nis Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy is known
the world over as the greatest specific for Catarrh and ‘‘Cold in the. Head” ever given to the
public. They are sold by druggists.
2U YEARS ASll 1 ERER. ( I KEl) 11A' THE (lOI.H-

Movement

against tlic
tory Law.

Prohibi-

[Augusta ltusjmteh to tin* Itustou llernhl.[
Rumor lias it in secret political circles
that a movement is on foot, under the direction of ex-Speaker Blaine, to repeal
the present prohibitory law of this State.
A prominent ex-railroad lobbyist, from
Bangor, is reported as having the matter
in charge. He is represented as saying
that the Republicans lack only seventeen
votes of carrying the measure.
It is said
that it will cost $-_’5,0UO to put the matter
through, and Boston liquor dealers, it is
said, have offered to furnish as much money for this purpose as can be raised in
Maine. A party represenled as in the interest of this measure, has visited Portland, and is reported to have secured a
goodly subscription. The same party has
been asking help elsewhere. It is said
that Blaine is afraid of losing the State if
the present prohibitory law is continued,
though it would seem questionable whether the party would not lose as much as
they would gain in the shape of the temperance element, headed by Hon. Joshua
Nye. In inti!) Hiehborn, the tenperanoe
candidate, got about 5000 votes.
The Supreme Court have not held that
clerks of towns cannot amend their returns to correspond with the records in
the case of county officers. They can so
amend in the cases of such officers, and
the governor and council may even go
back of the record and receive evidence
showing what the vote actually was, as
the statute specifically provides for this.
What the Court has decided is that the
return cannot be amended in case of senators and representatives to the Legislature, for the reason that the constitution
says that the governor and council must
issue certificates to such persons as appear
to be chosen by the returns.
In the case
of the Somerset senator, the clerk of Palmyra returned the vote ol that town for
W. 11. Stevens, while the clerks of all
other towns in the county returned their
votes for William II. Stevens, thus depriving Mr. Stevens of the 250 majority
which he would have had it the return
had been correct. The Senate, however,
can and will receive evidence to show that
W. H. Stevens and William 11. Stevens
are one and the same person, and on such
evidence declare him elected. [Journal.
The barque Carrie K. Long, Park, of Stockton, with salt, arrived at Gloucester, Friday,
in 4!) days from Gibralter. Had a continuation
of rough and stormy weather. Off the Grand
Hanks, Dec. 22d, experienced a terrific hurricane, carried away her billet heads and bowsprit, started her knight heads, split her sails,
sprung aleak, washed away channel guards,
carried away lower rigging'fore and aft, stove
in after skylights, flooding the cabin, and destroying the nautical charts. The captain was
injured, being thrown over the wheel. The
previous to her arrival her provision was
day
reduced to four pounds of Hour and two bottles
of pie fruit.

sir,

yours

respectfully.

WILLIAM liYDF.lt,
s7 Jefferson Street, Buffalo. N. Y.

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
"Is there a gentleman in the house, with one
eve hy the name of Walker.”—"I am
sorry 1
don't know. What was tlie name of Ids other

eye?”
i\ E ii.i,

Inox the embodiment of
few are aware
that it is this
ttie system that
gives us strength and vigor, and that tin insufticenev of it causes weakness and debility. The
Peruvian Syrup, a protoxide of Iron, is prepared expressly to supply this vitalizing element.
ON si Dll;

strength and

power, hut how
same element in

A lady asked a gentleman how old he was.
He replied, “What von do hi everything.”
What was his age?—XI..

Consumption is impossible when

roughs,

colds and other acute affections of the throat and
lungs are promptly met with the required doses
of Hun's Honey ok IIorkhih ni> and Tar.
For sale hy all druggists.
Pike's Toothache Drops cure in one minute.
“1 wish you would pay a little attention to
what I mil saying, sir.” roared a law ver at an
exasperating witness. "I am paying as little
as I can," was the calm
reply.

The conflict that is waged between the patient
and such maladies as dropsy, kidney, bladder
and glandular complaints, Bright’s disease,

gravel, diabetes, female irregularities, paiu in
the hack and loins, prostration of tlier nerve
structure, is promptly stayed hy administering
Hunt's

llemedij,
searching is ibis medicine
that it effectually removes these afflictions from
the system and strengthens tlie wrecked constitution.
so

Men take wives because possession is not. possible without marriage, and women accept husbands because marriage is not possible without

possession.

For the toilet or bath “Forest Tar Soap” is
unexcelled in cleaning the pores and leaving
tlie skin soft and velvety. For Salt ltheuni,
Chapped Hands, (toughness. Barber’s Itch,
hating of infants or any eruption of the skill,
it is a sure remedy. As a wash it speedily relieves piles; as a shampoo it cleanses and heals
all diseases of the scalp, giving tone and vigor
to tlie roots of the hair; as a shaving soap it
leaves the face smooth and free from irritation.
Cet it with the “Forest Tar Book” of vour
druggist, or send Ab cents to the Forest Tar
o., Portland, Me., for a box.

the Toledo Blade.
“Success is never achieved without merit. A
man may make a poor article and sell it
once,
and there being 40,000,000 people in the United
the
sale
to
each one would be enough to
Stales,
make a decent fortune.
Hut an article that
holds the Held year after year, and the sales of
which increase regularly’ and rapidly, must
have absolute merit.
Dr. It. V. Pierce, of Huffalo, N. Y., occupies
our entire eighth
page to-day with his various
articles. We admit it, because we know the
Doctor, and know of his articles. We know
him to be a regularly educated physician, whose
diploma hangs on the wall of his oflioe, and we
know that he has associated with him several
of the most eminent practitioners in Hie country. We know that parties consult him, by
mail and in person, from all the States in the
Union every day, and that they are fairly and
honestly dealt with.
This grand result has been accomplished by

Rye
Barley

Oats

Beans
Potatoes

Applus

Dried Apples
Butter

Cheese

85a90
88
OrtaOO
OOaOO
70
50
82.00a2.40
40a45
OOai? 1.00
Sat)
2Sa30
10

Eggs

Mutton

7
7at)
lfia 18
12a 14
10m 12
10al2
I2al4

Lamb

Turkey

Chicken
Fowl
(ieeso
Duck

Hay

8H.00al5.00

Straw
Washed Wool
Unwashed
Hides

Hog
Pork BackLard
Beef

Veal
Dry Cod
Pollock

SPECIAL

Era

in

BOSTON MARKET.

mon

19a21c;

bakers’ 15al8c.

Cheese—We quote fine factory, including Northern and Western, at 12al3c; good do at 11
l-2a!2c;
common and medium at lOallc per lb.
Eggs—Eastern 33a34c; Western 30a31c.
Beans
Mediums $1 40a 145; pea beans $l00a
1 75; yellow eyes $2 25 per bush.
Poultry—Turkeys 8al4c; Chickens 0al2 l-2c.
Potatoes, &c.—Rose and Peerless 40a43c; Jackson Whites at 50a55c per bush.
Onions $1 50 per bl.
H ay and Straw—We quote Hay at $20a$21 per
ton for prime lots of coarse; $17a$l8 for medium,
$13a$H for fine; Straw at $24a$25 per ton.
—

Brighton Cattle Market.
WK DNESDA V, Jau. 12,
AMOUNT OF LIVE

This week,
Last week,
XCMI1KH

Maine,
Western,

STOCK

Cattle.
410
730
1 ROM THE

Cattle.
10
400

AT

No. 4

& Lambs.
1350
4500

Swine.
3000
3500

SEVERAL STATES.

Sneep

&

Lambs.

1350

Swine.
3400

Prices ol‘Market Cattle, live weight—A few choice
$0 87 l-2a7; extra $0 25a0 02 1-2; second quality $4 75
u5 50; third quality $3 25a4 50.
Prices of Store Cattle—Working Oxen, per pair,
$100, $150, $175a240. Milch cows and Calves, $35a
03; extra $G5a95; Farrow Cows $20a40.—Yearlings
$ 10a22; two year olds $ 18a32; three years old $28a40.
Western Fat Swine, live 8a8 l-2c per lb; dressed

9 l-2al0c per lb.
Prices of Hides, Tallow and Skins
Brighton
Hides 7 l-2a7 3-4 per lb; Tallow 0 l-2a7c per lb;
Country Hides 0 l-3a7 l-2c per lb; Tallow 5a0c per
lb, Pelts $1 ooal 50 each; Calf Skins 12al2 1-2 per lb.
—

—AT—

New Chambers

HR. E. B. JACKSON,
Late Surgeon, l
S. Navy.
St., New York.
splyro

CONFESSIONS OF A VICTIM.

--

1ST E W

NEW

without a scar. The following is but a sample of a
thousand similar testimonials
“Antioch, III Dec. 1, 1874.
My wile has, for a long time, been a terrible sufleru trom Rheumatism. She has tried
many physinans and many remedies.
The only, thing which

*

1ST E w

thirty years* standing,straightening lingers
joints which had been stiff*for six years, taking
the soreness from burns, &c.
dollar,

>ne

<■

and of

accident

oc-

attendance When physi
frequently use this Liniment,
charge several prices for it.

course

is

adapted

tough skin, muscles and flesh

the

to

animal creation.

SELLING CHEAP

of the

effects upon severe cases of
Spavin, Sweeny, Wind (bill, Big-He id and Poll-Evil,
are little less than marvellous.
^
Messrs. ,J. McClure & Co., Druggists, cor. Elm and
Front Sts., Cincinnati, <)., say:
“In

Its

neighborhood a

our

number

teamsters

c

B. F. WELLS

are

it'ing the Centaur Liniment. They pronounce it
superior to anything they have eve- used. We sell
as high as four to live dozen bott'es
per month to

GO

have volumes of testimonials describing cures
Sprains, Kicks, Halls, Poll-Evil, Big Head, and
even Founders, which are little less than marvels.
W>-

No

of

owner

animal

an

bottle of Centaur

afford to be without

can

Liniment, which any day

C. R. DAVIS’

a

may

prove worth twenty times its cost.
Sold everywhere, but prepared only at the

AND

h*> DiA

Si., Ni

Yolk.

w

f
3

—FOR
Cross, 'ickl v babies ami children may enjoy health,
ami mothers have rest, if they will use CASloRlA.
Worms, teverislincss, teething, wind colic, sour
stomach ami
and

undigested

|

CHRIS T M A S !

food make children toss,

produce sickness.

assimilate the food, expel worms,
ami correct all these things. For twenty years Dr.
Pitcher experimented in his private
practice to produce an ellective Cathartic and stomach
regulator
which would be as ellective as Castor Oil, without
astoriu will

(.

Lincoinville,

unpleasant

its

fhe

UIKI).

taste

or

In Belfast, .Ian. r, C'apt. IJ. iirv I
lirowu, na-i-.i >
years, 7 months.
Gone to yon Heavenly dome.
From sin and sorrow free;
How desolate our home
Since ’tis bereft of thee'
In this city, .Jail. 10, Mrs. Harriet C. i l!i-, uif- of
the late Rev. Alanning Ellis of Brooksvilie, a-- d 70
years, 4 months, IU days.
In this city, dan. (1th, Airs. Almira, wife of P
Maiden, age <1 (5.7 years, ll month-.
In this city, dun.
infant son ofCaiit. N 15. ami
H. P Foss.
In Fnion, dan. 1, Air. Levi Aforse, a-etl about 72
years.
In Verona, dan. »*, Annie, wife of Edward Anderson, aged 1.7 years and 11 months.
In Viiialliaven, dan. 0th, Airs. Alelinda
Arev, a o-d
about 40 years.
In East Machias, Dec. 17th, Airs, dulia
AL, wife of
A. I.. Dyer, aged 42 veins, 7 months, 7 davs.
In Franklin, Dec. 17th, llenrv A.,
voting.-st son of
Hanson 11. and Alurv Drcutt. "aired "lo vear- ami 2!

reputation of his experiment extended.

Phy-

;

HAYFORI)

1

fry

f AS

1 OKI A once, and you will
the

at

Laboratory

Sure Cure

Co.,

amosgs

.-ssons

<

Balm of Life!

ii»

POTE & QUIMBY,

Tremont, Dec. 12th, Airs. Abagail Day, aged .;
years. Dec. 2.7, Airs. Margaret Ward, aged -1 vear-

Would

son of Whit mg
.7 months and is

give notice to

aie

now

plov

un lit

I tTCull ami liml out about

MAKFRstliat they
having plenty of work and can give cm
to good .-ewer-.

<

Mir customers in the

tain

\

Wm. O. Poor & Son,

KS i

from

s

our

vicinity of MON R« >F.
that place.

can

for
Agents
at

oh-

Belfast and vicinity.
immufacturer’s prices.

plied

Domestic

Machine i

Sewing

taken in

In consequence of a constantly increasing d»-iimn
for my goods, 1 have greatly enlarged mv t:i ilitii
.in imuuuacture which has enabled me to make laiy
reduction from former prices of my

MAKKKT, which we will sell on
UP,KRAI. TKILMS! OLD MACH IN KS

Gold Pens, Holders & Pencil's.

exchange.

WY also have
been used
Parties

A large ami complete assortment of my
be found at the

number of MACH IN KS that have

a

little, which

a

having

we

will sell at

a

bargain.

machine accounts with

us are re

cu-

-OF-

CALVIN HERYEY

GEO. A. QUIMBY & CO.

BELFAST,
Belfast, .Jail, in, lsTd.

ami

Where every hand can be suited in writing, and
every pocket in price. When necessary IVns will be
made to order, without extra eharge to suit pecu
liarities of the baud.
J. MORTON,

I he partnership heretofore existing under the
of l*OTK i DU1MBY lias this day been dissolv'd by mutual consent. All bills of the firm will
Ue settled and all accounts assumed by
<JKo. A. DU I MB Y & CO,
Belfast, dan. 10, isrr,.—v.'s

L\> Maiden 1 jane, New York.

name

Vases, Marble Busts
Horn

Buffalo

Brushes

Back

Combs, Fancy Goods

Meal & Cracked Corn

and
of

all Kinds,Parlor CroW
*

)"

1

Bags <»t‘ Meal an«l (Tacked Corn ground
from Old V ellow Corn, for sale ut Lai.eS
D. LANE.

quet,Tool Chests,

"'liart'Jan. IIs

&c., &c.,

JUST RECEIVED!

NICK

LOT OK

Messina

con.

CALL

DEALER IN ALL KINDS OK

Sewing Machine Attachments.
Repaired and Bored to
No. 46 MAIN STREET.

Co-Partnership

68

CARLK & MORISON is this day
mutual consent.
F. A. CARLK,
K. J. MORISON.

—•

♦

OF

GERMAN

«

Singing

4^

CO-PARTNERSHIP.

every subscriber. Send in your name. All papers
discontinued at the time paid for. Agents Want

1 T

STREET.

LOT

IMPORTED

tkH All persons indebted to the late firm of Carle
& Morison are requested to call and make an immediate settlement.
E. J. MORISON.

Year,
Cards given to

MAIN

A

Belfast, Jan. 8tli, l87tf.

PAPER FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.
Only 50 Cents a

S E E

Just Received.

Notice.

by

Happy Hours.

A N E>

idioot

1st, 1870— tf

firm of
rpilK
A. dissolved

New

WADLIN&MERRILL’S

♦♦.♦Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
shot (iuns

STS.

Iron Ware!

READ,

MA CHUTIST!

Supt.

won

GR ANIT E

W. G. CLARK.

close.
Jan.

AT

ROTH ORNAMENTAL & I SEEUI.

Oysters!

DnX'T FOliUET THE l’LACE !

Repairing,

VAIX if-

NICK

Providence- River

T.

FOUND

Oranges! Something

ALSO

G-.

BE

SALOON! MOODY’S

TEMPERANCE
A

TO

&c.

THE

—AT

pm-

Bird Warranted

Every

undersigned have this day formed a co-partnership under the firm name of K. J MORISON &
CO., for the continuation of the business of the late
firm of CARLK & MORISON, at their old stand, 53

Canaries !
a

Singer.

The

Send stamp for specimen copy. Address,
4w28
HAPPY HOURS, Auburn, Maine.
ed.

K. J.
C. F.

Main Street.

fc^Also

MORISON,

tt

large

lot of

CAGES selling low

R. H. MOODY,

MORISON.

Belfast, Jan. loth, 18?ti.—lm28

Administrator’s Sale.
be sold at auction by virtue of a licence
lrom the Court of Probate for the County of
Waldo, on Monday, the fourteenth day of February,
A. D. 1870, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,at the
house of ,T. I). Lamson in Freedom, so much of the
real estate, of George O. Clement, late of Montville,
in said County, deceased, intestate, as will produce
the sum of one thousand dollars, for the payment of
said deceased’s just debts, charges of administration
and incidental charges; said real estate consists of
the homestead of said deceased.
28
J. D. LAMSON, Admr.

goods

Store

Jewelry

!

quested to send for work.

Leave Belfast 3:30
p. m. connecting to Dexter
and Bangor, and with night Pullman Train, for
Portland and Boston, arriving at 6:15 a. m.

of 52 Assorted Address

S

Cold Pens!

fin* Jil.ST in flu*
the M«>ST

;

CELEBRATED

the SOLF. AC K.NTS of the

are

I M I’UOVEH

1 rains leave Belfast at 8:00 a. m. connecting di
rect to Bangor, Dexter, Skowhegan, Farmington,
Lewiston, Danville Junction and Grand Trunk
Railway, and via Eastern and Boston & Maine Rail
roads, arriving in Boston at 7:55

Pack

l he trade

SHOP at

M O R T O X
"

Commencing Oct. 25, 1875,

a

it

VLSI

DRUGGISTS,

Maine Central Railroad.

A

MEDICINE,

NEW

l Co.,
"i

In

Asthma ! !

be with-

,1. 1L Rose &

ol

I>ey Stn-et, New York.

h, L

days.

liUK'K.

it.

Prepared
1*‘.

never

’

Asthma

lates the stomach and bowels, and does not gripe. I
It is adapted to all ages, contains no alcohol, and is
absolutely harmless to the most tender infant.
out

Assortment!

Nice

Very

recoil.

nurses rapidly adopted his
remedy, to
which he gave the name of CASTOHIA.
CAS l'< >Kl A is as pleasant to take as honey, regu

Aye

HAS JUST RECEIVED A

HE

sicians and

PAYSON TUCKER,
t lo 1
Portland, June 22, 1875.

YOUR

C ASTORIA.

and Aliss .Julia E. Keese of Lowell.
In N'orthport, Jan. 12, hv Rev. c. Al. Rhode-, Mr.
O.
Wade
of
and Mi-- Drusilla
Ralph
II. Wright of N'orthport.

Volunteers,

BUY

of J. 15. Rosr. <fr Co..

Laboratory

Ellsworth,

vear,

TO

of horses and mules.”

of

Sullivan.
In Trenton. .Ian. 2, Mr. Stephen If. Whittaker of
Lamione, and Miss Sarah A. Whitmore, .>t T.
Ii: Lowell, Alass., Dec. 20, A. E. Drinkwnter of

1

au

t.'ian any amount of

The Yellow Centaur Liniment

In ctr. Lincolnvile, .Inn. 1st, l>v F. 15. Dunton,
Lsq., Mr. Edgar E. Young anil Miss Eva A. Brack
ett, both of Lincolnville.
In Islesboro, during the holidays,
('apt. Charles
Pendleton and Miss Cora Higgins;" al-<> Air. George
Boardinan and Alerintha Dodge, all of Islesboro.
In Bueksport, Air. William \\
Iriggs of Belt; -t,
and Aliss Augusta .1. Emerson of Buck-port.
In Biddeford, Dec. 2Td, Augustus AI. Robbins ot
Biddeford, and Susan .1. Heurne of Saco.
In Rockland, Dec. .Toth, Air. .lames W. Pendleton
and Aliss Hattie O. Kirpatrick, both of Camden.
In St. George, Jan. 1st, Walter E. Blai-dell,
Es.p,
of Viiialliaven, ami Aliss Nellie C. Alitchell ot Rock
land.
In Rockland, 1st lust., Mr. R. Anson Crie and Aliss
Ida E. Shepherd, both of R.
Ill Warren, Dec. 24th, by Rev. N. 1 Dutton, Air.
Elden P. Andrews and Aliss Rosa F. Koukes.
In Warren, Dee. 24th, Air. Abial W. Fowler and
Aliss Cora < i. Hewett, both of W.
In No. Penobscot, Dec. 20, Air. Eugene < >. Church
ill of Orland, and Aliss Ida E.
Hagarthy ofSurrv.
In Mt. Desert, Dec. Toth, Mr. Earnest
Emery of
Eden, and Aliss Sarah Al. Clement of Alt. De.-ert.
In Sullivan, Dec. Tlst, Air. Adiu II. Pliilbrick of
Falmouth, N. IL, and Aliss Aura Al. Wakotield or

aged

good

more

SELLING CHEAP

money paid for medical
ohms arc called they

owners

(1, Freddv W.,

YORK!

cents, invested in Centaur

Liniment will be within reach when

MAURI E l >.

days.

fifty

or even

curs, and will do

on the following
Wednesdays, from t) to 5 o’clock:
Jan. 15th and 27th, Feb. loth and 24th, and March
loth and 24th. Consultations free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Respirometor,
the price is $5.
Dr. Schenek is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where ail letters of advice must be
addressed.

and .5 months.
In Waltham, Dec.
and Alary Kingman,

NEW

and

cured.
Dr. Schenek will be at the Quincy House, Boston,

}

stock:
FROM

ati.-m <>1

which Dr. Schenek provides for the purpose.
1 nese
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed ionic
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenek certifies that most any case of Consumption may*t>e

must be paid fur.

YORK!

will cure; all of them it will benefit. It will extract
the poison from bites and will cure burns and scalds

support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Dr. Schenck’s Aluhtnac, containing the certificates
of many persons of the highest respectability, who
have been restored tohealt h, after being pronounced
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured inauv, as
these evidences will show, but the cure is often'promoted by tin employment of two other remedies

trie Date, Same and

stock:

—FROM—

CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE. has given In r relief is Centaur Liniment. I am re*
joiced to say this has cured her.
Every moment of delay makes your cure more
'V. H. KINO, Postmaster.”
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice
It is an indisputable fact that the Centaur Lini
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
Hr. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for con
ments are performing cures never before effected
by
sumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to any preparation in existence,—like Chronic Rheun

Obituary notices, beyond

’

W ELLS

larly adapted to all cases of Rheumatism, Lumbago,
Neuralgia, Erysipelas, Itch, .Sprains, Chilblains,
( uts,
Bruises, Stings, Poisons, Scalds, Sciatica,
\\ eak Back, Pains in the side,
Wounds, Weeping
Sinews, Burns, Frosted Feet, Palsy, Ear-ache,Toothache, Head-ache, Ulcers, Old Sores, Broken Breasts,
•>ore
Nipples, Sore Throat, Croup, Diptherla, etc.
I he most of these
complaints the Centaur Liniment

PublishKi) As A warning and for the benefit of
Young Men and others who sutler from NERVOUS DEBILITY, LOSS OF MANHOOD, etc., giving his rules of Self-Cure, alter undergoing much
suffering and expense, and mailed free on receiving
a post-paid directed
envelope. Address NATHANIEL MAYFAIR, P. O. Box 155, Brooklyn, N. Y.
si>f>iu52

Ami

MARKET.

Sheep

HAMBURGS!

condition.
The WHITE CENTAUR LINIMENT is
particu-

Air. Amos

Monday, Jan. 10.
Butter—We quote fine N York and Vermont fall
made butter ut32a34c; fair to good 24a27; common
20a23c; Western 28a30c; fair to good 23a25c; com-

W ELLS*

tal

was

Cookery.

Liniments!
So

PERSONAL NOTICE,
Notice is hereby given that all officers, sailors,
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured, or injured in the
late rebellion, however slightly, are entitled to a
pension, and thousands of pensioners are entitled to
an increased rate.
Apply immediate! v through

Regiment

New

HAMBURGS!

ful

promoted to the command of the Regiment.
Walker, now residing in Thomastoii, is
Tli<> great and long felt want of housekeepers a shipbuilder, and Dr. John 15. Walker, who has
twice
represented his county in the state Senate, is
for suitable cooking vessels, is at last supplied j
a successful physician and -kiiliui .-urgeon,
re-idiug
by Patent (fra Hit? Ironware, acknowledged ill Thomastoii.
The united ages of all the children
at sight to be without a rival in the kitchen.
It are <»0S years, average, (10 years and 9 months. Airs.
is light, easily cleaned, handsome, wholesome, W. leaves numerous descendants, and
among them
and Imndv. It wil neither corrode and poison, two great-great grandchildren, one of w hom she
like copperware, crack, like cast iron or earth- has taken in her arms.
She loved labor and continued to employ herself
enware, rust, like tinware, or crackle and Hake
until within a few days ot Imr death. Sin
otf, like porcelain-lined ware. Everv piece war- usefully
retained her powers in a remarkable degree, and
ranted. Beware of imitations, as every
piece
bus been able to do considerable spinning during
is stamped, “Granite Ironware,” on the bot- the
a Chrispast summer. She became
tom. A good line will be found at Messrs. tian at the early age of 1(1 years,hopefully
and has been for
Wadlin A: Merrill, Belfast.
about
70
a
faithful
and
beloved
mem
hvib.
years
greatly
her of the Congregational church in this place. She
was very steady and constant in her
Positively the Best
religious life,
and was never moved away from the faith of Christ
Dr. Morris’Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry, by the various and changeable minds of doctrine.
and IIoreiioi.’XD is the very best compound She loved her Bible am prayer, and was often enever prepared for the immediate relief and
gaged in the exercise. 1. e last words that her pasper- tor
heard her speak were—“Aly Father in Heaven.”
manent cure of Coughs, Colds, Croup,
Whoop- How much meaning
in those words. “J/>/Father!”
ing Cough, Bronchitas. Asthma, and all dis- Her life and character,
viewed in all respects, doeases of a (Consumptive type.
It will thorough- mestic,
social, religious, seems as nearly rounded
ly eradicate these alarming symptoms in one- and perfect as mortals ever attain in this life, 'nohalf the time required to do so by any other words of the wise man, see Prov. ;tl :10-T1, would
medicine. It is purely vegetable and contains apply to her in every particular.
Her end wanot a particle of opium or other dangerous
peaee.
drug. Physieiaus all over the country endorse
it as the most efficacious antidote known for ail
SHIP NEWS.
disorders of the throat and lungs.
It never
fails.
Be sure to obtain Dr. Morris' Syrup of
PORT OF BELFAST.
Tar, Wild Cherry and Horehound. Trial sfze,
10 cents.
Wm. O. Poor & Sox sole agents for
AKKIVKD.
Belfast. A. J. Jordan agent for Orland. R. B.
•Inn. 0. Schrs. A. .J. Munsell, Parker Borton;
Stover, Agent for Bucksport.
ly22eow Geo.
Shattuck, Harris, Boston; Hero, McDonald,
Lyno’s Katiiairon prevents the Hair from Winterport.
Jan
\K Maiv, Magee, Scarsport, for Bucksville.
out or turning gray, renews its growth,
falling
SAILED.
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
Jan 4. Schrs. llarmona, Ryder, Providence.
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
Jan. ('». Mary, Magee, Scarsport, load for Bucks
ever produced.
Used by the elite. Price only ville.
50 cents.
Jan. 10. A. J. Munsell, Parker, Winterport.
lyr
A

Centaur

nearly perfect arc the recipes of these wonderpi.in-soothing and healing Centaur Liniments,
$5.50a<>.00 that we can confidently say they will allkviatk
.85.50a4.00 any pain
arising from flesh, hone or muscle de81 50
We do not pretend that they will
8L25 rangements.
28 ! mend abroken
leg or exterminate boils, but even in
81.40a 1.50 :
such cases they will reduce the inflammation and
stop the pain. Nor can we guarantee the proper results where the body is poisoned
by whiskey. TemNOTICES. perance is as necessary to a proper physical, as men-

30 Calf Skins

OalO Lamb
10 Hard Wood
10aIS Soft
8al0 Shorts per et.
OaO Lime
5a7 Butter Salt
4a.) Plaster

Round

87.0003.00
41
35
0
12
1.0Oal.50

In Washington, Ale., dan. 7, Airs. Eliza, wife ot
William McDonald, aged 70 years.
In Waldo,dan. T,Mrs. Alve’sta A..wife of V.ah II.
Twiss, and daughter of Elisha Alerriain of Morrill,
aged 27 years and 9 months.
In Boston, Dec. 20, Aides S. Crawford, of Fnion,
I Ale., aged 4s years.
In Wuldobbro, Dee 215, Ferdinand Lash,
aged ;o
themselves to death without making an effort [
I years.
to escape from a doom which
they supposed to [ in Rockport, Dec. 21, Jephtha l pham, aged .70
he unavoidable. It is now proved, however, | years, 10 months.
that Consumption run be eared, and that it ;
In Rockport,Dec. 20,of rheumatic fever, Ruth, we!
has been cured in a very great number of cases ow of the late Lyman Howes, aged do venrIn Thomastoii, Dec. dr, Hatties., daughter of t In(some of them apparently desperate ones) by
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone; and in other late Herbert d. and dosie Dow, ageif d years and 7
months.
eases by the same medicine in connection with
In Rockland, dar.. :5«1, Ellen D., wile of Frank f.
Schenck's Sea Weed Tonic and Mandrake Fills, Coombs,
aged T.7 years, 1 month Is da\s.
one or both, according to the
In
of
Fnion, Dee.’2Sth, Mrs. dmliili Walker, ag« d o.7
requirements
tin* case.
years and 2.7 days, relict of Amos Walker, Es.p, late
Dr. Schenck himself, who enjoyed uninter- of Union.
Airs. Walker’s maiden name was Bailey. She was
rupted good health for more than"forty veal's, born
in Poland in this state, she wa* married t.»
was supposed, at one time to he at the"
very Amos Walker and came to Union to live at the age
gate of death, his physicians having pronounced of 22
and this has been her home since that
his case hopeless, and abandoned him to fate. time. years,
She has raised a family of lo children—six
He was cured by tlie aforesaid medicines, and, sons and four daughters. Her children are all livsince his recovery many thousands similarly ing and were present at her funeral. They are all
affected have used Dr. Schenck's preparations occupying stations of respectability and honor iu
life. Three of her daughters are w idows, and they
with the same remarkable success.
Full directions accompany each, making it all live in Union and vicinity. Two of her sons’,
Isaac, residing in Swanville and doel A., residing iii
not absolutely necessary to "personally see Dr.
Union, are farmers, enjoying the esteem of all
Schenck unless patients wish their lungs ex- around them. With the
latter the aged mother has
amined, and for this purpose he is professional- always had a happy and pleasant home. Rev. do
ly at his principal office, Corner Sixtli and Mali Walker, an acceptable local preacher in the
Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every Monday, where Methodist demonination, residing iu Monroe, is anall letters for advice must he addressed.
j other son, and so also is Col. Elijah Walker, who
now resides in Mass.
The latter went out as capSchenck’s medicines are sold hy all
druggists. tain in the 4th Alaine
ot

Dr. Pierce.
From

Flour
Corn
Corn Meal
Rye Meal

H.

E.V MEDICAL HISCOVKKY.

1 >r. It. V. Pierce :
Dear Sir,—Twenty years ago 1 Avas sliipAvreeked on the Atlantic Ocean, and the cold
and exposure caused a large abscess to form on
each leg. which kept continually discharging.
I was attended by doctors in Liverpool, Havre.
Now Orleans, New York, and at the hospital
on Staten Island
(where the doctors wanted to
take one leg off.) Finally, after spending hundreds of dollars, 1 was persuaded to try your
'•Golden Medical Discovery,” and now,'in less
1han three months after taking the first bottle,
1 am thankful to say T am completely cured,
and for the first time in ten years can put my
left heel to the ground. 1 am at home nearly
every evening and shall he glad to satisfy any
person of the truth of this information, I ani.

those figures, over $3,000,000 per annum.
Gholsen <fc Kastman paid the distillers for
CROSS and SICKLY CHILDREN can he made
the highwines whatever the market price
was, less the tax and twenty cents per healty and strong by regulating their stomachs
gallon, ft is said that these rectifiers and bowels with Castora. It is more effective
than Castor Oil and is as pleasant to take as
were allowed a credit ot thirty days by
the distillers, and when the grand raid honey, For Wind Colic, Sour Stomach, Worms
was made in May last they were thirty
and Costiveness, there is nothing in exislene0
days behind in settlements, and thus the equal to Castoria.—flingdistillers who dealt with them are out
To be happy in heaven, it i- not
neecassary to
that much.
he miserable on earth.
The friends of Ilesing. Miller and
Wnv will Yol si'Kt KR front llheiimatisni,
Kehm are quite defiant, and declare that
these gentlemen will make things lively Sprains, stiff' Joints, Swellings, Burns, Scalds
when they come to tell their side. They or Weak Back, when the Centaur J.iniment afsaid their connection with the Whiskey fords certain relief. Many articles soothe pain
King was solely political, and if they are to a certain extent, hut the Centaur Liniment
to be prosecuted for what they did in that cures. '1 lie White Liniment is for a human
way they will see that the highest in the family, the Aeliow Liniment is for horses and
land are as guilty as they. Altogether animals,—Amis
the developments promise to be mighty
"What did you give for that horse?” inquirinteresting before Hie hearing is conclud- ed a friend. "My note."—"Cheap enough."
ed. The Grand Jury now in session in
.Schenck’s Pi laionic Syrep, Sea Weed
Springfield, 111., has, it is said, struck a
These derich lead in investigating Hie doings ot Tunic, and Mandrake Fills.
the Pekin Whiskey King. John Bloom- servedly celebrated and popular medicines have
field, who was in 1870 and 1S71 Supervi- effected a revolution in the healing art, and
sor of Internal Revenue, is there looking
proved tlie fallacy of several maxims which
on, and means to have something to say have for many years obstructed tlie progress of
before the Grand Jury concludes its in- medical science. The false supposition that
quiries. lie will implicate high officials “Consumption is incurable” deterred physicians
in Washington, and among the number from
attempting to find remedies for that disSenator Boutwell and Columbus Delano.
ease, and patients afflicted with it reconciled
A

PRICE CURRENT.

Weekly for the Journal
Sargent, No. 8 Main Street.
lOal 1
$5.00al 1.00 Corned Beef

Corrected

By Charles

Cor. Main and High Sts.

Administrator’s Sale of ReaTEstate.
license from the Hon. Judge of 200
to
QTLSl CODFISH!
Probate for the County of WlUdo. 1 shall sell at
PURSUANT
salted and well cured, to be sold at Wholethe twelfth
auction
of

WILL

a

public

|

on

day

Light

February next,

at ten o’clock A. M., on the premises of tne late
Daniel Plummer of Montville, so much of the real
estate of the said Daniel as will produce the sum of
four hundred uud titty dollars; said estate being subject to the widow’s right of dower.
ALBERT M. PLUMMER, Admr.
Montville, Jan. 3, 1870.
3w38

sale and Retail

by

A. 1*.

MANSFIELD & CO.,

Foot of Main St.

|

^URSINO!
good
experienced NURSE
A
and
at No. 154 Main Street,

by those

may be found
in want.—

A Familiar Letter.
T'j s^wral Correspondent*

WENDELL HOLMES.

ItV OLIVER
't

■

write, if you want to, there's nothing like

<•-,

trying*;

Who knows what a treasure vour casket inav
hold?
i‘i! «how you that rhyming's as easy as lying
If vou’ll listen to nie while the art 1 unfold.
Hen’s

hook full of word-; one can choose as
In- lanc'os.
As a painter lii- tint, a- a workman hi- tool;
dust think! all tin- poems and plays and roa

mances

Were di

awn

of this, like the li-li from

out

a

pool!
You

wander al will through its

can

syllabled

mazes.

And. take all you want.—not

copper 4hey

a

What i- then* to hinder your piekiugout phrases
For ail epic as clever as Paradise lost?
mind if the index of sense i- at zero.
L'se words that run smoothly, whatev er they

Dmi’t

mean;

Founder and Lilian and Lillibullero
Arc much the same thing in tin* rhyming
chine.

ma-

words so delicious their -weetness
will -mother
I :i.it boarding-school ilavor ot which we’re

l lic:

are

t*

afraid,—

There is “lush” i- a good one. and “swirl” is
another,—
Put both in one stanza, its fortune i- made.
With musical murmurs and rhythmical closes
\ ou can clfeat us of smile* when you’ve mulling to 1**11;
You hand u- a nosegay of milliner’s roses
And we erv with delight. “< >U, how vveet
they <(>, smell!”
P- idiap- you will answer all needful conditions
For winning the laurel to which you aspire
IP docking the tails of the two prepositions
F tin style o’the bards you so greatly admire.
A
\

for subjects <>f verse, they are only too plenty
For ringing tin* changes on metrical r hues,
maiden, a moonbeam, a lover of twenty
Have tilled the great basket with bushels of

rhymes.
l.'-t

show you

m*

v

pi« tun—’ti- far from irrch*

a

ant—

famous old hand in the arts of design;
onl v a photographed sketch of all elephant.
Idle name of t he draughtsman was Rembrandt
of Rhine.

IF
1 i-

a

e:i**y! no troublesome colors to lay on.
e.ui’t have fatigued him.—no, not in the
least.—
A d i»h lier and lh< ! «■ with a hap-hazard crayon,
\:i : t:•••,■' stands the wrinkled—kinned. baggy-limbed beast.

11

\

If

in t

v

with your vers.—*t is

as

ea-y

a>

sketch-

ing,—

reel otV a s.mg without knitting your
brow.
A- lightly as liembrandt a drawing or etching;
It is nothing at all. it you only know hoi\.
’t

"U

an

Well; imagine youV printed your volume of
\ersrs:

Y-»nr forehead is wreathed with the garland
oi lame.
Yen* poi nis the eloquent sehool-bov rehearses
II'
album the school-girl presents for your
name;

I.a!■ h morning the post brings you autograph
letter* :
Y i’ll answer them promptly—an hour is n't
mueh
F-.r tin- honor of sharing a page with your betters

With magistrates, members of Congress and
such.
< u

you're delighted

uir-<

-•

to

the eommit-

s< rvr

tees

with requests from the country all
round
Y"U would grace the occasion with poem* and
ditties
When they've got .1 new
hool-house, or
I hat

<‘ione

poor-house,
With

a

hymn for
sinners.

Mil go

You’re

a

or

the

pound.

saints and

song for the

a

j< one1 wherever you please:
privileged guest at all manner of din-

and

are w«

ners,

You’ve

a

seat

on

the platform

among tin

grandees.

length

At

>oni

mere

presence becomes

a sensa-

tion,

Your « up of enjoyment is tilled to its brim
With th'- pleasure iIoniti"U of digit-monstraAs

tion.
the whisper
<•1

round of ‘‘That's lie!'"
'’That’s him!"
runs

Hut remember.«» dealer in phrases sonorous.
M daintly chosen. '«* tunefully matched.
Though you soar with the wings of the cherubim o’er us.
Tin* or urn was human from which you were
hatched.
No will of your

with its puny compulsion
* an summon the spirit that quickens the lyre:
it comes, if at all. like the Sibyl's convulsion
And touches the brain with a linger of lire.

S

..

own

perhaps, after all. it's a< well to be quiet.
you've nothing you think is worth saying

If

in prose,
furnish a meal of their cannibal diet
To the critics, by publishing, as you propose.

A' to

Hut it's all of no use, and I’m sorry I’ve written,—
1 shall see vour thin volume some dav on mv
shelf;
For the rhyming tarantula surely has bitten.
Ynd music must cure you, so pipe it yourself.

Dosperate
w

Fight With

Voijk, Dec.

:!1.

a

Bear

Correspondence

received here from Delhi, which is located in a wild and unfrequented portion ol
lln; Catskill mountains, describes a thrilling encounter between a couple ol women
and a bear that was found poaching on the
preserves of one of the citizens ol that region. There are but few settlements in
tiie \ icinity : but about a year ago a mail
named Jonas Butler put up a cabin on one
ol the mountain tributaries ol the stream,
having a contract with parties in Greene
county to peel bark and cut railroad ties.
His wite and two children, one a girl
about lb and the other an infant, occupy
: ic cabin with him.
Butler goes into the
woods sometimes several miles from his
home, and often does not return for two
or three
days. ()n Sunday last he went
out to his work, leaving his family in
their cabin. T lie section is noted lor its
w i 1 d game, deer and bear being plentiful,
but the present season bears have been
unusually numerous and bold, and the pigpen of the Butlers has twice been depopulated.
About.') o'clock Sunday afternoon Mrs.
Butler and her daughter were preparing
to teed the
pigs, when an immense black
bear was discovered trying to get out of
the enclosure with a fine tat shote in its
airs. Butler seized a heavy
embrace,
wooden mallet used in driving wedges,
and her daughter took up an axe. They
ran and jumped into the pen, lollowed by
the dog, and commenced an attack on the
bear. It Held on to the pig, however, until the blows ol the women and the cites
ot the dog become too much for aim,
when lie turned on his assailants. U seized the dog and crushed it to death. The
girl rained in blows with th ixe on the
head of the bear, when suudenly bruin
made for her
With one sweep of his
great paw lie sent her axe Hying out ot
the enclosure, and pressed her into one
corner.
The mother, seeing her daughter’s danger, increased the fury ol her assault with the mallet, and although tlie
bear got the girl in its embrace, it dropped her before doing her material injury,
to ward off the attacks of the mother. The
lloor ol the pen was now slippery with
blood that was flowing from the wounds
ot the bear, tor the girl had struck with
the edge of the axe and buried it somewhere in the animal every time. When
the bear turned on the mother she shouted
to her daughter to run to the house and
get the rifle. While Jennie was gone her
mother succeeded in keeping the bear
from getting too close to her, but when the
daughter returned with the rille she was
about exhausted, and was lighting from a
corner into which the bear was pressing
her closely, having disarmed her. Jennie
put the barrel of the gun through a chink
in the logs and fired. The ball entered behind the bear’s foreshoulder, and he fell
to the floor and died in a short time,
it
was a long time before Mrs. Butler could
summon strength
enough to climb out of
the enclosure, and as soon as the excitement that had sustained the daughter was
over the latter fell hunting to the
ground,
and it was two hours before she could get
about again. Her clothing was nearly all
torn from her by the claws ot the bear,
but neither of the women sustained any
serious injury. Monday Jennie walked
out to where her father was at work and
told him of the adventure, when he returned home with her and skinned and
dressed the bear. It weighed over three
hundred pounds.
Fontenelle was very fond of salmon.
He was dining out one day in Paris when
a pretentious guest at the table, upon
hearing the author ask for a second platelull exclaimed, Oh, he, M. Fontenelle, I
didn’t know philosophers liked good
things so much ! Probably, was the philosophical reply, the gentleman is under
the impression that God made good
things only for fools.

Death in a Corn Cob.
1 was fortunate
The Don Wole.
that night to sit next the Count
For the past throe or tour years a j enough
l)e Kcrguorlas at dinner, and, hearing he
strange disease seems to have taken hold
of the horses, hogs, and cattle in the neigh- was a master ot wolf hounds in Upper
borhood ot Lawrenceburg, Indiana, and | lirittany. I gleaned from him some interstock owners sought the cause in vain, j esting inlormation with respect to the
Two years ago the fatality became alarm- style ot hound he considered best adapting Death invaded the Lawrenceburg ed for this particular sport.
“A big. bold, broken-haired hound is
distillery pens, and nearly So,(MK) worth
of stock was destroyed. At length a sa- what 1 keep tor the work; and occasionloon seeker in Newton, by the name os ally! invigorate the race.” said he, "with
Koeh'er, announced that lie had a clue. a strain of wolt blood.”
"And how. pray,” I inquired, "do you
An inquisitive employee hud been nosing
around a patron’s wagon as it stood in the manage that
".Nothing is more simple. The dog
street, and had discovered some corn, a
half bushel or so. fantastically done up. and the wolf being congeners they breed
eaeli car in a roll of paper, lie examined readily together; nor does the law affectone of these ears carefully, but saw no
ing mules affect the hybrid race, as the
reason why they had been so tenderly preoffspring o! the first cross reproduce their
served. lie was on the point of abandon- litters with the same lacility. 1 keep a
ing the examination, when lie accidental- dog wolt brought up by hand ; and lie,
ly broke one ot the ears. The cob was suckled in infancy by a hound darn, lives
hollow, and in the end was a neatly-fitting in period concord with any hounds I see
plug. As the ear or cob had broken, a line, lit to enclose with him in his kennel,
suspicious-looking powder fell to file while a day or two reconciles a strange
ground. Mr. Koehler, on learning these hound to his company."
"And do you lind the lirst cross,” I
facts, straightway invited a chemist to
pronounce on that strange powder, and asked, "as manageable in chase as your
the chemist said it was corrosive subli- ordinary hounds?”
“Far from it,” he replied; “insomuch
mate.
One clue led to another until William that 1 only keep that produce to breed
Khlermann, a German, inrmorlya Cincin- from. They usually run mute or all but
nati gas-fitter, but then the proprietor ot mute, and are so self-willed in chase and
so tierce in kennel that I
a fertilizing establishment just out of the
merely use them
corporate limits of Lawrencebnrg, was ar- as stud hounds, and enter the second
rested on suspicion, lie was taken before cross. These, the grand-offspring of the
the Circuit Court, but the most .satisfacto- wolf, become rare wolf-hounds, tierce,
ry evidence could not be obtained, and line nosed desperate in chase, and never
Judge Roberts, using all the power pos- tiring during the longest day. [From
sible, sentenced the culprit to three months “Wolf Hunting in Lower ltrittany.”
in the county jail.
Meantime stock became healthy again, and the terrible fatality for awhile ceased.
At the trial Mr Frank Gritlith ot Lawrenceburg had oll'cnded Khlermann bv appearing against him, and bitter revenge Would
one
have
was breathed out by the culprit.
Very
the
relief
hundred dollars fcr
soon after Khlermann’s time had expired
Mr. Griflith’s valuable horse was taken
obtained from the first dose.
suddenly sick, and in terrible convulsions From the well-known maker of Yale's
died.
An examination ot the manger alMammoth Tent.
terward developed enough poison to kill
(ieutlemen,— l have su tiered ten y ears from the
a hundred
horses.
Not long afterward w-T tonus of Acute Catarrh, or Cold in the Head,
ii.:' ever atllictcd mortal man.
Whenever I took a
some cattle m the neighborhood went the
fresh cold it would settle in mv head, causing the
most
violent
sneezing, accompanied by excessive
way of all earth, and their carcasses found
di-ciiarges from my eye's and nose. For days and
a
ready market in Khlerniaun's factory
day- my
iffering would be intense, and finally setOne day Khlermann was known to go tling iu my loins and bowels would render my life
mi.-erable lor a month. Nev er, during all my sufhunting across the river in Kentucky and ferings,
was 1 able to obtain even temporary relief
to pass the hog pen of a weli-known tann- from
any medicine 1 ever tried. Three weeks ago.
while fullering from the worst attack I ever lmd, 1
er. The next day ten fat porkers lav dead
a bottle
-fs.\no>i:n
Uaiik \i. Cl hi; kok
in those pens, and Millennium that same procured
\T \ l:': ii.
The relief from the first (lose was so
day chanced to be again ever there and gratifying that I would willingly have given one
offered to buy the carcasses at a dollar a hundred dollars to obtain it A few doses completely
•ure I me.
head has since been perfectly free
head. All around Lawrenceburg the hogs from uiiicou- My
accumulations, mv breathing easy, and
and cattle were again dying in large num- not a symptom of trouble about my hack and bowels
bers. It was as if a simoon was daily ha piv.-.-nted it-elf. h etfects in my case has been
truh remarkable. Verv respectfully.
IT M. vali;,
sweeping across the Miami Dolinins. The
ail and Awning Maker,
.South Market St.
dead bodies came in to Khlermann in salislaetory abundance. It is said that 1 iilermann turned the fattest of the hogs thus
received into lard, and introduced the
poisonous stufl into the Cincinnati market, j A Remarkable Case of Catarrh
Of late Mr. George Hays, living near j
Cured
the use or Twelve
]..awrenceburg, has been mi.-sing hogs,
and a strong suspicion has been forcing itBottles.
self upon him that perhaps Khlermann
b-et fly following ease as showing how
knew more of the disappearance than he j W.
1i alii till ; his di.-t U'e
becom •. and as a convincwould tell. On Monday last lie heard the ing pro.it of tin* value may
of s \ n nun’s Rapp ai. ( Tim;
aa
reliable
for
its
care even in cases of the
a
remedy
report ot gun near his house, and on a
Wi regr«*t that from motives of
gi'-afest -. \eriiy.
prompt examination he found Khlerniann d* licacy, the gentleman declined to p.-rmit the use
rapidly making oil' in a wagon loaded of<his name
a«e l o. I 1.—This i- the case of a man in the
with the yet warm and bleeding <•areasof life who had eont raeted this disease through
of a hog. which he identified as id- own prim*bad coni six y«*ars ago. Favored by a scrofulous
He straightway had Khterniann arrested, cmli. ion of tin- blood, tin di-ease sent its acid poimi
into every part of the system, so that when he
and alter a preliminary examination lie
oinnn i• *i tin- use of
nr«*i:iRack ai. Ch;i;
was bound over to the Circuit Court in
t bad be nun one of the worst cases ever experi
hv
need
man.
'fhe discharge at night
>
living
of
the sum
’.on, in default of which he
wa- fliii-k. putrid, .-freaked with blood, and so ex
was heavily ironed and confuted in the
<•<"!
i
*|Uantity a- to discharge itself upon the
Lawrenceburg Court House, a ease- ot pillow hiring sleep,atand collecting in «juamities ii
the point of strangulation,
throat, would,
small pox in the jail preventing hi- con- inwake him. Several time- each night lie was obliged
finement there.
to _■ •: up ami partially clear his nostrils and throat
The feeling against him runs high, and bebut he could -h*ep. I- 1*0111 tllC USC Of tile tilSt
bot.le
t the Radical Cure to the present, the cure
i! speedily brought to trial there i- no tell- ha- been
gradual, »at i-lai torv, and permunet. He
n
u.-"d
all twelve boitles, and now experiences
what
a jury,
made
ing
mostly
up of stock m* return in
of! In- di-c barge nor any of its disagreeable
will
do
with
him. In appearance
owners,
br-idesymptom-.
enjoying uini-ually good health
he is ugly, having coarse sandy whiskers orcrw ise.
and moustache, a nanow, or.e-storv lorehead, and a wandering eye that betrays
the low cunning of a coward.

Pro Bono Publico. STEAMBOAT
W INTER

-0-

() x !•;

■

The particulars of the assassination of
Key. Oval Perkey, President of Abingdon
College, at Abingdon. 111., shew an extraordinary amount of vindiclivonss on the
part ot the victim's enemies. Abingdon
College is an institution conducted in the
interests of the CampbelMle or Christian
Church. For many years the college has
been under the control of J. M.•Butler,
but two years ago a faction was against
him which led to his dismissal.
The lidlowing August President Perkey was
elected, and the feeling of the Butler party was very bitter towards Perkey. A
spirit of lawlessness seemed to pervade tin
entire community, and etligies ot Perkev
and his adherents among the faculty and
townspeople were suspended in ditierent
parts ot the town. Rival Boards of Trttstees were chosen and steps were taken to
oust the Perkey party, but this was abandotted. On the evening of the tragedy the
l’orkey parry were giving a sociable in the
upper hall ot the college building, the
Butler party holding another on the lower
floor. While in the midst of the entertainment a disturbance in the corridors attracted the attention of the party. President
Perkey stepped out and met three boys,
Fornax, Fampkin and Oabrielle. The
boys, evidently intoxicated, were requested by Perkey to step into the hall. They
refused, and were then asked to go down

They7 replied insultingly. Upon
Perkey took Oabrielle by the shoul-

stairs.

this

der, and when he had turned

to load him

down stairs

him with

Fampkin

struck

a

The President Jell immediately,
and the halls were instantly filled with an
excited crowd. A nervous twitching ot
the muscles was the only sign of life, and
lie was carried to his home. At last accounts by mail there was no hopes o!
Perkey’s recovery, and the telegraph has
since announced the death of the President.
The boys were all about twenty years of
age or thereabouts, and had several times
threatened to “make it hot" for l’erkey.
The,people have long been tired of the
constant skirmishing between the parties,
and the bloody and terrible results of this
struggle will tend to bring them to the
adoption ot measures that will end it.
The boys are under arrest, and will no
doubt pay dearly for their crime.

billy.

Cures

uninterrupted
effected with it by a wellknown Boston Physician.

From Dr Chas Main
npjirohinm unit icorum of the medical profession, and by many is thought incurable.
W hen, then-lore, a preparation is presented to my
notice, endor-ed by
responsible a tirm as Messrs.
Week-' \ Totter. 1 am bound to give it a lair and nil
prejudiced trial, and when such trial results in a
series of uninterrupted curss, I cannot allow proatarrli i- the

<

f« --ional eti jiiett* to interfere with a candid expres
-i )a of my regard lor it.
I therefore give SAN*
I 'ikh'- livin' At. Ci 1:1. mi: Catakkii
my unqualified approval, and consider it as a remedy for the
treatment of e\erv form of Catarrh superior to am
preparation laid down in any text-book with which
\ erv respectfully,
1 am familiar.
1 >i;. CJI Alii.FS MAIN.
:> 1 g Harrison Avenue.
Boston, May P.t.

4>

CityCAPTAIN
TIIE

FOR

OF

CURE

E V e u v

Thursday Eve., commencing Dec. 2,
O’CLOCK,
For KoikLiuil, Citiiulrii, ISi-H’ust, Scursport, lluck-Doer
Die.
Castine,
Sedgwick, so. \V. Harbor,
port,
Alt. Desert, Millbridgo, .Join^port and Maehiasport.
will
leave
lieturning
Maehiasport every Monday
morning at f* o’clock, touching at tlie above named
landings, (except Buckspoit,: arriving in l’ortlund
A I

1

Belfast. Maine.

For sale bv all Druggists, price one dollar pel
bottle. Liberal discount to the trade.
I’lKRCK BRO 1 I1KRS,
Manufacturers and Proprietors,
Pm.’.
Itaugor, Maine.

Drugs,

night.

same

Will take passengers and H eight tor Bangor, connecting with tii« railroad at Bucksport.
YKl’S I’A I I I.UsDN, Agent.

iI Belfast mid fastine Line!
ION

Be SANFORD’S JAMAICA
Simple Colds and Chills.

I,

tor

WHEELER & WILSON

others in the market, and
They
are revolutionizing the whole <e\vingniachinetra«le.
t
he
of
arious
machines agree that
Competent judges
the new Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machines are
in
use.
Remember they
to
all
others
now
superior
take the Lockstitch and use no shuttle, thus obviate
the use of a clattering shuttle, and does away the
breaking of thread ami needles so much experienced
in the use of 'buttle machines.
And here I wish t*. state that a great many persons buy a sewing lunching without the knowledge
or construction of any and they ar« afterwards sorry
tor it; and for the protection of 1 hose who are about
to purchase a machine, should not be governed b\
what agents for other machines tell you that their
1'he Idea that this or that mamachine i- the best.
chine is the best is nothing to do with the true merits of a sewing machine.
Therefore examine the
new productions of the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Company and tln-n you will be convinced
1 he work runs
which is the best sewing machine.
either way on these machines.
They use any kind
of thread and sews from the tine-d muslin to heavy
leather; it Fells, Hem.-, liraitL.Cords lucks, Binds,
and makes beautiful Hem .Stitching ami Puffing.
Machines set up on trial on application at this office.
Machines sold on easy monthly installments, old
machines taken in part payment for new one-. T
keep on hand needles and attachments for all kind of
machines.
I keep a superior quantity of needles, which I sell
atbOets. per dozen. Orders for needles tilled by
mail when tin* cash accompanies.^thi order. All
or money
goods warranted to be the best
returned.
or
Call on
address
are

superseding all

.piality.

I V. MILLER.
Belfast. Me., Box 18ft.
t

Mice

Church St

Jt

under the .Journal Otlice.

Will

until further notice as follows,
Wednesday, 1 >ec. lath

run

On

Mouda.'. Tuesday, ’Thursday
Cast i lie
t ouchin^r

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

tJsionroFTHE u. s.

1 h< great interest. in the thrilling history of our
country makes this the fastest selling book ever
published. It contains over 400 line historical en.
gravings and ‘.too pages, with a full accent of the approaching grand Centennial celebration. Send for a
lull description and our extra terms to Agents.
N A 1'lON A L Pl'BLlMl 1 NG CO., Philadelphia, l*a.

It

with

was

a

pity

and

a

agents.
WANTED
cure
at once

< am assers

should selor Thejdfe and Public
territory
.Services of Henry Wilson, by Rev. Elias Nason,
l or Terms, address the Publisher, 15. 15. RI'SSELL,
5 » Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

as

well, to turn

tiini out to die—he wouldn't sell—so it
determined by the veterinary sur-

was

geon to

try

an

experiment,

an

expedient

—iu short a kill-or-cure remedy. So,
two months ago, he made an incision in
the animal’s throat and inserted a silver
tube in the windpipe to facilitate breathing, leaving a sort ot artificial nostril at
the point of insertion. The device works
like a charm, the terrible wheezing has
ceased, the incision lias healed up beautifully, and the horse is doing his lull
day’s work, and eats his full allowance,
llis silver throat can be removed and replaced at will for cleansing, but is so ar-

ranged

as

not to

get

out ot

place

or cause

any inconvenience to the horse.”

Mil. F. W. COLLINS
Would announce t<» the citizens of Bdl'a-t :m<i
ity that he has opened a new

FISH AND OYSTER
-ON-

ETIO-I-T
keep

to

From Belfast
••

-took ot

Salt and Fresh Fish.
-p-iialty.

a

am-.’

'•

10

Tremont Street.

Boston.

PER WEEK OF A KANTEEl) to
M
M Agents, Male and Female,in their
0 0 own locality. Terms and Outfit
\
0 0 free. Address P. O. V 1CK ElO &
(<Augusta, Maine.
Mn

C£ f r\ COO IM*r day at home.
lu Jt-w

Samples worth $1
free. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.

I M) R1: \ D1 N C, P s V (• 110 M A N (• V, F A SCIN A
Ifl
1’lON, Soul Charming, Mesmerism, and Mar
riage (iuide, showing how either sex may fascinate
and gain the love ami alfection of any [terson they
choose instantly. 400 pages. By mail 5l> cts. Hunt
N Co., lhO s. 7th St., Philadelphia.

jyi

DEVOE’S

—13 rilliant—
OIL,

*#-ONE CENT-^i

position proposed.

his

and

was

on

occasion of

wont to shut

THEFRENCH PILL

sing, Fly abroad, thou
“L’EMPERATRICE.”
with such earnestness and The “EMPRESS” PILL will prove an infallible
for most of the ailments of the human system,
unction that ho would quite lorget to see cure
and is an unfailing specific for “Female Irregularithe plate as it came around. Oh, yes! ties.”
Send for box ($1.50 each) and further instructions
said the plate bearer, but just you give
to G. D'ALBERT, Sole Agent and Importer,
something to make it fly.
”4*s East Thirtieth Street, New York.
eyes

mighty Gospel,

F

o e

F,-

K

Me-horo
CaMine
Brooksville

or

Kcturn, 7.Y-.

$1.00

••

I'll K KOI N1) TKI 1*:

FKKK.HT TAKEN AT FA IK KATES!!!
Wm. Wasson, A^t., Brooksville; Hooper & Slmplienl, Agts., Castim-; Beiij Kyder, Ayt., I slesboro;
Belfa-t.
Howard Fouant, Agt
Belfast, i>ec. 14, 1

KATA II I) IN, (apt. KOIX, will
trip per week to Boston, halving Bel
o’clock, I*. M and Boston Frilast, Tuesda\s at
da} s at 1 o’clock, 1’. M., arriving at Belfast Saturday morning. Freight taken a* usual.
1). L.Wi:, Agent.
Jan. 1st l*7o.

A N 1)

Commission Merchant!
CHARLESTON, SO. CA.

I

t»-

Oapt. Win. McGilverv,
Mess. Congdoii, Huz.ara &

and Carvers' Harbor
Fall Arrangement.

yaeht 1’ M Itonnev. < apt. I lios.
1.
Harness. Will make weekly t rips be
tween t hi' city ami (’arverV 11 arbor, on
ami after Thursday, Sepr. lf»th, Wo.
< onutrv produce of all kind' will be
ho'.igtit at market prices, reopie who wish to <nswill <lo well to give us a call. May
of
same
tlu:
p.iM
he
in at the store of Woods, .Mathews, & Baker,
or ou hoard t he schooner, at Huraden’s Wharf, where
sin may be found when in port.

W tff
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important improv

most

male.

ever

t.,-.:-

Combination Stop*.

and

and ether Case* of

Elirget'e

New

->

Superb
de*i”ii*.

new

PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN

B. F. TrcKLi:.

CHA.S. J. O. KLINE &

quisae combination of these instruments.
Coaches to con' > passengiT.' to and from the cars
and boats.
Samph* Booms frei* to guest >.
Livery and Boarding stable connected with tic-

EASY PAYMENTS.
rented until

payments;

Belfast

Savings

rent

or

Bank.

W.

BEMUN El> to their new Banking Boom
House S.pian are pri*pared to re
<leposits, placing tl 4- sunn- on interest on tin*
tirst 4lays of June, July, August and.--I'ptemhir. and
L>4*C4*mbor, January, February and Man'll. interest
being computed <»n same, t lie first Mondays of June
and 1 >eeembiT.
Deposits received daily, xcept «>n Mimlay-. and
Li*gal Holidays,; from '.‘to 1 \. M.,aml to 1 1‘. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at Li, noon.
John il’. tJi/LMi’.Y, Treas.
A-A 1 \FX'( E, Fi• st.
tf
Belfast, .hint mh 1>; L

Physician

ivan

AMEKH AN

TUTTLE.
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A

1
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SOLICITOR

Agent.

Fur

greatest

an-

as

wonderful and

gray

or

faded hair to its

-a:

|
:1.(

Marion

a-

ever.

It

X. li.—Catakkm, Si lutK'Ai. ami (’muonic l>i'
kasks, with those peculiar to WOM AX and Chii
ui:i;n, w ill receive uis .-'•!*(• a ai, Attkntion.
Ei.'k< Tunu v used in all it' form.' -where this
valuable agent is indicated.
Ki) He will \ mi r I’a ii.N s at their hou ■■'. who
are unable to call at his rooms.
Oki'h k Hoik-—From lo
M. until 1 I’. M.
From
F. M. until
l*. M.. and from 7 F. M. until
U F. M.
tf.:i

patentuhiiitf/

restore'

It

and the scalp by
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DR. G-. P. LOMBARD,
May

still be round at the old >tand ol
l)r. Moon-, corner of rhurdi and
Spring Streets. Has all the latent
in-druments for op-Tating upon teeth, iu

it

This

given

making

which will

M AM

di

1ST E ‘W

MACHINE

to

Bangor. Dexrir, skowhegau, Farmington.
Lewiston, l)anville Junction and (iraud Trunk
Railway, and via l-.a-teru and Boston A Maine Railroads, arriving in Boston at 7:55 p mLeave Belfast 3:00
p. m. connecting to I), xter
and Bangor, and with night Pullman Train, for
Portland and Boston, an iv ing at 8:15 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt.
MM
Portland, June pj, is:;.,
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L. D. M. SWEAT, Pr.
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rireclar* or inhumation addre-s
A. W. C< m »MBS, >ccretar
Portland.
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testify

Iron Furnace

:

A. Huyford, Ls.p. Kx-Mayor,
Pe llast, Me.
Israel Cox, (ien’l Ins. Agent,
Harrison llayfoid, Farmer,
P. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
S. J. Dean, Prop, of Livery "table, Rockland
Fhen W.Seavey, Hotel helper, No "e.irsjiort,
Robert H. Ames. Teamster,
J. W. Black, Deputy SheritL
<
J. M. Hale
Stage Props., l-.llswort.li,
W. L. Cleave-, Prop ot Liv. Stable Stockton,
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Commencing Oct. 25, 1875,
• rains leave Belfast at
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Maine Central Railroad.

may he

It is easily applied, being in one j>r< jHtrut
quickly and effectually proiluces a p< rmam

Improved Dental Plates.
to

elegant preparation

change the color of the beard from gray or any other
undesirable shade, to blown or black, at di-ercte-n.

and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth inserted in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons prefer.
He lias the country right for the use of

Dr. Folsom's

Dye,

FOR THE WHISKERS.

improved
eluding
MORRISONS DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

I HUM VS Bl B(ii;ss.

Belfast, Sept. 9th, 1 *>.'•».
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u-*uring inventors that
>rv row pete nt and trust
of patting their applica
tioiis ii: a form to *ecu ra- f, -r t lie in a n early and fav .arable ron-idmat n m att im 1’a’ent < Mlice.
i.hAii M> i’.l E lv E, late < omVr of Patents.''
M ". P. II !
;ia
made *r me over i'll 1 IMA
Pat-nt*, Im\-ing bn» n successful in
apposition-- ;
aliuo-t v cry cn.-e. Mich iinmi-takable proof of great
tab u: and alulP on hi- part leads metorecommend
M
invent.to apply to him to procure their pa
tents, as they irn.v !•« -nr- ot hav ing tile, most fnithful atte.it ion
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making the hair grow thick and strong.
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color.

becomes white and clean.

its us

I»y it' tonic propet ii<

glands

youthful

all eruptions, itching and dandnitV,

remove.'

ami

an

VATK.K

care.

Its elVect'

Late from

St..opposite Kilby St.,Boston

e\T.-n-ive pram o'- of upward-of ;••
years,. ..ntinue- to .-••cure Patents in tin l nited
Mate-; al-o in (.rear Britain, f ran. e, and other for
eign countries. < meats, >p*••■ilications. Assign
ti
nt s, ;m«i ail papers tor Pali nt'executed on reason
.-m> ten;.', wit! de-patch
K* -••arch. made to de
t'-rmiueth.
al.dity and utility ot Patents of Inven
ion-, and 1* gal and other advice rendered in all
matter- tom
ing t in -ame. Copies of tin- claim.- ot
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar, aignineius recorded in Washington.
A <» Iyno'ti in i>
niti;! stoti *
s.-vs superior
file it it irs /or .iht'i ii-i.il/ /’lit' 'it.- •/•
s ■> it 11 i II n >/ the
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pi
cure a Patent, and the usual great
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her. sa\ e«l im entors
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DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
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Belfast, Mo.
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Irlulu I

Office, 58 Main St., ever store of S
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME.
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From ( aMine & I slesboro. Monday •Sc Thursday. $1.00
$ 1
For the Koutid Trip from Brook>vil!e,
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aw,irded highest premiums at !■
l| Ui I VC trial
Expositions, III VmcrU-u u«t well »■*
Europe. Out of hundreds there ha*,: not been .-;.v m
all where any other organa have been preterre *
.Vusieians. in bch
n[QT Declared by Eminent
S-e
unrivaled
hemispheres, to )"
S3LO
TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR, with opinions of more
than One Thousand fseni free).
P rmt
& Hamlin
IftlOICT "n having a "Mason
take any other. Dealers jet lakueb > <»m
and
orjans,
fa
missions for .silling inferior
reason often try very hard to sell something rise,
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at >:
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Organs ever awarded any m.* d d
or uhi>*h pres,-at sueh < xtraordi
to command a vvi
sale them.
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.)w>t publish* d, :i new edition of Or,
uhernell'N (>lelirMte<l Hmnnli- i'l cure
wittiout
Hi»y on t!.•
in* *di« in*
M*| i; M.\ oiri:n»K.v
01
Semina. WTakmInvoluntary -eimnal Eod.-e*,
;tl Incapacity, Jin
Ivinm.N* v. .Mental and !*li\
pediment* to .Marring' tc.; also, Cmnm mi’iih.v,
1.1*11.1 l*."V and ill -. iudni.'*d I• _> -elfindulgence
e\ -ial
xtrav agance. \ c.
iu a >euled envelope, only six cents.
«, I’rit
1 tie celebrated autlmr, in tin- admirable E.-.*uy.
clearly demonstrates, fr .m a thirty years’ suoee"lul
practice, that the alarming con.-e,jueilces ot scltadicall > cnrvd without the dangerouabU'- may
iim- of infernal medicim or the application ot
the
knite; pointing out a mode ot cure at one*- simple,
and eti*
.ml. by means ot which every sulferer no
matter what hi.-, condition may be, may cure him-mlt
neaply. privately, and radical/p.
iit: lhi- !.« « li; e -Imuhl be in t lie builds of ever y
youth ami every man in the land,
ai. in a ( lam envelope, to any ml
sent under
on rer.ipt ot -is cents, or two post
dres*, post
age stamps.
Address the Publishers,
<
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How Lost. How Restored!

Maitai:

»

in Europe,
W
excel>enoe

Paiicr stock,lOlil Iron, Joint anil Metal.
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VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 1867.
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At I!. F. WKI.LS'.

^'OTICE!
All
indebted

to me by note or account
settle at once, by check or Postal
Alter Feb. 1st, IN'V;, they will -ettle
with mv attornev.
ARNOLD HAKIMS,
New York City, No. 1 -tr Ka-t :>4rh Street.
Dec. -•*, !"E>.—tfVti.

requested
Money Order.
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BUY

Lard, Beef, Fisli

SAWVER, Pro’p.

Of all U ratios, and

& Groceries
choice lot of

a

Tobacco ^ Oigars

SPO UT, ME.

KICHA.RD H. MOODY.
(General
Druggi.-t ami Apothecary

That

IlKt.l AST, Me

be

t he ('ourt House.

•N. B.
Ml who are in debt ed to t he linn of K no wlit Nash, are re.,nt-sted to
111 e within ttodavs,
or their accounts will he left for collection.
ton
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S F F !

Cor.

Main

&

SHOES,
\ n

MR.

J.

W.

Light Company,

ANNUAL AI Fill NG of the Stockliolders
L of t!ie above named company will be held tit the
Treasurer’s oflic<
at Belfast, mi Monday, January
irth, lx TV, at t o'clock, P. M., for choice of corporation officers for the ensuing year, and to transact
such other busim-t-n u- muv legally come before saitl
Per Order,
meeting.
JOHN H. RH fMItY. Sec'v.
.lun.
i\\ J7
Belfast,
1, ltiTC

rpifK
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WOOLEN GOODS !
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of I lie best

few

Wales

I'uil-s of the 01.1) sl'Of’K left to tie almost

Gfiven

W

II

Away.
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Rubber

T

FURNISHING GOODS
of all kinds. PAPER Oi if.EARS, in all -i/< s,
all the other better grade of Collars.
•;

H.

L.

LORD.

a

Delicious Sensation oi Coolness & Comfort
best Voice Tonic in the world!

Try it! Safe, Reliable,

and only 35 Cents.
by Druggists, or mailed free; address
COOPER, WILSON & CO., Prop’rs, Phihulelpia.
W. W. Whipple & Co., Portland, Me.; Geo. C.
Sold

Goodwin &

M WTFACTritKI)

eSc11

!

WELLS’.

IBioknell

Co.; Weeks &. Potter; Rust Bros. N
Bird, Boston, wholesale agts.
ly'Jtl
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r.v

Clark, Belfast, Butterick’s Patterns

pent for Belfast, ami
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I ll'll l> U‘ a Carriage
Shop in tin
the old Treadwell N Mansfield stand,
am readv to attend to all kin. a of
Carriage
ami Sleigh repairing. New work made to order.
tf-1
H
W. TRUNDY-

rou

Belfast Hardware Store
Before purchasinp your ponds. There vn# will
lind General HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS
ami VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and
FARMER'S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at LOWEST PRICES. Don’t for ire t
the place, ANGIER’S, No. 1 Plienix Row.
HEJ
April VO, lsr.'>.

HAVENER’S

Lunch Rooms
MAINE

A L S 0

HOLIDAYS
SALE BY

lmst

John S. Caldwell.

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.
J.
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House for Sale.
house
Union Street,
TlfE
Furrow, it
cupied by T.
with
.1.
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can

bo filled at
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any PATTERN which is in

Catalogue.

Catalogues Free
U/ANTFn
fin il ILL/

to All 1

•’’
men and women (very
h, re, located and to travel
for
particular* addre--, with stattip,
.1 M. Cl BOW
hnlT*
l,’l Main St.. Bangor, Me.
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PHCENIX ROW,

Oilers to sell his stock of furniture at cost.
Now is
llic time to buy to advantage all such household
goods us ure usually found iu a well stocked Furniture Store.
As seen elsewhere in this paper I also offer for
sale my house and land, situated on
High street
Also my store No. 11 I’lneiiix liow. A rare chance
tor n good investment.
,1. I.. l.oc'Ki:.
ltelfust, Dec. hi, is:.}.

la Cents.
In

Cold Corned Beef,
Chowder,
Baked Beans,
Boiled Epps,
Ham ami Epps,
Beef Steak,
Brown Bread and Milk,
Crackers and Milk,
Mince Pie per quarter,

Apple
Pumpkin

f»
:;o
1*5
la
In

H. M.

•»

s
s
....

r»

...

Choice (/it/nrs and 'Tobacco*

Confectionery,

oc-

is

good cellar, well of water,
quarter acre of land. The house is
two stories, Ell one and a half
Morins; three large rooms below and
Kitchen; lour rooms and kitchen above, besides
attic. The house is thoroughly built, and in excel} new,

lent condition throughout, and adapted for two
families. Will be sold on reasonable terms. InW. II. SIMPSON.
quire of
Jh lfast, July
tl'4

CHRISTMAS GOODS
TO BE

Bond's

Fruit* Ws. dv.

LARGE VARIETY oE

Cakes

and

For Christmas.

Patterns!
MOODY’S Slipper
From 02
up.
cents

At 15. F. WELLS’.

THURLOW,
POST OFFICE.

Valuable Pr

operty for Sale.

subscriber offers for sale the
hou>e ami land known-as the “Locke
House” situated in the center of tin*
city, nearly opposite th<- New Kurland House, on High Street.
This
consists
ot a double tenement, two story
property
house, ami stable, about 1 J an acre of land with
fruit trees, and a never failing well of water. Said
place is situated on* three street', and the laud is
The

available for house lots, stores and shops.
V rare
chance for a good investment.
,J. 1.. LOi'lvF.
Belfast, Dec. *.*, lb?j.-

Crackers!

FOUND AT

Cor. Main and Iligh Sts.

MOKE IIAKI/ Mol N I AIN (ANA
hand ami -filing rapidly at ijc’.ao each.

on

mo

s

*“

A

KI ES
VEINY

l.»

Coffee,
'1’ea,.
Milk,
Burkhadt’s Celebrated Laper, t'Eresh
Tap every day),

—OF—

German Canaries.

FARE.

Clam

LARGE ASSORTMENT
on

Orders
for

FOOT OF MMX S TREET*

BELFAST,

FOR

i;i:» i:ived by

II. II. JOHNSON vN ro.

tear

THE-

>

-o-

In nil its brandies at the old stand of Tread !
well & Mansfield.
Carriages repaired at
>hort notice.
Horse Shoeing promptly atI 'tided to.
All work warranted to give satN- I
'“(■lion.
J, G. DAMON.

Ili.Whol'
when- I

CO.,

St., Boston. Mass.

'i.N i*

ml' the American
House, an.I
would invite their old friends and patrons to call
them
at this popular old stand, where they
upon
may he found at all times ready to attend to the
wants of those requiring work in their line.
< arriage and
Sleigh Painting and Trimming is our
specialty. We will paint and trim new carriages ,,r
arni.-h old ones and repair trimmings at t-u.souuhle
rates on short notice, guaranteeing satisfaction in
all cases.
WALES & B1CK.NELL.

New Carriage Shop

BOOKS

ONLY

IMtillTON FURNACE

and

Jackson’s Catarrh Sinitf

is the

and

BLACKSMI THING!

For Sale at

First-Class Tailoring Establishment!

OilTTI NG

E

Sheeting
Jl. F

at*

<■

REMOVAL!

CLARK.

quality.

a

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are
being
manufactured to order by first-class workmen
as
low prices as the times will afford.
attended to in all if- branches hv nn
UU I I mu sell. 1 have also a line
assortment > t

Carriage Making. Painting,
Biacksmithing.

No. 13, PHENIX ROW.
receiving doily NKW GOODS in nil tin- Tall

styles

■

,.

Succes>or to N. ti. Prescott ft Co.)

Belfast Gas

(il.'b W. KNOW LTO.N.
\ l'LLUKR f K N hill I.
tt'l I

—

RUBBERS!

High Sts.

-.■

Belfast, Sept, s, 1*75.

a

■

.,

bought cheap for cash.
ADon’t forget the place, ( hurch Str<< !, oppo.-ite
can

Goods Delivered to all parts of the Citv
FREE of CHARGE!

YOUR

Christmas Goods

Will niH positively cure
ca-e of rheumati-m
rlie.,a..
go...#’.ong -landing
the lac, of th. e;ivth. II. ig an inward application
it doe* t lie vv ork 'piickly. thoroughly ami permanent
ly, leaving the -v.-ieni 'tr.nig and ,'malthy. Write
to am prominent p.-r-oii in Washington City, ami
you will learn that tin above -tafenieut is true in
e\ cry
part icular.
((in i>i.\■*!:i' < r.in me \ 1i
A rt"N vt. IE.n:i
\\ i-hington, l». t
1*. ».
l>t c.
|b
M• *srs Heip’o n-cm
lien!»i. rt u 11 v*
I ver.
ate that I used lhir
ang'.- Kin ioii.it ic I,'lUeiiv with decided iteneiii.
\
II. STEPHENS,
M cn !,, ;■ ui ( ongress, ot < iu.
x
v
Pi;i
M v x i"\,
Wa hiu r o,|, t (
1*..»
April
AI' **r- In lpi.cn -!
item >
(..lit*
! or th, pa-: -t v ,u y ars Til v wife lias been
a great *utf> n
from rln am at -m. lor doctors fail
!|‘ n -ed 1 luce liv»ttle.- Durailg'lug to giv e in T reiol
Klouin:!., Ueme.iv a ml a p. rniaiietit cure vv as the
result.
WM II. (TOOK,
“E\< cat i’. Cierk to President «>rant."
U
bigi'Mi. 1». ('.. March ::.|, n;
In tin- -pace ot' twelve hours no. rh' iunati>m wag'oue, ha vim.* taken three dose-of Imraiigs lilieu
malic lb-mod;.. My brother. .1. It. C. >-na, ot I’- d
lord. Pa., wa- enrol !>v a -im !a amount.
"'Il.\ cEsS\a.
Member of' ongres- ot Pa
bottle, ot six bottles for fm
Price, oiu dollar
> I lit rang
dollars. Ask yom
Kin un it
iimiii;t:ic:uro,| i,v
Ibuid
III.I PHIAM l\E X BEN I LEl
Hruggists and Cln ini-ts,
Wa*hington. 1>. (’
|.r > d, h\ niv‘1 CdlSfS f.\ Ein W II EKE..
>
Id by \\ I! »1.1
A 1 I. I»KI (il I STS ill Boston,
Mass.
uniosl
•U'

1

OTiir.l;.-,.

KMKUV

tl'l.J

IS

j
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to

gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs

A certain colored deacon

44

FAKE FOK

GEO. R. CONGDON,

E. I). Petrus <fc Co.
An adjourned
meeting of the creditors of E. I). Peters & .SAFE. ECONOMICAL, BEST, FOR SALE BY At i.
Co., was holden in Poston on Friday. The
(,ROCKIES. SAFE. ECONOMICAL BEST.
report of the committee appointed at a
previous meeting was read, showing that
the statement presented by the firm was
correct. The committee thought it would pays for a Postal Card, and, on receipt of your ad
AND TROCHE POWDER.
dnss written thereon, we will send you a sample
be lor the interest of the creditors to ac- ! copy of our great
A lU.I.KiHTI I I, AN1) ULEASANT REMEDY IN
illustrated Literary and Family
cept the proposition made bv Messrs. Pet- I Journal, “THE CRH KETON Til E ilEARTH,” a Catarrh, Headache, Had Jircath, /hoarseness. Asthmammoth 10-page paper size “llarner’s Weekly,”)
ers & Co., to go into bankruptcy volunta-1
ma, Jtronehitis, Conyhs, Deafness, «)V.,
containing splendid continued and short stories,
rily, and then offer a composition with ! sketches, poems, etc., etc. Only $1 a year, with
And all disorders resulting from COLDS in
“Gems
of
ol
the
basis
ten
elegant
American
premium portfolio,
their creditors on
paying
Art." executed by Aldine Co., or 75 cents without
Hoad, Throat and Vocal Organs.
per cent, ol the debts in three months, ten premium. On trial
three months for only 15 cents.
This Remedy does not “DRV CP” a Catarrh but
per cent, in nine months, and live per Write at once to 1. M. Ll.’PTON & CO., :i7 Park
LOOSENS it; frees the head of all offensive matter,
cent, in fifteen months, and live per cent, Row, New York.
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache: aliays
in eighteen months, the fast three with inand soothes the burning lieat in Catarrh; is -o mild
WANTED.
and agreeable in its effects that it positively
terest at seven per cent. The committee
Agents for the best household article out. Bran new.
were requested to act as agents ol the
Strike while the cream is ou it.
It sells like fun.
Cures Without Sneezing!
creditors in taking such steps as may be Sample mailed for L’5 cts. and two stamps. Circular
As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste,
T. B, ST.VV.NI-:it & Co., 005 Eddy St., Provifree.
expedient to carry out the terms of com- dence, R. I.
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly

missionary collections,

to

••

red

Gray ft Patterson’--.

ami ('lam-

r-

MARKET.

—

complete

a

Smoked, Dry,
&&Nice <)yst<

icin-

STREET

Next door
Where lie will

\

¥V

AAAAMIAAM

Kyder’-

1 le-Foro
--V A

( AIM.

a day :it homo,
\gents wanted, Out lit and
s*,£* terms free. TRIE &
CO., Augusta, Maine.

a

loss

Market!

CIO

House
Sii.vei; Tiiuoat.
For a case of Cough, Cold or Asthma
The Cincinnati Commercial has this ac- CCfinn that ADAMSON’S
15. (
BALSAM will
count of “a horse with a silver throat:” t nm n t110* one. Sold by Druggists at .’55 cts.
Circular
free.
Address
Di:.
1-'. W. KINS
“lie was a kindly, hard-working beast, M
AN, Augusta, Maine.
belonging to the Cincinnati Omnibus j
No Charges for obtaining
Company but was ‘wind-broken.' and on
C Patents unless successful.
that account had grown almost useless. | TH
xU TRnnrWTniJ
U* VHiiMlUXVO
Pamphlet free. ( A. Shaw,
A

at

I

Sails made and repaired ar short notice, holt on
Swan X Si 1 >!ev’s wharf, foot of Main street.
JOHN It. THUMBS,
(.l.o f. t»SBOKN E.
Belfast, .J uly JJ, Ol.. C.IilO'U

Main Street,

Award,-!

DIPLOMA of honor

«s„

OSBORNE

l»K \LKl:>

by any other?.

and excellence

THREEHMESTMEMLS

MAKERS
AM)

UN APPROACHED

UNEQUALED
capacity

ill

j

JJ

EPJTEftNIAL
w

ami after

la
M*
W A. .M
each \\ ay

Friday

\

*

—

-t Peruvian Park.
A % M SSI 1*
Sold by all
dealers generally.
A :’.-*-|>:ige pamphlet, ••onfaining a treatise on iron
a-a medi.-al agent and other
aluable.pnpers, ;e>
timonials iron- distinguished physicians, clergymen
be
!•>
and others, wd!
■‘•■nt/'/•
.111;. address. >J*. i ll
W. !•• »vv l.r. .Sc S.o\>. Proprietors,
Harrison
1 v4;t
Avenue, Po-ton.

CABINET ORGANS.

narv

SAIL

K K T I .' K \ I N (i-

—

persons

f 'i

on

Fare for Passengers, SI.00.

■

ftViiivil** C'oiii|Miua«». A<
Thousands li:i\ lu en .-bang. -1 by the use of this
from weak, -i»kl\ sutlering creatures, to
strong, healthy, happy men and women ; and invalids cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
lie sun voir get lla- i"PKH(’VI*
<'«tiiiion.

remedy

MASON & HAMLIN

to the late (has. II. TltOllllc.

Micee."tM<

Leave Brooksville for Belfast,

Belfast

Oyster

THOMBS

American

at ‘.‘o'clock 1’. M.
Mondays and Thursday-,
at 0 u \lock A. M.
Wednesdays and Saturdays,
May lay uiitil 10 o’clock for Boston mat.

On

TNT E W

Fish ni

uro propiirnl tu ilo
SHIP mul HOUSE
PAINTING in all its branches --hoth plain and
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
< Mir
long experience in the business, and our past
labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
he a sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to u~
will be faithfully done. < oiisulf us before going
elsewhere.
>hop over the Marble Works, lJiuii
Street.
JOHN H. POi »B.
ii.-lt';i>t. .March is, l>r:.. tf MA'IT WEI.Mi.

PIONEER,

Leave Belfast, Sanford Wharf,
FOR CASTINE AND BROOKSVILLE,

Sewing Machine

art1

JJUto Jijocrttscmcnts.

A M K K

('apt. VO V. 1 \i:N'\voi:tii,

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

B. ('. II.

INC Fit
f*w~4

A (i A IX!!

KOI T i;

II i:

1

Machines

Sewing

T.ach package contains a t reatise on Catarrh and
Dr. Sanford's Improved Inhaling lube, i’rice $1.00.
Sent prepaid to any part of the Fuited States tor
sFor sale by Druggists everywhere. NVF.KKs
\ 1‘DTTMR, Boston, (.eiieral Agents.

if,,

10

S T I

>

And T.xaminer of

Affection*.
11 ii m or**,
DiweuHe* of the hi<l
n«\y*» and Uluiltler.

■Boil*,

KILBY,

C.

will i.i.avi;

This renu-.ly i> the result of tin- research of one m
the Proprietors who had been a great sufferer for
years and who had tried all the advertised remedie-'
and skill of manv physicians without obtaining relief. A radical cure was obtained and numerous similar cures effected among his friends and acquaint
ances without an exception, induced him to put it
before the public.
That it will cure the most severe
eases of Rheumatism we have abundant testimony
to show, which may b** found in our circulars. All ot
which proof is bona tide and from those who have
been benefited by its use.
S A. HOWES & CO., Agents,

j

<

lli.irrh(Pa,

«*«i*

POOR & WELSH

Railroad Wliarl. E'oi'tland

RHEUMATISM & NEURALGIA

1

Vitalizes and Enriches
the Blood, Tones up the
System, Builds up the
Broken-down, C u r e s

MERUIT^’lERAT?1

QU I

v

Debility. Drop* v. Chill**
and I'evert. Chronic*

of Richmond, PAINTERS!

-.

From the Drug Examiner of the Boston Custom House>i:
R \ tn< a i. (Tin-; has proved so uniformj s
-u<c""ful
in the treatment of Catarrh that I now
ly
I recommend
it exclusively, ami consider it far superior to am preparation ever before prepared for this
di-mas'
ISAAC I. CAMl'BKM,,
Dj-uggist, Broadway, South Boston,

PALMAM

at Law!

Attorney

iiLOoii.

THE PERUVIAN SYRUP

WALLACE,

GEO- E.

S T E A M E Li

•H

II A Y and all kinds of EASTERN l*K< H >1'Cl-., and
Freights obtained for Vessels.

CATARRH.

j

at Law!

tiif

i\

iitox

4y*All business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

o
U

..

A series of

SUI GENERIS.

IIAR.',BEN BLOCK. Belfast, h.

—

«

w i; i; k !

pi: pt

trip

so

given

by

THE

Penobscot. Mt. Desert & Machias

O

■

1

FOR

JOMNSOK,

Attorney
14

eS
«
u

E.

MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by E. I\. Boyle.

FURTHER NOTICE.

UNTIL

CATARRH.
willingly

’

ARR ANG 3MENT

G.

Musical Notice.
ABB1E K. l'.KLLS, will receive a few
pupils for instruction upon the Piano and Pahinet Organ. Special cure taken with beginners. For

MISS

terms inquire at l id Main Street.
>Jov. 25, 1S75—tttl

i“«;fASTHMA.
KIDDER’S PASTILLES. by mail. Stowoil it Co.
Charleston u, .\ia«3.

